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DRUG ABUSE IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS

FRIDAY, JUNE 18, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COAIMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL

Mansfield, Ohio.
The committee met pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in courtroom 2,

Richland County courthouse, Mansfield, Ohio, Hon. Michael G.
Oxley presiding.'

Present: Representative Michael G. Oxley.
Staff present: Brenda L. Yager. minority counsel; George R. Gil-

bert, assistant staff counsel; and Sandra J. BOek, assistant minority
counsel.

Mr. OXLEY. I would like to call the meeting to order this morn-
ing.

We appreciate everyone coming and participating. I will be
making an opening statement and the gentleman to my rightwill
be making an opening statement for the chairman of the commit-
tee, Congressman Leo Zeferetti: Then we will hear from the mayor
and begin our discussioilAy panels.

Iwould like to welcang you here today. As an elected official ,
and a parent, I am concerned about the, use of drugs by our high
school students. \

Last year in this Nation, $79.3 billion was spent on illegal drugs.
This makes it' one of the largest businesses in America.

A' large amount of this money was spent by youth.. On a ation-
wide survey, 32 percent said they had used marihuana in the post
month. While this is a decrease over previous years, the use of
stimulants has increased to 16 percent and the amount of cocaine
and LSD used remains constant.

The usage of these drugs not only affects the health of the young
people, but also affects their school work, chances-for success and
also causes problems within the families and the community. For
example, most juvenile crime today.is drug related.

The Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and COntrol has been
conducting, hearings on drug usage among high school students
through various areas of the Nation, including Tennessee and New
York.

iThe purpose of these hearings is to
, find out what type of drug

problems exist, if any, in this area of Ohio and to observe how this
area compares to the rest of the Nation.

It is our hope that in establishing a record and gathering infor-
mation, the community will become aware of 'the problems that
exist. While I am constantly aware that the Federal Government
has responsibility on drug enforcement, such as intercepting drugs

(1)
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which have been smuggler.? into this Country,. te eradication ofdrug usage by young peiiple can only be stopper r:-Irougl- a commu-
nity awareness and cooperative effort.

Your attendance here today expresses your interest and concernover this issue. I would like to thank you all for coming and foryour cooperation.
would like to thank especially all those in Mansfield, in Rich-land County, who have been very cooperative with us in providingthe acilities today, and particularly my gond friend and formerclassmate in law schOol,. Judge Jim Henek.nr. and Mayor Ed

Meehnn, who will be addressing us very shortly.
I would also. like to introduce Paul Biber, who will be represent-

ing Congte;;Jman.Pease, for today's hearing. Paul is in the back ofthe room.
Thank you v3ry. much.
Mr. GILBERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Congressman Zeferetti,

chairman of the Select 'Committee hai asked that his statement. fortoday be read into the record.
[Mr. Zeferettes_staterifent folloWs:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CONG-IESSMAN ZEFERLITI
I regret that I am unable to participate personally in today's hearing which will

examine the serious problem of drug abuse among our schoolagedputh.I do, however, commend Mr. Oxley, the newest member of our select Committee,for initiating this most important inquiry. Since his ammintmerit to the committeelast September, he has demonstrated a strong interest in the myriad and complexissues of drug abuse prevention and control, and I appreciate his contributions tothe committee's work.
I also want to thank Mayor Meehan for welcoming the committee. to Mansfieldthis morning, and further, I extend my sincere thanks and appreciation to our wit-nesses and the many other people who have so generously waisted the committee inits investigation.
Unfortunately, the use and abuse of dangerous drugs by our Nation's childrenhave escalated dramatically during the past decade.
Among 12- to 17-year-olds. at least 31 percent have tried marihuana, up from 14

The most recent survey of drug abuse among high school seniors conducted for

resent in 1972. Within this same age group, an estimated 17 percent are current
users as compared to 7 percent 10 years ago.

the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in 1981 shows that 60 percent of these

resent

studentshave tried marihuana at least once and '1 percent are daily users.here are some encouraging signs. After years of alarming increases, teenagemaiihuanit use is now declining. Use of many other kinds of drugs by our youngpeople is also moderating.
Nonetheless, experts estimate that drug use is higher amcng our children than inany other western nation. I am especially concerned by the data which shows anincrease in abuse of stimulants.
This increase is pry likely caused by the burgeoning traffic in so-called "look-alike" drugs which are often made to closely resemble amphetamines and are fre-quently sold on the street as:"speed."
Our children are the primary targets of this unscrupulous trade, and the potentialhealth harm from these products is just 7.eginning to be realized. Our committeeheld a healing last fall to examine this growing problem.
The Select Committee's interestin preventing drug abuse among youth' is along-standing one. We have held hearings on drug abuse in schools in New York, Tennes-see, and Georgia.
In addition to look-alike dregs, we have conducted hearings on drug parapherna-lia which helped to generate awareness of that problem and of- the Model Drug -Paraphernalia Act developed by the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) as a&glide for action by States and localities.
As Federal funds for, and direct participation in, drug treatment and preventionservices have-been cut back, we nave looked into effective community responses to
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drug abuse and have encouraged drug abuse prevention efforts by parents, school-
based programs, churches, and others.

The purposes of our hearing today are to learn about the extent of the tee,,age
drug problem in this section of Ohio, to find out how schools and communities are
responding to it, and to determine how Federal resources can best be used to combat
this pr'oblem.

In doing so, we hope that our presence here will help to raise local awareness of
drug abuse among school-aged children and will promote the involvement of all seg-
ments of the community in meeting the challenges that drug abuse presents.

Thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Gilb,:rt, I would like to call on Mayor

Meehan.

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD T. MEEHAN, MAYOR OF MANSFIELD,
OHIO

Mayor MEEHAN: First of all, we would like to thank you for hold-
ing these hearings in our county and city at this point in to find
out what kinds of problems we have.

I-would like to welcome all' of you from out of town or other
parts of the county to our fair city and we trust this will be a very
rewarding type of hearing for you today.

We know there are a number of problems. We know what some
of the drug problems are. I think the main concern now is-T-what
are the solutions?

The main prOblem we have here in the city, of Mansfield centers
around the apprehensiol of drug pushers, as well as those involved
in the trafficking of drugs.

Obtaining a sufficient amount of money in order to make, the
necessary drug buyk. and apprehending those who. are, of course,
pushing drugs in tWarea is of major concern to the city. .

So, again, we would like to welcome all of you and I trust from
the listing of people here today on the agenda, that it will be a
very rewarding time.

Thank you very much.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you Eo much, Mayor. We appreciate your at-

tendance and your welcome.
The first witness is Dr. Patrick. O'Malley. Dr. O'Malley is study

director of the Institute fOr Social Research at the University-of
Michigan. doe

He came down today from Ann arbor. He also will be represent-
ing the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Dr. O'Malley, welcome. We appreciate your coming today.

TESTIMONY OF PATRICK O'MALLEY, STUDY DIRECTOR,
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN..

Mr. O'MALLEY. Thank yt-iu. I am Dr. O'Malley, from the Universi-
ty of Michigan, and we have been conducting nationwide surveys
funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and they asked me
to come down to talk a little about'what kinds of things have been
happening in terms of drug/ use in high schools for the last few
years and my testimony today will be based on this document
called "Highlights From Student Drug Use in America, 1975 to
1981?!

There are a few copies in the back of the room for anybody who
is interested in seeing the actual numbers.
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What I would like to do is to read a *little bit about the kinds ofthings that we found.
First, let me tell you 'a little about the way we do the study.What we e!_o is we annually select about 125 or 130 high schoolslocated arGund the country. The study is designed to be nationallyrepresentative. We have all. kinds of schools, public, private, fromall regions, urban and rural included.
We administer-questionnaires in the schools to high schoOl sen-iors. We get questionnaires frOm about 17,000 seniors a year andwe have peen conducting it since 1975.
The data that I will be talking about today are 'current upthrough 1981. rie have recently completed our 1982 survey, but wedon't have the data back yet. '
So'rne important changes have been happening recently in thedy scene as far as American young-people are concerned. One ofthe most important recent changes from a public health standpointat least is the fact that cigarette smoking has continued to declinein this age group. .

Since 1977, the proportion of seniors smoking a half pack a dayor more has dropped by nearly a third and the decline is slowingnow, but it has been substantial. We are, however, still at about131/2 percent, of seniors smoking cigarettes of half a pack or more a'day.
:Another recent change 'which bodes well for the present andfuture health of American young people is the sharp drop in dailyor near daily marihuana use
We define for purposes of our study, daily marihuana use as useof marihuana on 20 or more occasions in the past 30 days.At its peak. in 1978, daily use stood at nearly 11 percent of allseniors. That represented a doubling from the previous 3. years,1975 to 1978.
Since then, however, the daily Statistic has dropped back, it isdown now to 7 percent.,This means, of course, that we have 1 outof every 14 high school seniors smoking marihuana daily.It is an improvement over the one out of nine that we had in1978, but it is still a large number.
As with the cigarette smoking, we think this change is attributa-ble to the substantial and continuing increase in health concernsrelated to regular use of marihuana and also to .a decrease in thepeer acceptance of marihuana. and I will mention a little laterwhat numbers we have on those.
The proportion of students using marihuana at any level, notjust daily but at any level, is, also declining over the last -coupleyears, although not nearly so dramatically as for the daily use.Another drug' which is showing a recent and significant drop isPCP. But several other illicit drugs are not showing any increases,but are maintaining basically the eteady course.
These include tranquilizers, barbiturates, LSD, heroin, opiates_other than heroin and cocaine.
All were essentially level between the years 1980 and 1981.The one drug that did show a large increase was amphetamines.This is important because amphetamines is the most widely usedclass of illicit drugs other than marihuana".
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One-third Of all 1981 seniors indicated having at least tried them
and this is without medical supervision, this is illicit use; and one-
sixth or one of six seniors said they used amphetamines in the pre-
vious month.

All of these statistics show sharp increases over the past year,
from 1980 to 1981.

For example, the annual prevalence jumped by 5 percent in that
single year.

We think these upward trends are exaggerations of.the true am-
phetamine use trends because, as mentioned, there has been a.
large increase recently in the sales of those over-the-counter stimu-
lants used for diet pills and stay-awake pills and also the mail-
order pseudoamphetamines, the look-alikes.

Thus, some number oLthese undoubtedly are not amphetamines,
but are mistakenly reported as amphetamine use.

However, we have done analyses of -related data and we believe
there is a real increase in the recreational use of stimulants in this
age group as well, not just for the, diet pills or' for the stay-awake
pills.

One other drug we have seen showing an increase was metha-
qualone, not as sharply as amphetamines, but it shows a slight in-
crease in 1980 to 1981.

With respect to alcohol, we don't see any particular charge from
1980 to 1981. All of the measures we have are pretty much steady.'
I would like to point out that one of our measures is we asked, "In
the last 2 weeks, how many times have you had five or more drinks
in a row on a single occasion?"

We continue to have about 40 percent of high school seniors on
at least one occasion in the prior 2 weeks having had five or more
drinks in a row.

That seems to us to be .a disturbingly high statistic.
In sum, the use of some of these illicit drugs is declining or stay-

ing steady. We seem to be down from peak levels of the late 1970's,
but despite those tangible improvements, it is still the case that il-
licit drug use is extremely prevalent among people of high school
age.

In the graduating class of 1981, fully two-thirds at least once had
illicit use of a drug. We suspect that that is a conservatively low
estimate which means undoubtedly more than two-thirds of the
people of that age group used them.

'While a third of two-thirds-only-used-marihuana;still- two-thirds
of those used illicit drugs, so you have 43 percent of the sample of
American high school seniors having used an illicit drug other
than marihuana.

These are judged to be very high levels, both in absolute terms'
and relative to other countries.

These are; we suspect, the highest levels of drug use in any in-
dustrialized nation in the world, and thus while we see some im-
provements, the problems of drug use and abuse are still ',a very
long way from being solved.

Now,\ I would like to turnito some other measures we have in ad-
dition to asking about simply use of drugs, the actual behaviors.



We ask some things about the attitudes and beliefs that they
have and I would like to say a few -words about recent findings in
these areas.

One of the things we asked the students is how harmful they
think various kinds of drugs would be for the user, and another
thing we asked was how much they personally disapprove of var-
ious kinds of drug use.

We have seen interesting changes, particularly related to mari-
huana use.

From 1975 to 1978, we had seen a decline in the harmfulness
that these seniors were perceiving to be associated with levels of
marihuana use, all levels of use..

In 1979-Jor_the first time, there was an increase in the propor-
Vons who see haimfulness. In other words, from 1975 to 1978, there
as a decline in the number, it didn't seem to be as harmful as

they thought, since 1979, it has turned around.
And that increase is going on steadily since then. Regular mari-

huana use has the most impressive change.
This is why we think daily marihuana use has been going\ down. -

There hasbeen a 23-percent jump in 3 years -now in the proportion
who perceive regular marihuana use as involving great riHk.

It went from 35 percent seeing that great _risk up to 58 percent
between 1978 and 1981.

That is a very dramatic change for these kinds of social science
.1 data and it occurred during a period of which there was a substan-

tial amount of scientific and media attention devoted to the poten-
tial dangers of heavy marihuana use.

We think in large part that has resultel in the downt.urn we are
seeing.

Also, there has been an increase in the recent past of the
number of seniors who think a-pack-n-day cigarette smoking in-
volves great risk.

In 1975, only about 50 percent of the seniors perceived a great
risk of harm. That is up to 64 percent in 1/981.

Correspondingly, we have seen a downturn in cigarette smoking.
In regard to experimental or occasional use of other illicit drugs

other than marihuana, again from 1975. to 1978 or 1979, there has
been this decline in the perceived harm associated with that.

Since then, only for amphetamines has that trend downward con-
tinned. Otherwise, there was a slight increase.

Kids are perceiving more risk of harm, even with experimental
or occasional use.

_

So essentially, there has been a sharp reversal in young people's
concerns about the regular marihuana use beginning around 1979,
and since then, there has been a more modest reversal and con-
cerns about less frequent use of marihuana and in terms of experi-
menting with other illicit drugs as wellamphetamines is the ex-
ception, however.

We also asked about to what extent do you disapprove of people
18.years of age or older doing each of the following things and we
have a list of drug-u%es at various levels.

We find that the great majority of seniors do not condone regular
use of any -illicit drug. Regular use of illicits-is disapproved by at

a
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least 90 percent, except for marihuanathat use is disapproved by
about 77 percent.

Smoking a pack a day is disapproved by about 70 percent for
cigarettes.

For all drugs, fewer of the seniors indicated disapproval of ex-
perimental or occasional use than regular use, as you would expect,
of course.

The difference is not great/for illicit drugs other than marihua-
na. For example, 75 percent disapprove of even experimenting with
cocaine, versus '91 percent who disapprove of regular use. Notice
there is not-muCh-difference. .

There is a great deal of disapproval of use of any illicit drugd
other than marihuana and at virtually any level.

The seniors do, however, differentiate on marihuana, the rate of
disapproval varying depending on the usage habits. -

About 40. percent disapprove of trying marihuana once or twice.
Sixty percent don't disapprove. Doesn't mean they approve,

simply they don't disapprove. _-

About half disapprove of the occasional use and as I stated,
three-quarters disapprove regular use. So they make a distinction
in marihuana among the levels of use.

As far as changes br-trends in this measure of disapproval, like
the harmfulness, we saw decreases in disapproval between 1975
and 1977, but since then, there has ben substantial change and we
now have disapproval of all levels of arihuana use increasing sub-
stantially. / ,

I would like to talk just a moment low about the attitudes..that
their friends have as perceived by the seniors.

We asked them, hoW do you think your close friends would feel if
you were towe give the different levels of use then. .

What.we find is basically that a subStantial majority think that
their friends would disapprove if they irioked marihuana. regular-
ly, 75 percent of the friends feel that way; or if they were to smoke
a pack daily of cigarettes. Cigarettes daily and regular marihuana
have the same amounts, about three-quarters, saying their friends
would disapprove. / \About. 66 percent feel thar friends wohld disappriive of occasion-
al marihuana smoking. Slightly fewer, about 46 percent feel that
their friends would disapprove of trying Marihuana once or twice.

So what we see` is basically the peer norms differ considerably for
the various illegal drugs and legal ones, overall, though they tend
to be conservative, particularly given the image some of us have of

,

many kids apprOving of,drug use. n

In fact, the great majority 'of seniors have friendship circles
which do not condone use of illicit drugs other than marihuana
and three-fourths of them feel their, friends, would disapprove of
theirregular marihuana use and half feel their friends would dis-
approve of their even trying marihUana.

Those are the comments that I wanted to make coming out here
: and I was given a piece of paper when I came in which asked me to

address certain quest:-..iis and I wanted to, which I have not yet ad-
dressed, and I would like to mention them.

One of the things specifically I. was asked to comment on is limi-
tations inherent in the study.
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What we do is we survey high school seniors. What that means-is
that we miss one segment of the age population, high school drop-
outs, who are, in fact, likely, of course, to be higher users Of thedrugs.

,
-

In fact; we also miss people whcare absent on the day of the
questionnaire so again, we are short there: All of our use figures
are underestimates.

We made attempts to estimate how much is the underestimation,
and it is there, buf we don't think it is substantial.

What we do believe, however, is that because we an-nia1137iiioni-.
for drug use among the seniors, what we can look at probably 'fairly accurately Is the direction of the changes in the trends that.are going on.

We feel confident that marihuana use at daily levels is goingdown.
We probably underestimate, our 7 percent, is undoubtedly an un-

derestimate, but we feel confident the trend is down.
That is the more important limitation I think.
People worry about whether kids give us valid and reliable an-

swers to thee questionnaires. We believe they do. We have a lot ofreasons to bidieve that.
For okample, when we asked how many of their friends do

things, we get' about the same estimates of drug use that we get
from theni and this suggests that since there is no reason they
should be lying about ,their- friends' use, we suspect there is no ,reason we suspect they are telling us the truth.

We ha.4 done interviews where we asked kids afterwards; were
you willing to tell the truth on this and do you think your friends
were? Virtually in all cases;, the kids say they would, but they were
not sure their friends would have.

Another question I have is whether young people seem to be in-
fluenced by the availability of drugs. The answer, I think, certainlyis yes.

What we find is that drugs are far more available than people
are using drugs. That is, marihuana is available, according to theseniors, to.90 percent of them, it is very easy to get.

Only 60 percent actually avail themselves of that.
Heroin, fully 20 percent, about 19 percent say they think it,would be .fairly easy and far fewer, less than 2 percent, have everused heroin.
So availability doesn't seem to be the factor which is preventing

people from using drugs.
I have a question, what ages of students have the highest drugused

-We find that our seniors and juniorsthere is not much differ-
ence between the seniors and juniors, but the seniors, are more
likely than the juniors and the other, younger ones, too.

What we have seen in the past several years is the increase inthe amount of drugs used by lower grades in particular\ at the
grade levels about,-9; 10; 11 are more early use in those levels, but
it is almost all due to marihuana.

We have not seen any particular increases in the use of other
drugs for the most part, amphetamines, Quaaludes, tranquilizerS itis mostly marihuana that we see go into the younger groups. \,
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/
We see little evidence that it !goes below grade 9 as far as

changes go: Those trends seem to be constant.
I was asked 'about-the regional differences in drug use thiough-

out the country's high schools.
We find that there are a fewthe regional differences tend to be

relatively consistent: The. Northeast and the WestI shoiild ex-
plain the four regions. r

We have the Northeast, North Central, where we have Ohio, the
Western part and the South:.

What we find is 'that the Northeast and the West area little
higher than'tbe North Central, which, in turn, is somewhat higher
than the South..-,

The S'outh tends to be a little lower, the other three not so differ-
ent, but the North Central seems to be on average for most of the

/drugs.
-. One Ching we noticedis that cocaine use has. been relatively con-

/ stant the Nation as a. whole. But, in fact, it's bed going up in
/ the West and Northeast and down in the South and North Central.

Theyj have canceled each other out so, we .have the flat line for
the country as a whole, but, in fact, it is down about1'/a percent in
North Central in the pat year. 7

There are some exceptions to what I just said. N h Central, I
said, was about average use. -In -fact, it happens to the highest .in
use of barbiturates and stimulants of the four regions.

'..UrbanicitY; we-distingMsh-three different leVels, haVe what
we call large SMSA's; the 12 largest aieag of the country, and then-
what we.. call SMSA's, which is standard metropolitan statistical
areas, and non-SMSA's;

:'. Rural areas and small townsEare non-SMSA's. And we find drug
use slightly lower in those areas: -;*--

The interesting thing: is not that they:aralower, but they are not
much _lower. The differences are fairly Small. Contrary to what the
image may be that the large cities,have all the drug problems,,-that
is not the, case. . :

I think I have answered the questions here.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for your testimony, Dr. O'Malley.
If:I-May ask a\ couple of other questions. .
You had mentioned specifically the drug methaqualone. I wonder

if you would care ti5 expound on 'that? I know you indicated that
use of it" had increased lately.

First of all, would you explain the drug, and ,the reasons--it is one
of the drugs thAt is increasing in frequency of use?

Mr. O'MALLEY. It is used as, derived, I guess,- as a tranquilizer isf:
what-it is used for. We-class it as a edative.

What we see is that it is increasing. I am not sure why. One-hy-
pothesis was that it is used with cocaine and people like to use co
caine for- the high and the methaqualone, which is a downer, or

-sedative; to even the high out, and one of the things that is sug-
,,:gested hat may be the case;.the Quaalude use isparticillar-

ly up the West, as is cocaine use.
OxLEv. How is that 'effectuated? Is that taken" at'the same

literally, the two drugs?
r. O'MALLEY. Yes; it is.
r. OXLEY. In what form? Is that a tablet, the methaqualone?

-7
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Mr. O'MAUEv. Yes, methaqualone is tablet, cocaine is taken ina
\ variety of formS,,smoking or free7basing.
\\ Mr. OXLEY. DObtor, I wonder if you could just briefly explain
what NIDA is, how,it is-fungled, what its purpose is?

Mr. O'MALLEY. Vsuspect you could do that better than I. I am on
the receiving end of NIDA. I) am`a research psychologist at theUniversity of Michigan and we receive our funding from the Na-
tional Institute On Drug Abuse. f

It is part of the Public Health SerVice, part of 'Health and
Human Services. I don't knav much about the adniinistration of it.

Our funds come from the Psycho-Social Research Branch. They
are interested in monitoring drukuse attitudes and they are inter-
ested in causes, consequences, and other aspects of it.

Mr. OXLEY. Your reports are written under the aegis of NIDA?
Mr. O'MALLEY. Yes, we have provided them with annual reportsbased on our annual surveys. They publish them. They are the

actual publishers of these do'cuments.
They print up quite a few of them:and do a good job of dissemi-

nating these results.
I notice your statement and. the chairman's statement includefigures from it. ./
Mr. OXLEY. Yes, they are lrery helpful.
Mr. O'MALLEY. NID'A,Kmds a household survey, too. We look at

high school seniors but/they get the entire age rangethrough other
studies.

Mr. OXLEY. Do you have any fnformation that would indicate
early use of niarlihuana by students ultimately leads to hirder
drugs and more sophisticated drugs :.later in life?

Mr. O'MALLEY: We have not looked carefully at that question. I
know there is some data from a-study by Dr. O'Donnell and Rich-ard Clayton at 'the University of Kentucky, which indicates thatthat is the case.

We have not looked at our data with that question in mind. We
hope to.

Mr. OXLEY...Thank you very much, Dr. O'Malley, for your testi-
mony.

Mr. O'MALLEY. Thank you. t r

Mr. OXLEY. We would like to call our next group of witnesses
which will be students. I would ask the media, particularly the
visual media, to make certain that the students are not photo-
graphed from the-front.

If there is any photographing or television- coverage, we appreci-
ate your staying behind the students and for obvious reasonsi\we
will use the first name's of the students only for their testimony.

At this time; I. would like to call John, Brett, and Thomas, if they
would come forWa-rd'as the student panel.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, geritlemen;.for.coming here this morning.
I -see, that you have prepared 'remarks, at least a couple of you do.

1So, if you don't mind,`John, do you want to start?

TESTIMONY OF JOHN
JOHN. Sure.

:.Good morning, my-name is John.- I am a convicted felon. I wasconvicted ordrUg abuse. My story begins when I. wa in junior high.
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The first time I got high, I was 13 years old and in the seventh;
grade.

I smoked a joint of pot with the friends just to experience what
getting high was like.

The first couple of times I smoked pot, i didn't even get high. I
just couldn't figure. out what the_big deal was. Then about the third
time, I got high and really enjoyed it. Then I started getting high
on weekends.

By the time I was a freshman in high school, I was. working
during the summer and got high about every day. When school
started, I even smoked before My first class in the morning.

Pretty soon, I was getting high before school, at lunch and in the
evenings, too. Soon I couldn't afford to keep my habit going so I
would have my source front me a quarter pound, that way I could
sell 3 ounces and keep the fourth at no cost to me.

By the time I was a senior in high school, I had experienced
other drugs such as cocaine, LSD, PCP, speed, and downers. After
trying out all the drugs available, I found that liked the high
from cocaine and LSD the best. )

The cocaine habit had me for about $700 a week.-In-Order to sus-
thin this habit, I had to sell LSD by the hundreds and eventually:
by the thousands.

Soon after, I was arrested and charged with three felonies; drug
abuse,, aggravated trafficking of drugs, and possession of cocaine
and pot.

I could have been sentenced to 7 to 15 years in prison.
I was arrested in May 1981 and went to trial in May 1982.

During the summer of 1981, a relative of mine got me involved in
Narcotics Anonymous. It was at this time that I realized that I
could not handle my problem with drugs by myself.

After becbming involved in NA, I realized there were many other
people with the same problem.

When-I returned to the Findlay area in the fall of 1981, I tried to
get involved in a drug rehabilitation program. There is no NA
the Findlay area, but soon after returning, a friend told me about a
drug.program at the Hancock County Alcoholism Council that he
had been involved. in. Since then, I, have been going weekly and I
am thankful for such a program.

Some of my; options are:-
One, our society is drug-oriented. Examples: If you are too fat,

the doctor prescribes speed.
) If you are having domestic problenis, the doctor prescribes tran-
quilizers.

If you can't sleep at night, the doctor prescribes downs.
The television says if you have a headache, take pills, if you have

an upset stomach, take pills.
If you are nervous; take pills.
If you are an alcoholic, take pills such \ as antibuse.
Wept to relax and have a good time? Drink our brand of beer.
Two, most of the articles written about pot are very biased. They

are writte4 by people who have never experienced getting high on

1 ri
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p t. Teenagers socialize with pot the same as adults socialize with , = ,
al ohol.

Three, there is need for much more drug education among ,both( )
teenagers and adults.

In conclusion, I feel there are several things that could be done
to improve the situation.

One, drug awarenesschildren in grade school and teenagers
should be educated on drugs and their effects. The more knowledge
a person has, the less likely they are to become users.

Parents should also beeducated so that if a problem arises, they
know where to go to get help to handle the situation.

Two, drug use is in epidemic stages right now.--more money is
needed for rehabilitation and education. Unless Americans -do.
something more to combat the use of drugs, it will take an even
greater toll on your youth.

Three, more emphasis should be putiOn the source of the prob-
lem-,smugglers. Our laws are far too soft on smugglers. When you
have strict laws and people know they are going to be enforced,
they don't take the risk.

Our Government has had the, same policy toward drugs for 40
years, and it hasn't worked.

Thank you for your timewe do need your help..
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for your testimony, John.
What we will do is get testimony from all'three of you and then

open it up to some questions that-I might have. .
- ThOrnas?

- TESTIMONY OF THOMAS
THOMAS.. I am Tom, and .I am a cross-addicted alcoholic, and drug

abuser and I am 17 years old.
I first tried a drug which was marihuana when I was 11 years

old in fifth grade and, like 'John, I didn't get any effect the first'
couple times, but I wanted to find out whateverybody else was get-
ting, so I kept on trying.

Finally, I got high because I had a chance to build it up in my
system.

But I was arrested three times for public intoxication, once for
-DWI, once for an open container, and once for grand theft, all
drug-related.

I was stoned or drunk when I did each one of these.
Last March 1981, -when I finally got busted the last time for

stealing a car, I was given 90 days in the treatment center and the
word in the treatment center is they worked with you on an indi-
vidual basis" with each of you getting a separate counselor.

I was given, the idea that maybe drugs or alcohol was my prob-
lem and I thought about it a lot because you got a lot of time to
think when you are locked up and I started thinking, Oh, yes, I can
go along with it, but I won't admit it. .

I would admit it because they wanted me to admit it just to get
them off my back, but I.didn't really accept that ,I was an alcoholic.

I was workingI wasn't at a job, bot,I was working in
the treatment center and the last 30 days, I Wei, able to attend AA
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meetings from the center and I did attend those, I think, to get out.
Just really for time out of jail.

I never really tried to get anything out of.it, and I got out and I
went to a few meetings after I got out and I thought, well, I better,
straighten up. so I got a job and I got my license finally, and it was
suspended. before I even got it, and I got my license and my job,
and I was doing good for a while and I thought, well, before all I
did was drink to get drunk and get high, or smoke pot, or take
pills, just for the effect, and to get the most effect I could.

But after I knew I couldn't drink like I did any more I thought,
well, I'll try to just drink a few here and there and it caught up
with me just drinking a few here and there.

I ended up getting drunk again, so I lost my job because I was
drunk and I wrecked a few cars and I just went through thelwhole
pattern again of what I was going through for 5 years and I got
busted again for,,publie-intoxication in February, I think, of this
year, and then I got busted f6r DWI and then I thought something,
you kriow, tat pops the queStion ;n your head, is these drugs
really "doing this to me or not?

And I was given a weekend for the DWI and license suspended
and the night before I had to do my weekend, I did some Quaaludes
and with some friends of mineIlwasn't going to drink, but I said I
am going to pt stoned because they wanted me, to get -stoned with
them.

I said no, I c n't drink, bUt I will.be stoned so I got some other
drugs and-I-did thi;Se-and ended-up drinkingarrd-I-got-in
and got pretty messed up-and I did that weekend and when I-went
in, I was just out of it and I didn't wantif I didn't have-to do that
weekend, I would have went and got stoned again. -

.So I did the weekend and I came out When I was in there,,,,I hit
bottom; you know, I said, this is it. I am not going to sit in any-
more jails, I am not going to have anything else taken from me be-
cause of my abuse.

I got out and decided to do something about it and AA was a -'
major,, step that I took in getting help, but you got to wantthe
kids of any person with drug problems or alcohol, problems, has got
to want to be helped.

You can't force them to not do anything. You got to show them,
igiNT,e them some kind of example of what they are doing, the drugs

they doing and alcohol that they drink is what is causing the
. effect on their lives.

`Ilik,_I,know John mentioned that--
JOHN. Yes.
THOMAS. They just started a chapter in Lima. That is great. If

you go to AA meetings I was going to AA and NA'after I got
busted for the DWI and when I went to court for 'it for riublic in-
toxication, I was given NA andAA meetings were mandatory. and I
can't really say if I would have kept going to them of *not, if I
wouldn't .have had to, I don't know, most likely the way things
used to go, I probably would have faded out of them and I wouldn't
have made it.

But the courts kept me in the meetings and all you got to have is..
a desire to stop using. the drugs'or drinking, and fthe people in the
meetings take it from there.

96-425 0 - 83 - 2
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I can't think of anything else right now. I would be glad to
answer some questions.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Tom.
We will go to Brett and then get to the questions.
Brett?

- .

TESTIMONY OF BRETT

Barr-r. I am Brett and the first drug I abused was alcohol and
that was probably in, the fifth grade. The boy brought Se.igrams 7
to school and "a couple cans of beer and,we got drunk.

The people at that school that I wanted to be accepted by, this
was elementary school, were the kids that. I always say, that had
the ladies or could fight the best or never had 'anybody push them
around, so I decided that those were going to be my friends. And I
would do almost anything for them to be my friends.

One boy in particular, his brother was older, sold a lot of dope,
and that was my first experience with marihuana. I didn't get
high,' like the rest of the guys, but I saw that that was acceptable
and I saw that there was a kind of.image thEit went around with
being, the head.

I bob ht my first bag from this same guy's brother and it, was on
Monday q stole from another friend out of his house. ,::.

I think the next drug I went to was amphetamines and that was
in seventh grade and that wasI saw the older kids had downs and
speed and acid. and theyI needed to be accepted by them.

So I, too, used speed, and downs. . ; . ;-.i..

My dr'ug usage was pretty level, I was kind of scared to get into
anything arder because of all the stories I had heard'Iind so weI
was living in. Columbus, in the inner city at the time, and we
moved to t suburb and I found out there was drug usage ramp-
ant because the kids had the money to pay for it. ,

In the inner city, the kids were moredidn't have the money.
Their families didn't have the money. . .

But out there, they seemed to have a lot more money which
means you can buy .a lot more drugs.-

In the ninth grade, r tried LSD, and I found I really liked that.
That high, I can get away with that high. There was no worries, no
fears at all.

So that-became my drug preference.
I didn't,last too long because coming 10th grade, I was selling

drugs mainly so I could have drugs. My family thought I should
work for money so they didn't give a whole lot of money out.

And I had a part-time job and that money was not sufficient, So I
tried selling drugs. I couldn't get ahead on that because I was too,busy taking the drugs.

So I was already stealing or robbing businesses and that was =-----."
that pretty well supplied me with what I needed.

It gave me another image I could project, I could be the tough
guy again, and the thing I found, though, was that a lot of the
people didn't accept what I was doing and so back in those times, I
classified people-in three ways.; being either heads, people who used
drugs; jacks, which are the sporters who only drink; and people
who don't do anything.



So I got in .with the heads and that was, I guess, mywhere I got

those people.
any kind of self-acceptance or self-worth or.r,anything was from
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My 10th-grade year, I got busted for possession With intent to sell
and was expelled from school. They told me to eitMr get treatment
or don't come back and I got thrown out of treatment for getting
high 10 days into the program, so I didn't get to go back to school.

I/started full-time job working in a body shop and rny,parents at
I this time told me, if you get high, you get out, and I couldn't quit

getting high. I couldn t do that.
I was addicted.
Of course, I continued to get high and I was thrown out of the

i house, I wasthe courts retty well took over at that time and
I that started a chain of different institutions, and different drug

programs, and psychiatrists and psychologists, and all this because
of my drug usage.

I found drugs at first wee
to feel, I could be 0 with myself when I was high and the

my friends, I could feel the way I

drugs tended, and alcohol, betrayed me in a sense that they didn't
do what 'thew anymore a;d I didn't want to be the way I was,
but I Couldn't stop. I didn't k ow how:

. In fact, I didn't even know that I had a problem. I just thought .I
was crazy. That's the extent I knew. I knew a lot about drugs, but I
guess I really didn't know the effects th,v really have on a person.

So it comes .down to I was made awt,, fat, hey, you have got a
problem. I didn't accept that for a while, I was permanently com-
mitted by the Ohio Youth Commissioner for grand theft and I went
to an institution -and was then referred to a place here in Mans-
field, a transitional house called "Sobriety House, which is a half-
way hOdse for alcoholics.

I found the help I needed there. --
I found a lot of good people and they, I guess, shoWed me where I

was and I couldn't deny it any more and I ',id to get sober, I think, .
for my own benefit, just, I think, to stay alive.

I don't know of any questions I haven't answered, but I would
like-to thank you.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for your testimony, Brett.
If I can, I would like to start perhaps with you and work our way

.

I was intrigued by your comment about classifying' people in
three basicways. I think all of us tend to do that.,in one form or
another at no matter what age:

But I was curious as to what iiercenthge of the students were
iepresented by the so-called head; you were a head; you ran around /
with headswhat percentage of that did you represent?

Baum I would say about 45 percent of the school population.
Mr. OXLEY. You mean 45 percent would be classified as heads?-
BREIT. Yes, but those were the heavy drug users Heads ;are

people who get seriouslywant to get high. So that they do.
Mr. OXLEY. Your feeling is that less than just half of the students

would,be classified as heads in your situation?
Baum In this school. That doesn't account for people wh use oc-

casionally or the drinkers, and there seems to be a sti a- with
drug usage and I can understand that.

1.9
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The athletes would smoke dope occasionally, not when people
would know that they were doing it, but they were into drinking
and because that is acceptable, and because the parents can say,
well, at least he is not using drugs.

Mr. OXLEY. You think that is a copout in a way?
BR Err. Yes, I do.

. Mr. OXLEY. How about you, Tom?
THOMAS. Yes, it is.
Mr.. OXLEY. What was your experience in school in regard to that

situation?
iTHON,AS. I have been to two different high schools in the past 2

years and didn't make it at either one yet. At the first one, it was a
city school, and it seemed like everybody I knew participated, got
high, was a head.

We would sit across the street, there would be a whole group of
us across the street sitting over there before the school, after
school, just all day, that is all everybody knew.

I would say there was 25 percent or 30 percent were students,
real students, and were there to learn and get an education.

The rest were there because that is where the drugs are. At the
schools. You ask _anybody where to get drugs, unless they have a
separate dealer, they are going to say go down there at the school.

I went.to--
Mr. OXLEY. Where do those drugs derive from? Were they sold by

other students?
THOMAS. Yes, other students. You could make a lot of money sell-

ing joints, like you could buy an ounce of reefer for $35 or $40 and
just sell 50 or 60 joints out of it and make your profit that day and
come back the next day and do the same thing.

Mr. OXLEY. Were you able to do that?
THOMAS. Yes, anybody could if they knew you or *.seen you

around or saw you with a joint in your hand of something. But
they are aware of people, they don't just buy off anybody, like-
somebody coming down in the street, hey, I got all this, you want
to buy?

Some people would go up, yes, what you got? And some smart
ones would sit back and say, well, I got my own supplier. I will
stick with it. . ,

M. OXLEY. What was your experience, John?
JOHN. I went to five different high schools, I went to Indiana,

East Lancer, Findlay, Toledo, and Innercity, all were AAA schools,
always a drug problem:

Just like he said, there 'was different classes. But in Irinercity
School, there is more headS. To be .Accepted, all kids want to be ac-
cepted in with their group.

C., \ Myself, I would rather be a leader than a follower.
---'cSo when I got involyed in the situation, whatI tried to do was

hre peopleyOu wanted to be a leader so you tried to sell.
You sold basically to have friends and to keep your own supply

for, free.
r. OXLE-Y. What about your .peer group that you ran around
, the s6;called heads in school? What percentage, say, at Find-
igh School? Wereyou there long enough to give an opinion on
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JOHN. Yes, I would say 35, maybe 40 percent of the students
smoked marihuana occasionally. I wouldn't say 50 percent did it.
But daily users probably 20 or 25 percent..

Mr. OXLEY. You believe 20 or 25 percent are daily users of mari
huana?'

JOHN. Right.
Mr. OXLEY. Was It very easy to get? /
JOHN. Well; when I moved to Findlay, I didn't know anybody to

buy from .so I would go to the big cities and get it and bring it back.
So I wouldn't know, I didn't. buy around there.

Mr. OXLEY. Do you have brothers and oisters?
JOHN. Younger brothers and 'sisters.
Mr. OXLEY. What has been their experience?
JOHN. They are 11 and 9, so I don't think they have experienced.

it too.much. I just hope they learn from what happened to me and
it benefits them. .

Mr. OXLEY. Tom, do you have siblings; brothers and sisters?
THOMAS. Yes; one older brother, three older sisters, and a yoUng-

er sister, and my sister that is the next one up from me, she is still
using, and abuses alcohol and other drugs and she never had any
reason not to quit. .

I suppose she got, some problems with her boyfriend, but as far as
holding a job, arid driving drunk and stuff, she is good about that,
so she doesn't have any reason to quit. /

My other brotherwell, my one only brother, he was in the
same spot I am :n now or I just got out of, except he was not in
trouble with the law yet.

He was heeding that way. Running around with gangs and stuff.
And before we moved to Lima, /we lived in California, and he

used to play baseball and, you know, he was a good kid.
We moved to Lima and he just changed. His hair was a foot

longer, and I don't know what happened-to him, but he got smart
and changed like in the ninth grade and he is doing good now.

I got another older' sister, she is 22, and we were all good family
-from California we dot to Lima and _it is- just, like everybody .

wentwow, just I don t know/if it is the people or what.
But my older sister, she was the.worse of us all, my oldest sister.
She would do drugs that I would never even heard a yet. I

mean, all kinds of drugs. /
She was hanging around with people that robbed drugstores and

everything else: that they could rob.
Finally, she got busted once with theni and that didn't seem to

have, any effect ,on her'. She wasn't a real sister to any of us, and
finally, lucky she had a baby and that was the reason for her to
quit for the health dr her baby.

But-- /
Mr. OXLEY. Has she had the child now?
THOMAS. Yes. /
Mr. Oxt..EY:Is she back on drugs or what? ,/

THOMAS. No, /'no; she quit once and 1 guess that is all it -would
take for her.

My other sister, she used to, like she was 14,* her boyfriend was
sent here toiMansrield for prison, and she used drugs occasionally,
but she nevershe hasn't since:
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My-brother-in-law, he got out of prison and we got, I got high
with him all the time, and she finally told him if he is going to get
high, that she wants r. divorce, so he quit getting high. .

After all his life getting high, he quitall you need is one good
reason to quit and stick with it and you can do it.

Mr. OXLEY, Can you do it by yourself or do you need help?
THOMAS. I needed help. I didn't do it by myself. My probation of-

ficer and Narcotics Anonymous were the main things that helped
me.

I guess I wanted to help myself, really that was the main thing,
but the support groups really help a lot.

Mr. OXLEY. What is your experience familywise, Brett?
BRETT. I have--an older brother and he doesn't use, maybe he

drinks socially, I don't know if he drinks, even. Coming from an
alcoholic home, father, and every father since him was.

Mr. OXLEY. The alcoholism runs in the male side of the family, is
/ that what you are saying?

BRETr. Yes. So far. My brother is not alcoholic, though.
Mr. OXLEY. You in some way you may have inherited that

trait?
BRETT. Well, I --
Mr. OXLEY. Do you consider yourself an alcoholic?
BRETT. Yes, I do.
I don't know it is an issue they have not figured out yet, because

I know statistically 50 percent of the people in AA coming from al-
coholic homes and 50 percent aren't. So what can you say? I don't
know if it is.

I would like to believe that.
Mr. OXLEY. Regarding your participation in that program, were

you the youngest person involved in that or were there other
young people involved? This is in AA.

BRETT. In AA, I was coming from a halfway house where there
was a lot of adoleScents. Right now, there are quite a few young
people in AA.. I have quite n few friends there all over the State, -
Columbus, Akron, 'Cleveland.

So, no, that is an old kind of myth, I think of some old man
laying under a bridge with a raincoat --

Mr. OXLEY. That is why I brought that up. You are saying that
that image of the AA in terms of middle-aged to older males par-
ticipating is not true any more, that there are young people in-
volved in AA like yourself?

BRETT. Some as young as 11, 14.
Mr. OXLEY. Let me ask each of you -gentlemenin terms of

school, and.partidularly in terms of teachers, and administrators
is it your opinion that the teachers and administrators are unable
to determine if you are in school and you are high; or do they tend
to look the other way?

John, start with you.
- JOHN. I would say the teachers that have experienced it know
you are high. Teachers who have not experienced it, principals and
so' on, they usually cannot tell.

I have had one teacher in particular say something to Me about
coming into his class high. That is the only incident I have ever

,'_had of any, teacher ever saying anything about it.

4,
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Mr. OXLEY. You are saying unless the teacher had been stonedhimself at some point--
JOHN. Well, no.
Mr. OXLEY. That he couldn't necessarily determine if you werestoned ?.
JOHN. Right, or if they had a kid who smoked it and they knew

what it smelled like and they had previous experience with it,
other than that, it would be hard to tell.

I used to go to work stoned all the time and I would see my bosskick people out that were supposedly drunk and I had a better highthan they did.
Mr. OXLEY. What is your experience, Tom?
THOMAS. The way Iwhat I always got from teachers is that, you

know, just let them be. I always felt that the teacher always knew
I was high whenever I went to school.

Sometimes I would go in and leave there because the teacher
would look at me like, you know, high again, were you?

And I would say,'well, I'll leave.
Mr. OXLEY. Leave school, you mean?
THOMAS. Yes, because I was withdrawing to go to another school

and we moved again so I had to go back to this school that I was
going to and I only wanted to go to get my name off the absent list
so I had to go to homeroom, second period, and I had 10 periods aday.

I went to second period. I got stoned the first period, went to
second period, which was a studyhalltgreat for somebody getting
high while going to you-know, you don't even have to worryabout a teacher jumping on you.

I was walking down the hall after that class and one of my ninthgrade period teachers saw me and said, "You're back, huh ?" So Ihad to go to his class:
So I would get out after the second period and get stoned be-

tween those periods, second and ninth, and half the time, I
wouldn't make it back for the ninth .period which wouldn't have
mattered anyway because just one class out of the year doesn't getyou very far.

Mr. OXL.klY. What effect did your being high in' class have? Were
you able to concentrate at all on classwork?

THOMAS. IfI tried, if I knew there was a test coming up, I would
either get somebody's notes or just answer all the questions at the
end of the woekdor end of the chapter and then study real hard for.
them rear quick and usually do OK. ,

But otherwise, you- just sit there and mess around with other .people and
Mr. OXLEY. Do most of these heads ultimately get a high schooldip:oma?
THOMAS. That is hard to say. A lot of them made it through like

in classes like OWE and OWA, occupational work experience andadjustment, and
Mr. OXLEY. They did get a certificate at some point? aTHOMAS. But those are really easy classes to get through, it

doesn't iiiitif--y--ou-are-stoned or- -not. Some of the teachers I have
known that they know their kids get stoned pass- them --justjust to get them out of their way.
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They just say, well, let's get -1-'m out of here. There are people
=ho want to learn.
So that is what they do. They just look you over for the people

that want to learn and they don't think about you or your p rub-
lems or anything else.

Mr. OXLEY. What was your experience in school, Brett?
BRETT. With teachers, I believe a lot of it or a lot of their compla-

cency is fear. I think in my case, I think I would be a little scared
somebody was going to snitch on me, you know, because I kriow the
teachers that I had knew that I was stoned because I would go 3n
there so wasted, I couldn't talk, I would usually have to have some-
body, you know, help me along, or people ask me if I am all right,
people tell me_ to close my mouth.

Mr. OXLEY. The effect you had at that point, was that a combina-
tion of drugs and alcohol?

BRETT. Usually it was drugs and drugs, a combination of drugs.
Alcohol when I could get-it.

I found drugs easier than alcohol to get.
Mr. OXLEY. Drugs were easier to get than alcohol?
BREIT. Yes.
Mr. OxLEY. Were you in a situation where you were disciplined

at all at any time when you were in school and you were discov-
ered by a teacher or supervisor or someone and said you are not in
any condition to be in school and just to go home or someplace?

BRETT. No, in fact, I don't think I was ever confronted with being
high in school and I was high every day. Teachers just watched
drug deals in the hall. I know that.

There was just times they couldn't have missed it.
Mr. OXLEY. Money changing hands?
3RErr. Drugs changing hands. I believe it is fear, you know. You
ar all the scare stories about drugs and people on drugs. It would

scare me. I wouldn't want to go over and try to take somebody's
drugs.

Mr. OxLEv. If I can address one last question, and then we have
another panel coming upobviously you three gentlemen have
started to meet the problem. In many cases you have gone-past
that and made an effort, an added effort."ButI wonder about your
peers, those people who you were in school with who were heads,
and I wonder if we are perhaps talking to some success stories. I
am curious as to what percentage, or what kind of indication from
those people that you knew in the past, and perhaps still know,
where they are now and what is happening to their lives?

I wonder if we can wrap up with that?
JOHN. A few are in prison, a few are on probation for something

or another that they did under the influence of drugs or alcOhol.
I would, say at least 50 percent of the friends I lised to associate

with, some are in prison, some are on probatio one way or an-
other.

Mr. OXLEY. Are they still involved in drugs?
JOHN. Some are, yes. Some of the ones that g "to prison come out

and they still get high, some of them don't.
Mr. OXLEY. TOM?
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THOMAS. Before I was locked up, I had a drinking buddy that we
drank every day, or just about every day since fifth grade; we went
to school all our lives together.

I got to do my 90 days first, we did the same thing together; and
I got out and I didn't see him much, but he was still out drinking
and partying and he got locked up for his\ 90 days and got out and
he was hardheaded or something, he is back in jail now.

Most of the people, most of my peers didn't get in trouble when
they got on drugs. Except maybe with their parents, maybe.

But a lot of them did graduate, but that is about it. They just
graduated, they are not working, they don't have any plans, they
don't know what they are going to do. They are just partying.

Mr. OxLEY. How do they exist? Do they make money selling
drugs?

THOMAS. Selling drugs, dealing, that is a lot how I got all of my
drugs. was stealing.

A lot of people are just hanging around with people that do get
high and you can sit there and get high for free if you want, Some
of them that have jobs, like their check-is gone that same weekend
they get paid and all week they manage all week maybe with a
couple bucks here and there and then the next payday, they buy
their drugs !again and they are fine:

They don't care about the time in between. They, work on getting
those drugs.

Mr. OXLEY. Do they envy you or-do they think you are a stray?
THOMAS. I haven't really talked to too many of them since I got

sobriety. Those people leave your lives unless you go, back and try
to help them. Some people do say, I'm glad for you,,you are doing
the right thing, or you are smart, something like that:

Especially my brother. He is a peer person, and he knows where
I am at and where I am coming from and. he'gives me a lot_of sup-
port.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Brett?
BliErr. The question?
Mr. OXLEY. Just in terms of your past_friends that were heads

when you were in school, where are they now? What are they
doing, if you know?

BRETT. Some of them are dead; I am sure a lot of them are in
jail.

Mr. OXLEY. The ones that are dead, are they dead i,ecause of
drugs or did they OD or what?

BRETT. Well, everyone that 1 know that is dead, yes, they did.
Mr: OXLEY. At the time of their death, how, old were they?
BRETT. Terry was 18, Harold was probably 15, 16. There was a

boy who was brutally assaulted;,he is alive, but he is 18 now.
Mr. OxLEY. Was he assaulted in jail or Aat?
BEErr. No, out on the street. \
Mr. OXLEY. As a result of a drug situation?
BRETT. I am sure.
Mr. OXLEY. OK. ,---
BRErr. Then again,_there-a: e a lot of them in jail, I am sure of

that. I would-like to see a lot of them recover, you know.
Mr. OXLEY. Do you think there is much,hope for that?
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Brumr. I am sober That is a miracle in itself. So, if I can make it, ;

I think anybody else can.
Mr. OXLEY."With that upbeat note, we will end your part of the

hearing. We most appreciate all of your coming.
JOHN. Can I make one more point?
Mr. OXLEY. Yes, go ahead, John.
JOHN. When I was dealing in drugs, I made more money in 1 day

than I do in a month now at minimum wage. After I had been ar-
rested, I was dealing with a person who was big city, big time, used
to get LSD right off the press and was dealing with a very good
source.

I was working with narcotics officers in trying to apprehend this
guy, but it was a combination of two different departments. The de-
partment where I lived had gotten involved and they said, "Well,
we want something. Oiit, of this, too. We want 10 people from cur
county."

I didn't know,10 people from the county that sold, but.they.were
more interested in getting the 10 small people than they,were get-
thi-t-his_one big guy off the street. I turned down the offer and
pleaded guilty-to my charge and was placed on 3 years' probation.

It. bothered me that they were more interested;im netting 10
people off.the street instead of getting the onekig' pusher.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you so.niuch, all of you.
THOMAS. Thank you
BREIT: Thank you.
Mr. Oxt;y:y. Our next 004- of witnesses come frorrf;the schools.

We would' like to have thehr come forward: Mr. Charles Buroker,
superintendent, Bluffton Schools; Mr. John OldS;-Principal, Elida
High School; and Mr. Gary Bedlion, teacher,Tindlay High School.
Would you gentlemen come forward? ;,-

Gentlemen, we thank you for coming this morning 'and eing
with the committee. I don't know whether you have. any particular
order you want. to go in. I have not seen' John since_ graduation; "; so
maybe we will start left to right and ask Gary Bedlion to start, 'and
we will work our way across the table with questions.

;

T_ ESTIMONY OF GARY BEDLION, TEACHER,,FINDLAY..HIGH
.

SCHOOL
Mr.BEDLION. I am Gary Bedlion. I have been teaching. for the

past-16 years, elementary, high/school, and have coactild the,entire
time f:guess when I first started teachingI did te.-ch health:at
that timewhen students heard about drugs, it was ether throilkh
TV,_movies, or what they got_ in health class, and at that time you '-
talked about ybur hard drugs; such as heroin and such:.

startedn a small sehool.
:.;Mr. OXLEY. What year did you; start teaching?

BEDLION. 1966. That was a class A school. So they have very
little experience -in drugs. Then as the- years went . on and I-
switched schools, now you can talk to students who have either
tried drugs or know friends who have tried drugs and they can
relate well with drugs and can tell ycu quite a few'things.

I guess the reason I got on the panel is I was asked to. do an in-
service at our school about drugs, drug recognition and what drugs
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are prevalent in our school. I had my own personal ideas, but I -

thought, well, I better talk to the students themselves. .1--
Not patting myself on the back, but I believe I have a pretty

good rapport with a lot of students. So I got them out of study hall
when I was, on hall duty or when I have had a study hall I talked
to them. I talked to 103 personally.

Nothing against the survey earlier,' but sometimes kids don't
always answer things absolutely correctly or will goof around on
the survey. I think on a personal thing I can't reach the, numbers
you can on a written Survey, but I got to talk to a lot of students
and got a lot of their ideas.

Some of the things that I asked 'were. what drug do you think is
most used, excluding alcohol? All the students, 100 percent,' said
marihuana the one most-used. .

I asked-what 1.cent of the students do you feel use marihuana
or-Iii-ve tried marihuana? All of themwhen I talked to them, I,
talked .to the ones I felt to be very good students who I don't feel
were in drugs to ones I definitely felt were in drugs to a little, at.
least, trying to hit the realm of the students. All of them `said be-

. tween 60 to 80 percent have tried it. Some of the kids that are, I
am pretty sure, drug users said at least 90 percent, but that was
only a few. None said below 60 percent.

I asked how many do you feel are regular-type users? By that I
classified it as at least twice a week. They said between 20 and 40.

_percent_That-was-the-basic-figure-that-1-got7-Not-many-said-40-per.,------
cent, so if you take a mean, it may be 25 percent.

Mai many take pills? Well, they thought about- 20 'percent, the
ones that did answer. Some weren't sure. About half really couldn't
give me a percent. They knew they took pills, but they couldrA say

,/any percent whatever. A lot said 20 to 25 percent. ..
Then I asked, what kind of pills are most taken? The ones that .

are taking pills, it seemed to be, it was stated speed, black beauties
they called them, or miniwhites, black beauties Was probably the
most. After that they would say acid.

Then ,I askedand I guess this is one that disturbed me mostof
those students taking the pills, do they know what they are taking?

--Are they- taking- speed or are they-taking-the look-alikes? At least-
90 percent said we wouldn't know the difference so they wouldn't
know the difference. So they don't know what they were actually
taking other than they were black beauties or miniwhites or a type .
of speed.

.

The young man earlier was talking about athletes at least not
taking drugs, ,basically just drinking. I hope we are not getting a
change, but we had to kick six football players off our team last
year for taking speed. They ended up being look-alikes; but all
those young men did not know what they were and they still had a
reaction to them whether they were caffeine pills or not.

So, I think that that stems from the article in Sports Illustrated.
I have not read it, but we had a newspaper article, and I have seen
the headlines, when professional least are doing this and the
kids read it, it is an Influence: T ey didn't know why they were i

doing it other than 4-"c6uple sal ; ey, we heard, you know, profes-
sionals have used it and we thought it would help us play better.

4
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So, you know, it is not good: How 'many of the students take de-
pressants or-downers?-,Most of them said not many at all. That was
their basic answer-. A few may have tried it, but they were not
really into the downers that much.

Now many used cocaine? Most said none. A couple said they
knew of some students that used cocaine laced in a joint, but I
think it is cost prohibitive to some students. So I don't think co-
caine is one of our big problems.

However, I asked could you get cocaine? Every student said they
could get it or find somebody that could get it for them. So, it is
available to them-.

As we are talking, I said, well, where do you think the drug prob-
lem is the worst or -the'hardest to cope with. In our system we are
a large triple A school, we have 1 through 6, a junior high, 7th,
8th, and 9th and the high school, 10th, 11th, and 12th, approxi2

..mately 1,600'students in the high school.
They all feeland I agreethat junior high is the worst time for

them and drugs. They. are impressionable, they hear things, maybe
their knowledge isn't that great yet, they try it. I think the young
man prior to this kind of: held true to this because they said be-

.,

tween-7th and 9th grade:Where they really got started into it, also,
"hecatise it is there, it is available, and this is the hardest time.

I really think a lot of our kids by the time the get to high school
have made up their minds whether they are going to be a drugger,

---a-j uieer-or-straight,--Basically-they-have-made-up-their- minds.
Then when I talk about alcohol with them, all the students felt

alcohol was the greatest problem. They all drink. I guess the one
thing thatsome of the kids would share with me was the fact
that they tried drugs at one time or another. None of 'them would
come, out and say they are users right now. None of them, even
though I know some of them are. I feel they are, I should say.
-.But with alcohol they are free to share that. They do alcohol or

use it or try it and get high on the weekend, something like that. A
lot said beer and marihuana is prevalent at most parties and they_
go together, but they are eager to share that, had no qualms about
saying it, and they felt the percentage there was very high. Most
everybOdy drinks, you know. -
\ Talking to the teachersbecause I had this inservice day to deal
with the drug questionI think teachers have a tendency to over -
-look it, not to confront the students. I think there are times teach-
erg aren't sure but they will see a student come in who is not
acting thesame that day, more skittish or whatever, or come in
and be brave.

I am as, guilty as some other-teachers. We don't always confront
that student.I am not saying we have to go up to.that student and
say hey; you .,are on drugs, but I think just the idea.that we go up
to that student and say hey, are you having /a problem today, you
are-not acting like yourself. Our teachers need to get, awareness
and start recognizing the signs, the: whites of your eyes are red
today or the pupils -don't look right, are you on medication for
something? I don't think we have had to come on that, but when
they start realizini that and what the young men said earlier, the
teachers start 'recognizing it will help some; but I think many
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teachers are hesitant in saying something or confronting the stu-
dent with the problem.

I think our educational program is helping. That is one of the
reasons some of the percentages are down. I think we are educat-
ing and showing the students a little more.

Our health program at the high school, all students have to take
it. Within that course of study we have to have a unit on drugs,
and in that unit we teach the different things about drugs, the
laws, the effects on the body, and we bring in a lot of movies deal-
ing with drugs.

Our police department is good about sending someone in from
the drug enforcement unit, or when it is available, they get outside
speakers and we have a good film library that we draw from.

Not that this is the best time to hit them that hard, but now we..
are going all the way down to the elementary and starting with
our drug education. I know my daughter is going through it this
year in the sixth grade, and I felt they did a fine job with it. Our
junior highs are getting much more drug education.

So, our education process I hope continues to help and maybe the
numbers will go down. We still have a long way to go, and there is -
definitely still a problem. All the students feel they do know more
about drugs now and are more aware of what is going on.

I could say a lot more, but I will stop. If you have questions, I
will be happy to answer them.

[The prepared statement of_Mr.--Bedlion-appears-on p. 87.]
Mr. OXLEY. John?

TESTIMONY OF JOHN OLDS, PRINCIPAL, ELIDA HIGH SCHOOL,
ELIDA, OHIO

Mr. OLDS. Just as an introduction, perhaps.. I have a strong con-
viction that the problem of substance abuse among high school stu-
dents is a reflection of what is going on in society in general.

I think too many times we tend to focus on high schools as being
the beginning and the end of the problem. I don't believe that this
is true in any way, shape, or form. High school students are clear
trend followers, they are not trend setters. The trends come from

-their college-age brothers and sisters, from the coast, and filter
downward.or inward to our area.

So, it is .my feeling that the situation of any substance abuse has
a close statistical relationship to the total population in general.
Even though it is a personal bias of mine, I tend to hesitate to try
to quantify an abuse problem among high school students as a per-
centage.

It has been my experience that if you talk to any individuals
that are using any given substance, they tend to say there are a
great deal of people. In fact, in some bases it might be a rationali-
zation for their own behavior.

On the other hand, I have talked to students who have not used
and do not abuse the. same substances and they will give you a
completely opposite type of reaction, where there is very few or
they don't see much if any abuse going on.
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So, the point is this: So long as we have an abuse problem among
our population, we are going to have a problem in the high schools.
I think it is important to countershift these studies in this regard.

Again, what is being said here, I think the substance most
abused today is alcohol. Even in casual talk now students talk
about partying or social gatherings, the talk is about alcohol. Per-
haps the reason it is not abused as much during the school day is
because it is not as readily available. It is more difficult to conceal
than are some other drugs.

But alcohol is a problem. There is among students todayand it
is a term useda senior six-pack syndrome in which many stu-
dents don't feel they have a nice time unless they have alcohol
with them.

Another item of concern I have is the so-called head shops within
a mile and a half of our high school. There is a shop known as a
head shop. In fact it is part of their name.

The problem with head shops is again, in my estimation, not
only that they are an adjunct to illegal activity, but are also a
center of information, an information brokerage house where they
can go to find the lOcation of it, what the prices are and to a degree
set up a free enterprise .competition situation where they can dis-
cuss the decision and find out what is used, what the new things
are, what the efficient way to use items are. So that is a problem
that exists in our society.

A third area is the look-alike drugs that was alluded to. They are
veryeasy to comebyand,- as was stated before, the_clifferences
cannot be determined many times even after taking the drugs.

I don't know whether it is a contact type of a high or the actual
ingredients within the drugs, but we have had a problem with, that
in the high schools around the area.

Part of the problem with that is the fact that you can get these
in some head shops, you can get these in advertisements out of
magazines. I have brought attached to my statement just two ad-
vertisements out of two magazines we took from students. One is
Head Magazine, the other is High Times, where you can get these
look -alik9 drugs.

So in conclusion, in terms of the problems generally I think it is
a reflection in our schoolS of what is happening in communities,
States, and regional levels. The reasons for this I think are almost
cliche now.

The breakdown of the traditional family ties and I mean that
as it existed prior to the conclusion of World War II, I don't recall
that, but maybe some of you do, but there is a definite breakdown
in a number of ways. It is reflected to us.

In our school system I feel that there is still a consensus between
the school people and..We community of what the school is to db. a
general mandate, if you will, although that is being obliterated
more and more.

I see parents willing to do battle with a school official on behalf
of their child,. even though they know that behavior of that child is
not acceptable. They are still willing to battle us.

Perhaps in some cases they feel they 'can say to the child, look
what I have done for you, I have tried to help you, we just have not
been able to make progress or I. Won this battle for you or what-
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ever. They would rather have the child mad at the principal or the
teacher than the parent.

At any rate, I feel that even though it is almost a cliche, there is
a breakdown. We know that the serious behavior-related problems
we have to deal with are there, and a big percentage of those come
from a one-parent family and many times77perhaps it is a cliche
the parent is the mother and there is either no father or perhaps
even a weak father image for that child to associate with.

In terms of recommendations, it is a complicated, sensitive, and
maybe in the total sense to a degree an unanswerable question in a
simple sense. I am an optimist. I take a great deal of optimism
from some of the reports we are seeing.

The University of Michigan, for example, has done, a study that
indicates for the last 2 years there has been a marked decrease, in
the types and amounts of students involved in substance abiise.
This has been a dramatic change from a time when we saw over-
doses in schools on a regular basis to a time when w.e don't see
many at this point.

In terms of recommendations, I think that there has to be some
effort made toward the trend setters, the media people. The Sports
Illustrated article is really enlightening, true or not true.'There, is
food for thought there from the standpoint that our students, stu-
dent leaders read that. They go to movies where drugs, drug use,
alcohol use is almost celebrated in the media.

On TV programs during prime time, movies, there is .a satura-
--bon ori5h the one hand a cerebration in the use and on

the other hand the schools, the parents, the churches almost being
evangelistic in saying not to abuse, not to use.

So, I think that there has to be some effort directed toward anal-
ysis of where the trends come from, and the trickle-down theory
hopefully will make an improvement in the'total situation.

Parents, I have heard mentioned by these students, or parent-
supportgroupS, this is a very important part of the solution to the
problem. We have a' lot of people that move in and out of our dis-
trict. I think so many times, with the rapid changes of technology,
changes in some of the attitudes, that many parents don't know

----what are acceptable standards.
It is an age-old story. The child -goes to mom or dad, can Igo do.

this, everybody is doing it. Parents say, well, maybe that is true,'
maybe I don't understand,.I am old fashioned, so as a result maybe
a child is allowed to do some things that may not be in their best
interests.
/So I think in terms of, the schools, this is something that we

could be doing with the proper support to, help parents get togeth-
/er, exchange ideas, and come up with some support and help for

/ them:
Again, just as a matter of conclusion rather than rambling on, I/ would like to share another study with you. I take a great dealI

am an optimist. I take 'hope from some of the things -I am seeing
today.

A survey done by "Who's Who in America in High School. Stu-
dents, 1980" showed interesting things. Ninety-two percent of high-
achieving teens have not tried marihuana. Eighty-five percent are
members of an organized religion. Eighty-five percent prefer
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tional marriage. Seventy-eight percent- have not had sexual inter-
course. Seventy percent have a definite career goal in mind.

this is my 17th year in education. I have been a classroom teach-
er for 7 through 12; basketball coach. I' have done a lot of different
things: served in the cafeteria line, a number of interesting things.

But I really take a great deal of heartand I hope my objection
is well-foundedin that this last couple of years, particularly this
year, I see students being the best dressed, almost self-directed,
well-motivated groups of kids that I have come in contact with
since 1965.

Perhaps there is a lot of reason for this, but at any rate there
does seem to-..be:-at least in my estimation a feeling of hope that we
have turned the corner on this and we are at least down the path
of taking the right direction.

With that, I. will withdraw.Thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Olds appears on p. 89.]
Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Buroker?

1 N

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES BUROKER, SUPERINTENDENT,
BLUFFTON EXEMPTED VILLAGE SCHOOLS

Mr. BUROKER. I think the reason .why I was asked to make a
presentation at this hearing is because I represent a small rural
community in northwest Ohio.

Bluffton is a town of about 3,000, which also in-eludes a private
church-TaTareaThiilrege. Since r assumed the superintendency in
that district some 5 years ago, 'I have had discussions with interest-
ed residents who indicated they felt there, might be a substance
abuse problem within the' community which was really not being
addressed. This was both at the college and public school level.

I shared this concern with an advisory council, appointed by the
board of education. The purpose of this, council is to make a study
of school-related problems dr school issues and then make a report
to the board of edudation with recommendations.

A subcommittee of this advisory council decided that a substance
abuse survey was appropriate for our high school students. So, in
the spring of 1981.a survey was developed with the assistance of
Phil Ward from the Allen County Health Department and was ad-
ministered to our students in the high school, which :includes
grades 9 through 12.

Ninety-eight percent of the students of our high school at that
time completed the survey, and you have copies of that survey. It is
in two parts. One is the total survey and the responses to each

. question, and the'second is a summary which was used by the advi-
sory council to submit their recommendations to the board of edu-
cation.

Part of the dilemma faced by the, board, even before they would
grant permission for the advisory council to conduct, this survey,
centered around a concern with whether or not the results of the
survey would be used against the school 'system in general if the
information from the survey was released to the public. There was
a concern, a fear, that the public would blame the schools for drug:
abuse within the community itself.
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. Because of that fact, the advisory council from the very begin-
ning took the position that substance abuse is, a community prob-
lem, a problem of parents, it is a problem of which, as John said,
resides with society in general.

Because of this position from the beginning, the results of The
survey was received positively within our community.

The survey itself I think is self-explanatory. It was a paper and
pencil survey and one has to look at the results with the under-
standing that the generalizations which one can draw can only be
based on how truthful the people responded to that survey.

I think for the mast part it can only be assumed that this is a
general trend of substance abuse among the students at Bluffton
High School. You will see, for example, that a _percentage of our
students, though very small, indicate that they use narcotics on a
regular basis: I don't think that is true at all, mainly because of
the cost factor.

As a general trend, it reflects what has been said earlier. Alcohol
in small rural Bluffton is the major substance that our students
are involved _with. Second is marihuana. There is a fairly low per-
centage of use by our students of other substances mentioned in
the survey.

Another interesting fact which came from the survey was that
the perception of substance abuse among our students. One of the
questions an the survey asked what percent of the students at
Bluffton High School use alcohol, use marihuana, use cocaine, et
Cetera. The perception of substance abuse was much higher than
the actual abuse reported: So, there seems to be a general feeling
that more usage is around than what the students responded in
terms of actual usage.

What we plan to, do with this survey is to use it as a starting
point to implement a drug or substance abuse education- program
in grades K through 8.
- Starting this fall a committee composed of students, parents,
board members, administrators, and practicing professional people,
doctors, nurses, and the Allen County Health Department will
meet and -try to come up with a curriculum which will include all
aspects of health. A part of this curriculum will deal with sub-
stance abuse. Hopefully, from that starting point, we will have
some impact on our students within our particular school district.--------

Thank_you.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Buroker appears on p. 95.]
Mr. OXLEY. If I may start with you, it would obviously be instruc-

tive after a few years of that education program then to go back
and do another survey, and see perhaps what kind of effect that
program had. It would be interesting to track that.

I am sure that that would be something that I am sure you
would want to do?

Mr. BUROKER. Yes, that is planned. As a matter of fact, that is
one of the recommendations of the advisory committee. After the
Curriculum is implemented the survey will be redone to see. what
impact the curriculum has had.

Mr. OXLEY. I was struck by some of the figures in your survey,
particularly when we are talking about a small rural school. We
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are not talking about New York City, or Chicago, or soinewhere
like that. This is Bluffton, Ohio, a very conservative community, a
community that I am very familiar with.

It was interesting-to me, for example, the question, have you
ever used marihuana: 31 percent. That is not an insignificant
number.,The question, do you use marihuana now, which is inter-
esting, indicates 18 percent: So,' there is some indication that per-
haps people had tried it-and laid off..

Those answering-affirmatively to the question, do you use co-
caine now, were almost 10 percent, \ nd again perhaps this is a
small figure in some communities, but \certainly think that is an
indication that in a community like Bluffton there is somewhat of
a problem. .

I was also struck by. the 17th question, da you know where, to
obtain illegal drugs? Fully 60 percent of those students admitted" )
they knew where to find illegal drugs. I assume.this meant in--=
Bluffton, Ohio?

Mr. BUROKER. Yes.
Mr. OXLEY. So I appreciate your testimony and particularly your

bringing us this empirical evidence that we will make part of the
record, of course. I do think it is an interesting survey. It was inter-
esting that when Dr. O'Malley discussed the nationwide polling
they had done and the questionnaires, his 'comment was interestingin tha n though there was a dropoff in the so-called north-cen-
tral rea t at we are in, compared to the East, Northeast and far
West that dropoff was not as precipitous as one might think.I t he study you did in Bluffton was indicative of that. Weappre i s e your input.-

Mr. Ids, you had talked about-the head shop in proximity to theElide igh School. I know Gary has that problem in Findlay. I am
ktN.

sure ost school districts, particularly of the larger towns around-here ave that problem. _.---

. I .rider if you would give us some more information in regardthat and tell us what your opinion is in terms of perhaps the
impet4 or idea of turning on students to drugs and how that de-
velops? ..

Mr. LDS. A number of the ...students that we have. caught on
campus with drug paraphernalia, they indicate to us that they got_ _ _ it -at t e head -shop.--That- is-certainly a- problem- in itself.I do ave-1 don t know if you would be interested, but I brought
a coup, e things along. I have been here 5 years and this is an accu-
mulation over 5 years, so comparatively it may not be all thatmuch.

.
.The problem comes from as much as an information center as far

as I' am concerned, because that is a center for commerce, if you
will. That is where the real problem lies. Here are a few of the
things that are simply adjunct to the use. Again, I don't know ifyou are interested.

.Mr. OXLEY. I would be definitely interested in that, and if you
would explain some of the paraphernalia. and how they are used.

Mr. OLDS. This is a nicely constructed holder for marihuana. Youroll'your joint, I suppose, and put that in there.
This is called &bong pipe, one; bf a number of different types of

pipes that is used to smoke marihuana.
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Mr. OXLEY. Was that confiscated from a student?
Mr. OLDS. Yes, all this stuff was confiscated from a student.
This is a .fancy roach clip, roach clip being a device used to hold

a very small portion of the cigarette, die reefer, so you don't burn
your lips or any parts of your body, and you smoke it right down to
almost nothing.

Mr. OXLEY. What is the feather?
Mr. OLDS. The feather is a fashionable addition, .I am sure.
So that those are just a few of the things. In addition .to that, I

suppose the most common form of roach clip is an electrical con-
nector; alligator clips, we call them. Many of those have beautiful
feathers and so forth on them.

In addition to that, we have capsules confiscated again from this
student. They were purchasedagain you might want to look at
those at your leisure. These are so-called black beauties. They tell
us, the kids tell' us they look exactly like what is on the street, but
those were purchased through a: mail order purchase, through.
Head Magazine. A student had those and was trafficking in those
things.

Mr. OXLEY. The student bought the look-alike from the Head
Magazine and sold them as black beauties?

Mr. OLDS. Right. Of course, with our school system, when we
catch an individual involved in substances, we file a police report
and then .the police make a determination whether or not they
have enough for an arrest, in addition to the usual types of punish-
ment.

In this case the poliar-did make-the-art-esti-and-we-frankly-
thought we had a pretty good case, until they had them analyzed
and found out that they are a high percentage of caffeine, probably
instant coffee of some kind along with some other materials.

Mr. OXLEY. All right. These, under Ohio statutes, then are such
that the sellers could not be prosecuted for selling counterfeit
drugs, isn't that correct? They would not fit there? The look-alike
is not under the counterfeit drugs question?'

Mr. OLDS. There are court cases that apparently if you are sell-
ing something purporting to be a drug, there may,be some basis for

rsuing that.
OXLEY. Under the fraud statutes as oppcsr:d to the drug stat-

ute?
'Mr. OLDS.

Business Bureau o
Mr. OXLEY. Well,

and I remember it as a

So if somebody wanted to write to oe Better

hat I meant was,:under preseat Ohio law
ember of 14,1;1 ;egislature. We dabited that

back in 1974, as I recall.
Mr: OLDS. The police coun,rot follow this uti, though, that is cor-

rect.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
In regard to Gary s comments

`students coming to school stoned
wonder what your experience is in

Mr. OLDS. It ;:bviously happens, an
thisit happ,iis so muchless now. I reca
alot of bad memories at a high schoolnot the

about the faculty and about the
in some stage of being stGne

at regard at your school?
't happensI really .elieve

don't like drag up
ent one I am
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at, but a nearby high schoolat One point 'we took 40 kids to the
hospital 1 day on an overdose. ..That . was an unusual situation that occurred where a girlbrought in a purse full of barbiturates and students started takingit and mass hysteria set in when we started finding out about it.At that point in our history we found so many students that
were under the influence of a variety of substances, and it wasalmost a weekly situation. I was going over our statistics of the last
3 years. In terms of overdose, where we had to send somebody to ahospital or get a physician involved, there have been very few ofthose. There are a lot of differentreasons for this.But there are students coming to school under the influence. Apart of the breakdown I, had a confrontation with a parent. I hada studentand I feel as though I have good rapport with studentswho I. thought I had seen a decrease in grades, red eyes, and other
symptoms that we seeand I confronted him with it on a personal
basis, not legal or school basis, but I expressed my concern.

His father was in the next day threatening to sue me if I accusedhis child oft using marihuana. He said, "My child does not usemarihuana."' He resented the fact -I had intervened. The student
basically told me sometime later that my assumptions were prettycorrect.

But even though that parent may be in the minority, it is still aconfrontation that takes us to pause and think seriously abou
whether or not we want to pursue that kind of thing.

/Mr. OxLiY. Is the fear that one of the students talked about=
Liand I gathered he was literally talking about physical fear nowis---tlial a real problere

i /
f

Mr. OLDS. I don't believe so. I think it is a myth that they have
created. There are a number of myths surrounding this with7tu-
dents. No. .1 is we don't narc; that is, we don't tell what is goin ,On.

I said you can clean the problem up in 15 minutes. If a signifi-cant number of students decided they had had enough and would
band together, they could put the drugs out in 1 day's time. tilit wedon't narc, is the thing.

/IThere . is .a romantic aura surrounding even the so-called/good,
solid kid . One of these kids for example may. even be a Congress-
man som da but we have kids that are that good. We/have agood bunch o kids at our high school as a group. That is one of the
things that- makes our high school go, is our kids and teachers.

It is just a very difficult thing to get a handle on. We do/confront
students, we work with parents, and we are going to continue to dothat. .' I/

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
/-Mr. Buroker? /

Mr. BUROKER. As you mentioned before, Bluffton is a' rural, very
conservative community, and frankly we don't or haye not noticed
any or very little substance ,abuse within the school/setting itself.In my 6 years there, 1 year as high school principal and now 5years as superintendent, only two instances of such problems cometo mind. One occurred on the last day of school, when ,a student
went hoinelor lunch and drank. This student who shad never really
been around alcohol much, came back to school inebriated and wastaken home to very embarrassed parents. On one other occasion 2
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years ago a student had taken some barbiturates and had to be N
taken home.

But in my 6 years here at Bluffton, these were the only two occa-
sions when any noticeable evidence of substance abuse occurred

,during the school time.
Without question there are some students who, came to school

with the smell of marihuana on them. have worked as ari admin-
istrator in some schools that we e very large and very dose to
inner cities with a"- substantial am unt of drug abuse problems, and
consequently I feel qualified to re ognize that smell.

But beyond the smell of mari uana occasionally, we have had
virtually no problems at all in the school setting: Fortunately, at
Bluffton the quote/unquote good kids are the ones most kids look
up to and followers want to mirror that group instead of the kids
who may be involved in the use of drugs.

Mr. OXLEY. You are very fortunate in that case. .

Mr. BUROKER. Without question.
Mr. OXLEY. I have no further questions. We appreciate again

your coming over and sharing with us the situation in your partic-
ular areas. Thank you very much. ,

Our next witness is. Mr. Dan Burner, assistant principal at Bath
High School, who also serves as a probation officer for Allen
County. This is a rather unique combination..

TESTIMONY OF DANIEL F. RUMER, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, BATH
HIGH SCHOOL, LIMA, 01110

Mr.'- RUMER. I-guess-1-have-agreed-to -make-a-statement-about
myself. ..

I have been in education now for 15 years and have served in
that capacity as a teacher, as a guidance counselor and now I am

. assistant principal of the high school.
For 7 of those 15 years I have doubled as an employee of Allen

County Juvenile Court under a youth grant, initially as a youth
counselor and now as a teacher/probation officer, of which we have
five or six working in the public schools. -

The idea is that there is a tremendous overload on full-time pro-
bation officers within the county, and that resident part-time pro-
bation officers within the school setting can in many cases cut the
load of the full-time officers down as well as by being in residency,
where you have an immediate daily contact with youngsters who
become a juvenile court problem.

By way of initial statement, eyerything that I might address
myself to would be in terms of personal objection in one of my four
capacitiesassistant principal, probation officer, teacher, or guid-,
ance counseland is also relevant to the contacts 1 have had.with
kids.

would see fo' ur or five basic problems which the public schools
are facing:

One, I would identify alcoholism or the use of alcohol as the pri-
mary problem by a significant amount in public high schools; the
accessibility of alcohol not withiii the schocil and during the school,
but I think within the community; and also the apparent accessibil-



ity to our students, and I am sure every other student in Allen
County, is fairly prevalent.

Two, I think there is a lack of education on the part of parents
that we have go away from knowing what our kids are doing in the
evening. They may indicate they are going to a drive-in all night
and that assumption is made and we leave it at that. When they
come home in the morning from an all-night drive-in and go to bed,
you say it is because they watched movies all night. However,
chances are they may have been doing grass, drinking all, night, or
partying. Parents have tended to write that off in many cases.

There is a difficulty today in detection of abuse, and 'John al-
luded to look-alike drugs. I think in terms of the public-schools, the
number of detected cases have gone down in our situation because
the kids have become more sophisticated.

They don't do grass in school the way they did say around 1968
to 1972 because everybody now knows what grass smells like. In
1968 through 1972, 90 percent of the faculty had no idea what it
smelled like. It was just unusual.. Today, if anybody lights a joint
anywhere, in the building, within a short period of time everyone
knows it has been lit.

Look-alike drugs and the authentic drugs, too, are easily disposed
of by a student. They may take one or two capsules in the morning,
and if they are- sophisticated enough, they can manage to get
through the day without too much difficulty. 'One of the young
people indicated that their friends -helped them through the day,
and that is very, true.

So there is a very 'difficult time that I think school adininistra-
_tors and teachers have in terms of detecting when a youngster is
high.

Alcohol is not so much of a problem because you/have the aroma.
In our area, although there is more being done to provide programs
for the abuser, either alcoholism or substance abuse, for the young-
ster, I think we have a tremendous lack of successful'rehabilitation
programsparticularly in the long tern area.

The Allen County Department of Health runs a drug and alcohol
abuse program, but in the end it ends up-maybe 6, 8, 10 hours of
concentrated work, and anybody who has worked with youngsters
understands that 6 or 8 hours will not undo what 5, 6, or 8 years
has done.

Then I think one of the crimes of the century is that parents and
communities and legislators and everyone really are unwilling to
confront the problem and stand up and say we have a problem and
admit there is a, problem, and secondly then begin to do something
about it or work on programs which are going to be successful. .

I am not sure what those programs are, but I think as all the-
youngsters probably indicated here, one of the first steps in Alco-
holics Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous is simply that you
admit that you have a problem and thereby take the first step.

---As-I-said; if-I,were to identify specifically the order of abuses in
our high school, I would have to put alcoholism as the chief abuser.
I would incorporate probably grades 7 through 12. However, our
high school is 9 through 12.

From my experience_in the last couple of years, look-alike drugs
would be creeping into the school abuse problem much more than

0
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marihuana. Marihuana I am sure is probably more abused than
look-alikes. However, partying on the weekends, from three Friday
afternomi to bedtime Sunday night is when that takes place, be-
cause of the ease with which a ,knowledgeable person can identify
that marihuana is being abused.

We have not hadand this would substantiate what Mr. Olds
said--in terms of overdosage or things like that, we have sent
maybe a half dozen 'kids to the hospital: We require, I require as
the assistant principaland I am in charge of_ invoking board
policyrelative to discipline. If I call a parent and the student is
sent to the hospital, we require a blood and urinalysis.

It is more for litigation from my standpoint than from their
standpoint. However, I do have the concern of the youngster in
mind because usually at that point you are not sure, no one is
aware what has been taken, whether it is alcohol and drugs or
whether it is just drugs or what kind of drugs. Usually the young-
ster is incoherent.

It doesn't do much good to ask, because if they say one thing, it
could be three of something else. So, we ask for blood and urinaly-
sis, in which case I have a more definitive idea as to what has been
abused in order to invoke the school policy.

Our school is a conservative school as far as policy is concerned.
We include suspensions and expulsions for significant abuses of
drugs and alcohol. We do not permit it and will suspend and, if
need be, expel for possession of drug paraphernalia, such as Mr.
Olds showed here.

So, we are conservative. We have strong support from our board
of education. It is the adopted policy of theirs. In 5 years I have not
had difficulty in pursuing those goals.

As far as needs, I think the communities have to understand
that 'we have tremendous problems which eventually may lead to
abuse of alcohol and. drugs, and that in itself is an additional prob-
lem.

The youngsters which we have dealt withand I only deal in
general circumstances with those who it has become a problem
with and who have their schoolday affected by behavioral difficul-
tiesa significant number of our youngsters come from broken
homes, one-parent or two-parent with stepparent is involved or, in
some eases, two parents who, as John Olds indicated, may have a
weak father figure.

So, I think edusation becomes not necessarily education of the
kids; although that:is an integral part, but education of the par-
ents.

In getting back to knowing what your child is doing, where they
are going,. who they are with, and getting parents in a position
where they no longer are afraid to go and say, you cannot Partici-
pate in that, or you will not go there because there will not be
chaperones or because there will be beer there, these are the things
we have to do.

Second, we have to provide more rehabilitative programs for
identified abuser. At what score or what level, I don't know. I am
not a medical person, so I don t know what that level ought to be.

We have a number of abusers wandering around. These gentle-
men indicated friends of theirs were still doing it: They probably
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, \didn't have the benefit of being caught doing something illegal;
therefoie; they are left around in society when there eve some pro-
grams that can be of benefit but are not invoked.

I think 'we have to actively pursue legislation which is in effect
relevant to alcohol. Kids know if you go to" the right place in Lima,
Ohio, and put your money up on the bar they will not ask for your
ID, they will hand you the six-pack and you are going to -walk out.

I think the carryouts know that if perchance they are caught, it
is going to be a short-term closedown and say don't, do that again.
More legislation won't do much if we pursue the problem the same
as we have the alcoholism problem.

aHead shops nd thing which outwardly flaunt what I consider a
real serious social problem, some States made them illegal. I think
we have to take it, look at that. If you provide that youngster who
had several bong pipes, and roach clips, and things and he just had
them, he thought they lookeO neat, well, anybody who swallows

.- that is crazy. He has them fur a reason. He had used them to'- s oke marihuana, and if he no longer intended to smoke marihua-
na there was no reason for him to continue to have them.

q accessibility of information, the magazines, and those types of
things create a real problem for us. We have to address ourselves.
to not, whether those busi es ople have any kind of guaranteed
right tog be in busineis, bu I think we have to look at the larger
problern, of what does that mean and what does it provide for ouryoungste s.

I guess as a general statement those would be the objections Ihave.
Mr. OXLE Thank you.
[The prepa ed statement' of Mr. Rumer appears on p. 103.]
Mr. OXLEY. I was wondering, what is your experience in the area

of Allen County? Do most schools provide drug education programsof some sort? \
Mr. RUMER. I think most of the high Schools provide it through

the curriculum of ,health. I am not aware of any that specifically
identify the course of study as drug education.

I would' certainl agree, with Mr. Buroker in terms of a' target
group kindergarten through eight is probably more 'ikely of a
place to attempt that drug education because of the fact that by
the time they reach \1iigh school, many of the youngsters have
made the decision and are well into abusing substances, whether it
be alcohol or other drues. .

So, in order to make some impact, we have to begin at a very
early age when they are\able to understand certain concepts and
build from them so when the decision time comes on their personal
level, that they have available an amount of information as tot. whynot do something. \Right now there is a lot of information put out by peers as to
why you should do something, smoke this reefer, take the pills,

' that makes you feel good, -you forget your problems. But when
somebody sees it is not good fOr you, that is the end of the story.

I don't think they buy that. They want a more definitive thing. If
k'Sti P1111_41MW V11PM that, I think\ they tend to react.

The Reader's Digest has been running a series of articles on
mar,ihuana, its effect on sexual impotency and effects of deteriora-

\
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tion of brain.cells, that type of thing. There have been a number of

articles which indicate marihuana is not all it is cracked up to be

and is a difficult. thing physiologically for people.
That has an impact on the user of mar uana, but there is not

enough good research, not enough positi information is available
to deal .with the problem, saying these a e concrete things which

will happen'.
.

You have to make inroads to the youngster who is saying -dad is

beating mbm,every night, I can't stand the screaming of the broth-
ers and sisters and I will get high and it helps me out.

Mr. OXLEY. The bottom line is it is an escapism?
.Mr. RUMER. The abuse is an escape mechanism, yes; in the kids I

have dealt with.
Mr. OXLEY. We had the opportunity to meet with Ed Meese, the

President's Counselor, about '1 month ago, the committee did. We
discussed the education aspect of it; in other words, what is the
other side of the coin to getting high? That is the potential physical
and emotional problem..........Ona-of-the-things-that-hea5Y.P.X.Y.Inoch interested in, and they
and working on from the President's fasli-Piirce bii-DFug
the ability to portray that message on television. Whether we like
it or not, television is a very, very powerful medium in this coun-
try..

One of the things that the President wants to do is to work with
the advertising council to get very effective anti-drug 14nds of ad-
vertising on television. We do it with smoking. It is intfresting to

thote, and' Mr. Meese pointed this out, that most kids know the dan-
gers of .smoking today more, than they know the dangers of drug
abuse because they see it on television all the time.

That is the basic theory behirid-what we are trying to do. We are
trying to push the advertising council to get that message on.

When I was a kid I can remember various public service spots
that would come on"Smokey the Bear," prevent forest fires, pre-
vent heart disease, and lately it is an ongoing program through the
medical' association and others. It seems to me that is a 'very, very
powerful medium that we have long ignored in getting the message
across to young people.

Interesting were some. of the comments that these youngsters
made about the downside of drugs. and how that affected them.
That kind of message, particularly if delivered by their peers,'has
to have a,strong, strong effect on potential drug abuse among stu-
dents.

Mr. RUMER. I think fundamentally anything done in the national
education area or State eduation area, advertising on the media,
particularly-televisionrcertainly--would-have_to_be counted as one
of the most-successful approaches.

Political parties do a d-job-drialirig candidates on television.
On Saturday mo 'ng you have the Fruit Loop group and all those,
and they have done positive things in that timespan because they
know they have a captive audience -of young people relevant to
health and brushing your teeth.

I see no reason-why-that-would not-be-your-primary-function_to_____
start any kited of a. campaign. A dollar spent in that kind of adver-
tising, in 4 or. 5 minutes of graphic information, especially with a
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young child who tends to be attracted to the television.on Saturdaymorning or whenever, would be very well spent money if in fact wewere going to commit ourselves to doing things which may attemptto bring some of these things to an end or-at least to'slow down thesort of dismal future.
John is an optimist, but some of these kids who are not gettinghelp have a dismal future, if any at all.
Mr. OXLEY. It gets us back to your comment that we have to rec-ognize the problem and deal with it head on.
Mr. RUMER. Admit we have the problem, yes.
Mr. OXLEY. Then make the effort on the,educational side.Mr. RUMER. Public' education in the public school is not veryeasy. It is not easy for any of us,-particularly 'superintendents andboards of education particularly; If you admit you have a problem,then .you have to answer a lot of questions to the media and youhave to answer a lot of questions to 'people who don't want to hearthat you have a problem because every parent you talk to would ,.probably tell you it can't be my kid, it must be somebody else's-kid.ao_y rui have-8004coungstersin-your-.high.

school- anthYdriiiir liaTertirecognizes that it is their child.
. As John indicated; you meet a certain amount of antagonismfrom parents. Depending on what parents it is, you meet the possi-bility of litigation.

Teachers are more knowledgeable today than they -have everbeen in terms of identification of youngsters who are high. Howev-er, I think they are very, very reluctant to do anything because itis so impressed upon them that you may end up in litigation.It is easier to say if John sits there high, doesn't disrupt my classand gets up when the bell rings and walks out and he doesn't passout and he doesn't die, then I am not g6ing to contest it because Idon't want John's parent,.who is an attorney, to bring suit againstme for some kind of a statement I said, some kind of thing I did,because I sent that kid to Mr. Rumer's office and Mr. Rumer feltthere was something wrong with him and we sent hith to the hospi-tal and come to find out, he is on allergy medicine.
But in terms of legislation, child abuse is very definitive in theState of Ohio. If a teacher suspects child abuse, they are obligatedto report that, and they are protected. But it is a full protectionthere.

-

You don't have the same protection as a faculty member. I think-faculty members tend to, if we don't have any real uPheaval, well,just let it slide by. So kids, I think, in most schools they know thelimit they can go to. They know what they can do and they stopjust short of creatingAhe_reaLproblem.
Some of them don t use good judgment. We had, as late as 9 daysbefore school 'ended, two young men who consumed better than anentire fifth of Jack Daniel's in less than 30. minutes. I have a feel-ing oneof those boys consumed the lion's shdre because we had tocarry him out.
Frankly, I was deathly afraid of the possibility alcoholic poison-ing_hariset- n-because -by--the-time Ave-got-himofinifhe was nothing but 215 pounds of limp rag.
Mr. OXLEY. They consumed this on the school premises?
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Mr. RUMER. On the school premises, the first time we have ever
known of it. They got it from the Ohio State liquor store, but they
found a wino going in and they said we will give yoti a couple
bucks, you buy us a fifth. So it cost them $12.50 instead of $10.50.

One boy brought it to school. in his gym bag, found another boy,
.said I got a fifth. They got out of study hell ostensibly to gt, to the
library, but instead went to a stairwell and as close as I can tell, in
less than 3Q minutes, or 32 minutes, consumed the entire fifth of
Jack Daniel's.

We used this as part of the disciplinary thing-that in order to
take their final examinations, which since we are so close to the
end of the yearboth were fairly--one was average, one is a little
better than average student, and I would hate to see the entire
school year be broken upbut we required them to show proof that
they enrolled on a voluntary basis in the Allen County alcohol
abuse program through the Department of Health.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for your testimony.
At this time we would like to call a panel from the law enforce-

-.mentcommunity Sheriff Richard_Petty,
Major Charles Brereton, Richland County; Sgt. Ron Monday, Findlay
Police Department.

Thank you again for taking the time to be with us for the hear-
ing on the drug abuse problem, particularly as it relates to our
schools. 2

I know all of you in law enforcement are interested in that and
specifically how it affects the students.

If you do not mind,_we will start with you, sheriff, and you may
proceed.

TESTIMONY OF. RICHARD PETTY, SHERIFF, RICHLAND COUNTY,
OHIO

Mr. PETTY. It has been very enlightening listening to the stu-
dents who were users and students who were pushers of narcotics.
It has been enlightening to listen to the school administrators to
let them realize that we do have a problem; it is enlightening to
realize we have help in Washington, D.C., that now. we recognize
nationally that we have a problem in the United States with drug
usage.

One of the first things I would like to comment on is the young
man who made mention that he could make more in 1 day selling
drugs than he could working an entire month at minimum wage.

My feelings,have been for a long time that we are not in a reces-
sion in our country Whatsoever, it is merely that organized crime
and moneyed people have diVerted the amount of m_ oney available
to your youngsters; the amount of money available to teenagers up
to and including people 25 to, 30 years of age, that they are divert-
ing spendable money into areas that are not taxes, not controlled,
not regulated, and yet we have a problem because our society has
to take care of them in institutions after they blow their minds.

I believe in strict enforcement of the drug laws. I believe in strict
..--enforcernent, period ----

-One of the problems that we have is that there are all kinds of
. Federal programs, State programs, for different .police actions to
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drive up and down the street and run radar, they run the radar in
front of houses dealing in narcotics, they run them in front of head
shops and what have you, yet the funding is not for drug enforce-
ment. It is strictly for traffic enforcement.

We come out in a twofold problem: We have alcohol and drug
abuse as one of the greatest causes of traffic accidents and fatali-
ties in our United States.

Education, I think, is one of the more important items in the
State. We need to educate the parents on what a child looks like
when he is high and we need to educate our teachers and our
school administrators on what a student looks like when he is high
so they can do something about it.

A lot of them do not realize the problem that they have on their
hands and it is so easy to.ignore it. )- /The 'next item I would like to approach would be the definite
need for a statewide task force on narcotics. One of the biggest .

problems in law enforcement is that if is such a piece dal, hit
here, hit there approach, that-it is not effective.

----Ace ording-tcr wh ere-must-lif-thetragg cdrieffol-rthe marihuana
that we have talked about and youtehave listened to all morning,
most from Mexico, Colombia, Hawaii; however, it comes into the
United States not through Richhind County, not through Mans-
field, Ohio, but through other States and is transported here where
there is really no concentrated dffort to control its,Movennent:

There is no concentrated effort to even realize' that it is coming
in today. Yet, it is a multimillion dollar problem in our country.

We needone of my recommendations would be we need a
statewide task force on narcotics. Then to control the entire United
States you have 50 groups of people to get together, exchange ideas
and provide the enforcement.

You do that instead of who knows hOW many police departments
and sheriffs' offices throughout the United States that are making
a sometimes good attempt and sometimes no attempt whatsoever.

The imaginary boundaries for villages, States, and so on, are a
real.problem in law enforcement. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Richard Petty appears on p; 109.]
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for not only hosting us here, but testify-

ingas well,. , .

TESTIMONY OF MAJOR CHARLES BRERETON, RICHLAND
COUNTY, OHIO

Major BRERETON. Thank you very much.
I would more or less reiterate in general what the sheriff. has

-just spoken about. I will go a little-beyond that, however. I have a
broad experience, in narcotics enforcement. I go hack to New York
City with the New York Drug Enforcement task force.

Mi. OXLEY. thought I recognized yOur accent.
Major BRERETON. Just cannot shake it.
I seeabOut the only difference between here and New York,

and_l__Was-quite-shocked-about-iti.isAn-kinds-of-drugs;-the-degree-ofuse is similar.
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We like to say here we have an epidemic in our schools,. I go
around personally to the schools. We have a strong law enforce-
ment program, I will touch on that first.

But we have a good law enforcement program, but as we realize
both here, in the East, DEA and the agency trying to combat it, we
are lucky if we get 10 percent, and that is a good, year. The Other
90 percent is coming through and it is being dispersed.

We have a strict enforcement program in Richland County, but
we still rely .as hard as we try on it, but we are getting only 10
percent of the stuff coming through.

In the schools we talk to the children from grades six on up, and
we have a program whereby we run and give talks, on an average
of five or six talks a week, in the various schools over the school:
year, and we start and hopefully the school will invite us into the
sixth-grade level before the child goes to junior high. We did this
on advice of the high school students who we asked when we
should start, and they recommended the sixth grade.

We find going around that the ignorance on the part- of the
teachers and the parents is tremendous. As the sheriff pointed out,
they do not know_ when the kids are -srorie-El-Tia-ire- given -talks in
high schools with kids stoned right in the room w1.'e I was giving
the talk, and tell the teacher about it and either 1' i-oligh apathy or
ignorance,.it was ignored. ..

If we can get to these kids in the sixth grade and start talking to
them at that time, before they get to the junior high school, and
before they are won over to use of drugs, if we hit them in the high
schools they are into it, the junior highs they are trying it out.

So our only hope is at that sixth grade.
We, have to educate the teachers. We are asked to go into schools

and give such talks but all too often it is a case of, well the period
is over, we have to go home.

They have to be shown in general, you get a few teachers in the
school who know what is going on. The vast majority do not know.
They cannot even identify the problem.' Parents are the same way.
We just recently had a parent whose Qn could do no wrong, and
the kid was stoned in front of the parent and the parent did not
realize the child was stoned. We did-not nave the child on a drug-
related case. It was something altogethe different.

So th,e parent did not even know wh t \was going on. We have
children telling us, students in high kh 1, tnat they can sit at the
dinner table stoned in front of their parents and the parents do not
recognize it. .---__--

muchfar as alcohol abuse, we do, not see much in Richland County.
We do not have the DWI rate that would indicate it, but we have a
heavy-alcohol problem:It seems to be drug related

To get back to the education of the teachers. I have gone into a
sixth grade class and it ;Might have been pointed out just earlier
with one of the teachers;-and I am not attacking his testimony, but
he held up a box and said it was a box that they hide their drugs
in: It is better known as a stash box. I was in a sixth grade class
where a child asked me were roach clips legitimate.

Mr. OXLEY. You mean legal?
Major BRERETON. Legal, yes.
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The Supreme Court came out with the ruling that' gives us in
law enforcement a chance to go after these shops. Unfortunately,
Ohio has no law against them.

So as part of the talk with this class, I brought up and started to
throw terms and names of drugs on the street, purple microdot,
stash boxes, roach clips, and asked for a show of hands to see who
knew it and without fail, every child raised their hand; there were
about 100 children.

There were four teachers in that class and we .had to stop and
explain to, them what we were talking about. They did not know
what we were talking about.

I fam not knocking them, because they and we are from another
generation. We did not know. I know it beca-use I have been in it so
long as a law enforcement officer.

They have to be told. They hav=e- to be shown. They have to be
told what the problem is. The kids want to be told. They want us to/go in and talk to them. We have had tremendous success in talking
to these kids. We recently had a David Toma in the county, a few
of the organizations brought him in. The success was untoldjan?___
ffs-tic success with the kids.

The kids want to be- told that they are doing wrong and theywant to see what the pitfalls are with drug abuse. When it is
shown to them in a tough waywe have a film that we get permis-
sion from the parents and the school- before we show it to them,
that is quite gross in parts.. But it shows them just what they are
going into down the road, what they face.

So we need more-of a community and especially in the schools in
the communiti-we in law enforcement need more of an open door
policy,- be we run into problems with certain schools not evenhaving us in there. They are covering their problem. They know it.
We know it. Unfortunately their community knows it.

The one case, I have two students in one school who want me to
go in and talk, and we have never been invited.

So we see it as again a two-pronged approach, law enforcement
very strict; and a good educational program using law enforcement
to go into the schools and talk to them: Not from the law enforce-
ment side, but from the knowledge point.'We know what is on thestreet.

I will end withthose remarks. Thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you so much, Major.
Sergeant?

TESTIMONY OF SGT.-RONALD MONDAY, FINDLAY POLICE
DEPARTMENT, FINDLAY, OHIO

Sergeant-MoNDAY:-- I-havea prepared statement; I would like to
summarize froth the statement.

Before I do, I have been a policeman over 10 or 11.years and I
am probably the youngest at the table as far as years of experi-
ence.

Most of my experience has been in a plainclotheS unit as a juve-
nile officer dealing with problems of juveniles and _youth, or_as_a__
supervisor of a plainclothes diVision. which would, of course, include
juvenile officers and the narcotics unit.

46
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What I have done is talk to our juvenile officers and told them,
of course, I was going to be her today. I also went to our'drug en-
forcement unit. I said I was going to be here today.

I expressed to "their what I was going to testify to, and asked
them to give me specifics and they did, and my statement is pre-
pared with those specifics.

I hav t not addressed the issue of alcohol abuse. That to me is a
totally different subject and should be segregated from the con-
trolled substance abuse.

What I am going to speak of here today has to do with the con-
trolled substances.

I categorized the drugs being abused in the Findlay-Hancock
!County area. They are in no particular order as far as drug of pref-
erence or quantity. However, they are the drugs that we in law en-
forcement are seeing. They are marihuana, hashish, LSD, cocaine,
phencyclidine, Quaaludes, amphetamines, and barbiturates. And
the seventh category which-is not terribly critical in our area, are
all other dangerous drugs.

I would like to talk briefly about each of the areas if I may.
Ws find marihuana use widespread as does 1,-am sure everysther_

area or tlieSliitealir country. Marihuana its way into _
nearly all age groups and social circles in our area. Much of our
marihuana comes from out of State, at least maybe out of the coun-
try, Colombia, Mexico, California, and Hawaii. In the warm months
in Ohio, we found homegrown marihuana, but there is not a lot.
Most is still imported.

We find that a common practice among our youthful marihuana
users is to buy a quarter pound, split it into four bags, sell three
bags, keep the fourth for himself as profit. That is his profit from
the sale of the three. He is supporting his own habit with no cost to
himself. .

We find the youth selling the joints at the high school. For $1,
$1.50 a joint. Thus they make a profit from the drugs so they do
not have to purchase for themselves.

Another alarming statistic that we find about Laarihuana and
users of it, since it is so difficult to detect, it seems to be considered
a safe drug to use by persons operating a motor vehicle.

We have seen many serious accidents caused by a driver being
under the influence or suspected of being under the influence of
marihuana. . -ski. ..

LSD, or acid is -in our area. It is in large proportions. We hear
about this drug daily. It is a highly abused drug among high school
kids in the city of Findlay.

Findlay in fact is so well known for its LSD, that the he -A of the
Ohio Regional Crime Lab dubs it "Acid City". That is a tough label
to be put on the town. That is what we are known by other law

- enforcement agencies as far as 60, 70 miles away. So there must be
some truth to it. ,

This drug we find is coming in from different sources, but it is
coming .in through the Mexican-American community, through,
connections they may have in Texas and Mexico.

In Findlay and Hancock Counties, the use of cocaine is growing
__daily...._The-tocaine_thatwe-have-seen- conies-from -Colombia-in
many cases. Since the cost of this drug is usually high, it certainly
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limits the customers. It is not being widely abused among the high
school youth of our city.

Right now, cocaine is probably the drug of choice among those
who can afford it in the business community of Findlay. We have
not seen many juveniles use it, although we have seen them in the
high school system being runners for the drug. They get a small
portion for dealing with it. Some of the thoughts among adult
pushers of the drugs is to have the juveniles work 'with it because
chances are less that bad things will -happen to the kid if caught.

He will go through the system, probably get probation and that
will be all.

We are seeing phencyclidine, PCP, angel dust. whatever termi-
nology, it is an extremely dangerous thing, we are seeing it consist-
ently but not in large quantities. It seems to be a drug used by the
young bar crowd and somewhat in high-school-age groups. The
problem with this drug is that it is really an easy type of drug to
make yourself. It is not difficult to make and of course, if you have
the chemicals you can make phencyclidine yourself, and the profits
are very, very high.

We are-seeing increases in Quaaludes or "ludes" as known by
---ifiryliilfh:-Thrfige-ilitTgreirtliirdi.ug is aTariding.-We are tUrnirly

up more and more. They have not worked their way deep into the
school system but at the rate of their use in our area, we feel it is
only a matter of time until they do.

Many bf the users of this drug like to mix it with alcohol, which
is dangerous in and of itself, especially when operating a motor ve-
hicle. This drug is coming from out of. State.-

Amphetamine and barbiturate use is down over the past years.
We are not seeing as much of that.

We are seeing a lot of counterfeit amphetamines and barbitu-
rates, especially the counterfeit speed. It has been talked about
before. Counterfeit speed or the look-alikes is a real problem.

How we deal with it, I am not sure. I do have ideas. All I know is
that it is a problem. Maybe we need a better law to deal with the
selling of purported .drugs.

Maybe we need more substances classified as controlled or sched-
uled. I do not know. But there seems to be a real problem with the
look-alike drugs.

The last category is the dangerous drugs such as heroin. We
coine across heroin but not often. Our drug unit of 3,years has only
come across heroin -once. It was during the arrest -of a college stu
dent at Findlay College and that is the only time we came across
it.

In summary some may ask, do you have a drug problem in Find-
lay, and the answer is obvious, we do have a drug problem. Maybe-
it is not unique. 'It probably is not.. Other cities with the same
social makeup have the same problems, but we have a drug prob--
lem, yes.

I feel that we are working hard- to-nvercome the problem. We
have an effective drug unit doing a good job, I feel. We have nor-
mally adequate budget to handle this problem.

One of the big problems I do see is there are surrounding areas
_w_here_maybeLthey_do_not_have_theJaudget_and_maybe_cannoi

handle it manpower-wise as we do, and I believe that we are.effec-
'
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tive. With the drugs still being sold, and used, and abused in large
quantities, it\certainly still filtering in Findlay. You could have a
sterile commu ity, but if it is still all around you, you still have
the problem there.

I would like to\address specific proposals that we in law enforce-
ment would like to make, and problems we are experiencing in en-
forcement of the drug laws. We would certainly like to see stiffer
drug laws for both trafficking and- possession of marihuana in
Ohio.

Right now in Ohio, possession of marihuana, a small amount, is
. only punishable by a ,one. It is very difficult to deal with these .

people who we apprehelRi with small amounts of marihuana.
We can deal with people looking at many, many years in prison

and, plea bargain and plea negotiate, and hopefully get to their
source. If a person we bring in knows the worse he has looking at
him is a ,;3100 fine, chances are if we try to make a plea arrange-
ment with him, or not file formal charges if we get his supplier,
chances are he will tell you no. He has nothing to lose but some
money.

I believe the possession of marihuana should be nothing less-
than first degree misdemeanor, Whichitreans a person-irsubject-to-
6 months in jail for possession.

If a person knew he had 6 months to serve in jail. for possession
of marihuana, he would probably be more eager to cooperate with
law enforcement to get to his supplier. If he had a chance of not
doing the 6 months, of course.

We would like to see a law prohibiting drug paraphernalia. That
has been.mentioned before.

A big problem we see, and it has not been mentioned, is that we
need greater cooperation between local law enforcement and the
Federal agencies such as the Drug Enforcement Administration:
What I am about to say is not a blanket indictment on the Drug
Enforcement Administration; however, we have had bad experi-
ences with them, and I only feel honest to mention the experience
we have had.

We'have tried to gain their cooperation only to find out if it is
not a headline-making case, they are not really terribly interested
in dealing with us. We are a small city of 34,000 to 40,000 people.
We would 'not be making headlines in a case that we call them for.
They will promise you the world but in a few contacts we have had
with them, we have had the best promises in the world, but we
have not had any results at all.

Maybe there is a problem with their budget. Maybe that is some-
thing that can be\corrected, I do not know. Maybe I am not being
fair. Maybe I do net realize what the problem is. I only know. we
are not getting cooperation that I feel we should begetting.,

We would like to see more cooperation between the school sys-
tems and law enforcement agencies. I believe the major mentioned
it a few minutes ago.

It would be beneficial to us to know the youth within the school
. system who are being dealtwith by the school administrators for

dealing in drugs. I can only g-Uess we are not receiving all this in-
formation._Again,-iLis_not_our4oal_to-go_on_a_witch_hunt_to_see
how many people we can file charges on, especially juveniles. How-

_

:96-425 0 - 83 - 4
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sever, we do need the information as to who hasp possession, who is
trafficking, to have a possibility of getting to thei source, and then
working on up the ladder to the sources.

I ,am not sure how this could be ordered other th to have legis-
lation which was alluded to before about the child abuse statute
that forces school administrators to report suspected ild abuse or
be in violation of the law if they do not.

Last, we would like to see a change of attitude in t 's country
toward drug use. This can only be done through education.

This should begin with elementary school children and ontinue
through adult education.

It was not'too long ago that it was mentioned that parents ould
like to have some education in drugs themselves. The kids 0,.7
more about it than the parents. They would like to know w at
marihuana smells like. What the hash pipes look like, roach cli
what the drugs look like.

Not too long ago I took marihuana plants out of a house and the
mother in all honesty was told by her child that they were tomato
plants and she believed it. She had no reason not to. She said I
never saw a marihuana plant, so how would I know. He said he
was growing tomatoes_Why would she not believe hirn?

People need to adopt a-hard approach about drug use and sales. I
think through situations like this, through the Congress; I think
through local forums which Findlay has started, I believe that this
is a start. But I believe there is some legislation needed and there
is education needed, and I believe a hard line should be made.

One area I did not cover, and I should, is that with a juvenile,
with a young person in Findlay who may be dealing in drugs, our
juvenile court has a difficult time dealing with them. We have no
place in Hancock County to detain or lock up -a juvenile, No place
at all.

The State systems will take juveniles into institutions if certain
requirements are made, such as felonies, and there are other re-
quirements that have to be met.

We have no place. The word among the youth in the county is
that unless you do thus and thus, the worst thing they can do to
you is put you on probation.

We need a juvenile detention facility to get the attention of the
juveniles. I believe this is important.

If you know that there is no certainty of any punishment for the
crime, it is going to be easier for \you to do the crime. I,

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Sgt. Ronald Monday appears on p.

112.1
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Sergeant Monday.
If I can pursue your cominent'about DEA and your experience. I

wonder_if_you_would_care-to-coMment-in regard-to-what-your-Situa
tion is in Richland County?

Mr. PETTY. Our situation is not similar to theirs. We have had
good cooperation. We have-t-maybe it is a regional area that the
problem exists. We have been fortunate.

Mr. OXLEY. Where do DEA officials come from that work in this
area? Is it Cleveland?

Yes.
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Mr. OXLEY. For the record, there has been a major reorganiza
tion in DEA which will be continuing, which will eventually bring
the DEA totally under the aegis of the FBI. Currently Francis
Mullen, who had been Assistant Director of the FBI, is now entire-
ly in charge of the DEA. There have been major changes and there
will continue to be changes in' DEA.

I think that is good news for law enforcement in general. I think
you will see changes start to develop.

One other question: In regard to Sergeant Monday's comments
about the sale of drugs in the junior highs, who is selling those
drugs in the junior highs? Are these high school students that per-
haps have a sibling in junior high? This is not the bad-guy drug
pusher that you see in the movies coming down and. sAling his
stuff to junior high studehts, is it? -

Sergeant MONDAY. It is not my experience that it is, no.
It is like you mentioned, it is either, somebody who has a sibling

in the junior high or somebody who recently left that school and
goes back to make a few quick extra bucks. It is not the major drug
dealer that is going to the school.

Mr. OXLEY. Is that your experience?
--MI. PETTY. Yes, and to add one further comment to that, we are

experiencing numerous occasions where parents and children are
both dealing in high schools, the students start in junior high and
the parent is the pusher and also pushes along with him the differ-
ent school functions and what have you.

Mr. OXLEY. The parents?
Mr. PETTY. Yes.
Major BRERETON. The parents are feeding the drugs through

their children into the schools. We have active cases at the present
time in this county in that area.

Mr. OXLEY. Have you had that experience at all?
Sergeant MONDAY. I have not noted it at all. Jio.
Mr. OXLEY. I hope that is an isolated situation.
We thank you for your testimony. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETTY. Thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. Our next witnesses are in the area of treatment.

First Mr. Phil Ward, Allen County Health Department; and Jack
Miller, Hancock County Alcoholism Council, Findlay.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for coming, and Jack, you could start off,
and we will go to Mr. Ward.

TESTIMONY OF JACK MILLER, HANCOCK COUNTY ALCOHOLISM
COUNCIL

Mr. MILLER. Thank you,.Mr. Oxley. Thank you for the opportuni-
ty-ta-be--here.

We are proud of you, of course, and glad that you are here for
this hearing.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. I want to stick to the prepared statement because of

the time and, because much is alreast discussed. The Hancock
County Alcoholism Council has been in o eration now over 6 years'

--------trr-Hancock-County;-and-during----that-tInfe-we-havt-de-Mt -with
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people, 700 approximately, whose lives have been affected-by alco-
hol and drug abuse.

So the comments I make come. out of the impact that thos3
people have made on us as well as being involved in community
education and prevention programs in the schools and different or-
ganizations in the county.

We have come to perceive at least these issues that I would like
to list.as,a_matter of record. The primary drug abuse in our county
carTM- mPsito be_alcohol, however the second most prevalent drug of
ahrria...:i_inarihuaria, with experimental use beginning now primar-
ii-;,----=-:g=ruies four through six. These grade levels are where kids
befT.----te experiment with marihuana.

=we -have observed that the abusive use of alcohol and regu-
Lzir marihuana is standard form of socializing for a large ma-

of our high school kids. Marihuana also is used along with
;741o1 in socializing for many of the age 30 group of young adults.
Stimulant drugs which have been popular in the past in our area

are still sought, but the quality, unless it is a prescription drug, is
relatively poor-and usually ends up. a substitute that has been al-
luded to which is called the look-alikes.

Minor tranquilizers in. our area are popular and youth are get-
ling hooked on prescription drugs like Valium, or serax, or metha-
qualude, and these they obtain by and large from prescriptions sold
on the street or else from medicine cabinets in their own homes, or
else bootleg, or street market.

As far as LSD and PCP, these are still drugs of choice for some of_
our young people, but it appears that PCP is on the decline.

We are told by some of the young people on the streets that their
perception is that acid quality is up'' when available, but when it is
available it goes so quickly it is not on th3 streets that long.

We have the feeling we are only scratching the- surface of this
issue. The work we do in both prevention and treatment, is limited
not only by the time and staff but by money and other issues.

We are more and more convinced that this problem which we
perceive to be really one of the No. 1 public health issues' facing
our Nation today, is becoming very much 'a part of our culture as
has been alluded to earlier. This has to do with the impact of tele-
vision on our culture which consistently promotes drug and alcohol
use in advertising and programing.

The entertainment industry along with TV portrays drug use
and abuse in song and theater as an acceptable part of the Ameri-

, can lifestyle, so that it becomes ingrained, in our culture.
Our feeling is that this committee, as it explores and tries to deal

with this issue, might provide the impetus to move Congress to act
more decisively in addressing the problem both legislatively as
some of the law enforcement people have suggested, and financial
ly.

Funds are needed to provide treatment for those affected by
chemical dependency but they are needed to provide programs di-
rected towards prevention of chemical abuse. .

So we would hope that Congress might take seriously the studies
that have been made already to.show the impact of television on
our culture and 'on our attitudes and use the legislative process if

neceseary--toeither deal with the constant advertised suggestion
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that beer, wine, or pills in whatever form are the way to th good
life and the way to solve all your problems.

We would suggest first of all.L-that, if we do not face up to the
impact of the media, especially television, on our culture, and how
subtly both thrOugh advertising and programing it affects our atti-
tudes, we will never take any efficient steps to try to counter that
by providing information, education, related to the adverse effects
of, alcohol and other drug abuse.

We would suggest on the basis of our findings that the committee
consider such things as suggesting that school systems provide
mandatory training services for teachers so that they can learn, -as
part of their curriculum to understand, identify and deal with the
chemical abuse issues that they face in schools.

We encourage the Government, especially on the national scene,
to use its resources to. promote public understanding of the facts
about chemical abuse and what can be done to help those who are
affected by it..

In closing, I just want to commend your committee for address-
ing this issue and wish you success in your efforts to understand
the scope of the problem and how it might be addressed.

[The prepared statement of Jack Miller appears on p. 117.]
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Mr. Ward.

TESTIMONY OF PAUL WARD, ALLEN COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Mr. WARD. What I am about to.say is based strictly on our obser-
vations from the alcohol and drug program that we have run in
our health department which is in the city of Lima and in the city
of Delphis and the surrounding communities.

'I am also the director in Auglaize County of the divisions, of alto -,
holism and' ther drugs for that county.

During 1980 when we really got into the.business of dealing with
youth and alcohol and drags, prior to that point when we saw
youih, it was primarily via 'the family,. an adult member came in
for outpatient treatment. An3c time we treat for alcoholism or drug
addiction we are talking total ,family treatment.

Due to mostly us learning and changes in society, we knew it
was time to get into the youth buainess. We started this alcohol
and drug program and we have had 2 years of existence, and we
have dealt with 103 youths in 1980 and 165 youths in 1981. So we
are talking about 268 youths in total.

Befoie I start, just a brief overview on the program. The program
really is not deaigned to treat. It is an intervention program. The
school systems and juvenile courts use it when they have found
somebody has committed an offense and they were under the influ-
ence of alcohol or drugs, or :were having problems. in school, and if
they are able to narrow it down to drug-affected behavior.

The purpose of the program is to give a thorough education, to
provide affective education, self-esteem tools, and really hit the sit-.
uation to find out what they are using and how severe the problem
is. Diagnostic workup, once completed, and after 12 hours of group
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work we try tomake a recommendation on what should be done
from that point.

What we have learned in. those 2 years have really made us do a
lot of changing in our own thinking in terms of what we thought it
would be in the way of ideal youth treatment.

What caused us a lot of concern because it is so different from
treating the adult addict, the first thing that seems to happen with
the youth is the basics of preventive health, proper diet, exercise,
rest. Sometimes personal hygiene is the problem. They all deterio-
rate...

We assume this leads to lowered self-esteem. Usually the cocky
behavior we see is a front. There is low self-esteem there. Coupled
with those problems, the emotional. problems are really the most
frightening aspect, and what we notice is almost maturation retar-
dation. The first time this happened, I came back to the area, and
this was the case of an adult, 27 years old. I started out as a coun-
selor prior to being promoted to director.

He came into the office one day and he was talking about a girl
having his class ring and now she thinks we are going steady but
we are not.

I thought that was an odd statement for him to make. I had no
idea of the cause. But after 2 years 9f dealing with youth, we have
noticed fairly consistently, I would say in 90 percent of the cases,
we have documented evidence that some of these people are 18 and
19 years of age with a behavior of a 12-year-old.

What we assume has happened is that as painful as adolescent
years are, if you do not take your hard knociti when you go
through those years, if you go through in a drug-induced stupor,
you are not maturing and not learning. This has been consistent in
what we have seen.

All their physical and emotional aspects combined lead to serious
apathy among an adolescent drug user. Apathy to the point they
feel they do not care what happens to themselves, their family,
their school system, or society ingeneral. :.; .

The areas of life that adolescent drug -users; touch is all encom-
passing..I will reference this more when I tell'you what we did as a
result: of what we have learned in the last 2 years, but in 100 per-
cent of the cases of those 268 youths, they all encountered some
problems with in school as a result of their drug use. The majority
of those youths came from the juvenile court, some of the school
systems, yes, but most of them came out of the juvenile court.

I cannot help but believe if things were properly in perspective
in the schoOl systems, they should be able to detect this prior to
getting to the point where they have committed an offense.

For the family this is really a serious situation. It does not really
matter if it is an adult addict or youth addict. For youth it is a
little more severe because in 95 percent of the cases when it is
youth, by the time we get the youth he is in control of the family,
the parents are rio longer sitting on top of the situation.

That obviously has to be undone. It just cannot continue.
I was recently reading about the rise in incidence of rural crime

and 75 percent of the youth-201 of the 268 were involved in crimi-
nal activities; 95 percent of them, 191 we do not' feelhaving
worked those 12 hours and sometimes recommending further out-
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patient care--would have committed that crime had they not been
under the influence.

The pattern of drug use and abuse has remained consistent over
the last 2.5 years in this order, alcohol, marihuana, stimulants,
Quaaludes, and hallucinogens. However, the one thing I did not
hear in the testimony was of the 268 youths, alcohol in 99 percent
of the cases was serving as a base drug. That was taken and what-
ever was wanted and accessible was added to it.

We have not had a singular drug user through that program.
That makes it a difficult ball game, too.

When you are talking alcohol and combining it with other drugs,
it is a more serious problem and does more dehabilitative damage.

The end result of what we have seen is that we have a different -

type of person to treat because of the age. Due to the mixing of the
drugs, the maturity level, and apathy, they are much harder to
treat than adults.

I think that is because the adults, and this is slowly changing,
too, but most adults began using at a later age. Their maturity
level was able to come to terms at least to the_point where it was
not so severely noticed when they were in the process of rehabilita-
tion, in youth that is not the case.

Based on what we saw, we realized more needed to be done. We
decided that the Bluffton survey was a good start. A little on that,
though.

What we did Was in April 1981 we went to the Superintendent's
association as a grpup and collectively asked them to participate,
which Mr. Buroker mentioned. He sak you have it, check it over,
Wright State University has agreed to analyze it free of charge by
computer.

They turned us down as a group. They were afraid of complica-
tions from getting it out to the public and knowledge coming back
to the schools and saying why arc ycn not doing your job?

I was not that surprised but when we went back to the office,
Chuck Buroker called, and conservative Bluffton agreed to do it
and that is why we did it. The reason we did it was to raise com-
munity awareness of the problems so no School_ system or commu-
nity would have the opportunity to say it does' to exist in their
area. .

Also we want to know if there is,an area in the two counties due
to the .limited staff that we need to concentrate harder on. I know
it would be difficult to release something like thltfor public
knowledge, ankLye would not if the school system chose to, though
that would be anotftr matter.

Also we wanted To know about trends, perceptions, exactly how
they feel about what they are doing. Based on that we af,-. able to
say, we feel what we viewed in terms of adolescent chemical de-
pendency, the answer is not treatment. You have to treat them ii
they have the problem, but-forfuture, yearssomebodybetter- be
doing something about trying to prevent it.

You look at the.treatment facilities that are dedicated to adoles-
cent treatment and we are not doing that, but the ones that are, it
almost becomes comparable to a religious cult. It has to be replaced
with some discipline or program, and you are talking long-term
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and such an exorbitant cost for adolescent treatment that it is an
infeasible proposition.'

I think a lot of that has to do with the maturation retardation.
The best modality of treatment for adolescent treatment is half-

way houses. They are longer term, more concentrated, they are out
of the home, out of the society, and they can be watched 24 hours a
day.

Being that you haVe to treat the ones that have the problem,
these things need to be accessible. We have no accessibility to half-
way houses in this State. There is one in Mansfield, if I understand
correctly it is combined- with the adults and it is strictly men.

So our youth alcohol and drug program in the health depart-
ment, we get to the end of it, we have five kids severely addicted,
needing treatment, needing a halfway house, and we have nowhere
to send them. It is like beating your head against the wall.

It is not a pleasant situation, but in all honesty, I do not think it
is the answer. I think there should be at least accessibility within a
400- or 500-mile radius, maybe even 200 or 300 as I say in my testi-
mony. Even in the State somewhere.

Prevention programs I do believe are essential. We wait too often
for problems to occur before we do anything about it.

In too many cases, not only in drugs, but we are not tackling the
problenis before.they occur.

Our recommendation would be that public health departments
have health education and prevention programs combined. I hear %
lot about drug education sounding like it is the answer. It is a com-
ponent but it is not-enough.

For preventive health education, you need the information but
that not prevent use. Media influence would help, yes, but'
from what we, have seen it takes more, it takes affective education
which has to do° with self esteem; how good you feel about yourself,
inter and intro personal skills, knowing yourself and how to com-
municate those feelings to where you are not succeeding in by dif-
ferent situations.

You need values clarification, understanding what it is you want
out of life.

Impact on environmental change, probably one of the most im-
portant things; yes, they have to feel the consequences for their_be-
havior, but too many parents are not doing this; too many schools
are not doing this; too many judicial systems are not doing this to
their full advantage.

Also, you need the proper role models and that is where the chil-
dren come in that have not received parental education for impact
on environmental change. We tried this in November on a small
scale. We asked for 8-, 12-, or 18-year-olds from the school systems
in the two counties. Eight students from each. We have 26 middle
schook, we ended up with 194 participants with at least 8 students
from each school, with the exception of 2 school systems.

We took them for a weekend, we did not use just people in drug
and alcohol education. We used those experts but we used people .

that knew about values clarification, peer pressure, how to listen.
The other part was environmental change. We had a principal
come in to talk about how to approach school administration. We
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had a lady do 'a program on how to make and organize a bulletin
board.

The kids were required for the next year to spend an hour per
week for 1 year doing all of these different activities in their school
systems. We have seen remarkable results.

1 really think, in closing, that back in time our biggest killers of
our children were sanitation, and the deadly diseases. Now we
have improved that. We have the immunizing agents that have
knocked out the things that were killing our children. But we have
got new killers today. The mortility4 adolescents, the death rate
is the only one that went up. Everybody else's has decreased,
their's is decreasing.

As to accidents, you know, it has been proven many times that
50 percent of them are alcohol and drug related.

We need to look at health in a different manner. What happened
post-World War II was when it really boomed in -sickness care
which was good to alleviate suffering. But in things like alcohol
and drugs, sickness care is not the answer.

If we are going to combat it successfully, we better get it stopped
before it starts.

[The prepared statement of Phil Ward appears on p. 120.]
Mr. OxLEY. Thank you, Mr. Ward.
Just a couple of questions.'
I was curious, what age groups are you talking about when you

are talking about the increase in mortality rate?
Mr. WARD. Adolescents.
Mr. OXLEY. Teenagers?
Mr. WARD. Yes.
Mr. OXLEY. In terms of funding as I understand it, you are

funded differently, Jack, partially through United Way, is that not
correct?

Mr. MILLER. United Way, Department of Mental Health, title XX
funds.

Mr. OXLEY. You might comment while we are here, particularly
in the alcohol area, about that funding from the State and how
that is derived?

Mr. MILLER. Some of the funding from the State comes from Fed-
eral block money. But the major funding from the State now, I
think it comes from the 470, or Panehal Act, which increased the
'tax on sale of licenses and then put an additional percentage point
of the tax on the sale of the beverage itself.

Put that into the division of alcoholism in the uepartment of
health. That is where the biggest hunk comes from now. It has pro-
vided us with a pretty solid base., even in the face of all the. cut-
backs.

Mr. OXLEY. If I could follow up on that, Jack, you started out as
an alcohol counselor, right?

Mr. MILLER. Right.
Mr. OXLEY. At what point did you get involved in rug abuse?
Mr. MILLER. A little over 3 years ago. The Mental.Health Board

asked us Ii.we were willing to accept the drug abuse faiids, Federal
moneys, because there was no drug agency aside from the \alcohol-
ism council arid rather than start a dual administrative kind of
process, they thought we had the expertise and the staff arid\,that
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all we would have to do is increase our counseling load, add a staff
person, and then we could provide the staff person to make best
use-of the limited funds.

So we did that. We took on the drug program and the alcoholism
program, and it has been relatively successful. That is how we
ended up with mental health funds.

Mr. OXLEY. Would you *comment on your situation? I understand
you are with the health department in Allen County, which I _

assume is funded totally by county funds? By the commissioners, is
that correct?

Mr. WARD. No; the last 2 years we have not used any money of
the general fund which is good with all the cutbactIcs going on in
the health departments, because we are the only nonmandated
service in the health service. There are other areas that are man-
dated. 7" '

We.have been- able to generate revenue from the Ohio Depart-
ment of Public Health, the same one that Jack is talking about.
Also title XX, money for indigents or social security recipients. We
have been able to get some from the DWI school for adults from
client fees.

Also from health insurance billings which gets back to my pri-
mary concern, preventive health is so hard to find because you
have almost got to provide the treatment to get the bucks to stay ,
in operation. Somehow that seems back-asswards.

As far as the other drugs, I really think we are hitting a point in
society where we are becoming passe. We have an inpatient alco-
holism unit that refuses to take anything but alcoholism. As a
result of that, if they really stick to it they are not getting anybody
under 40. We are seldom seeing anybody in our shcp that is any-
thing but cross-addicted. /

Mr. MILLER. It is seldom you find a pure alcoholic any more.
Most are younger alcoholics, an I the average age of them is now
getting down into the mid-1930 s. They are polyaddicted, not just
alcoholic.

Mr. OXLEY. Gentleman, thank you for your testimony today,
We are going,. to take a 5-minute recess so people can stretch a

little bit, and then we are going to have the last part_ of our pro-
gram, which NM be the parents' panel.

We will stand in recess then for 5 minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. OXLEY. We can reconvene and call the last panel. We are '

pleased today to have two, Young ladies representing the parents
and we would like to hearheir testimony.

"First, Mrs. John Goudy, and Ms. Carol Auchard.
If you don't mind, we will start with you, Mrs. Goudy. You can

proceed as you wish.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. JOHN GOUDY, CONCERNED PARENT
Mrs. GOUDY. I have a son 20 years old and he is chemically de-

-pendent and polyctependent on drugs andaTc-ohol. From t-Is° time
he started using drugs and alcohol at the age of 12 until he entered
treatment and recovery at age 19, our family lived in a nightmare
of fear, anxiety, and pain.
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I can't begin to go into it all.
My statement will be given from the parents' point of view on

the failures of the system, and what it is like to have a son who is
chemically dependent.

I am going to try to point out some of the failures of the system
to help us recognize and deal with substance abuse.

The first failure, as many have mentioned today; is ignorance
and apathy. Ignorance on the part of the general public, on the
part of the school adminiStrators, community leaders, and the
medical profession, to recognize and admit that substance abuse is
rampant in our community. In my county we have the distinction
ofbeing No. 3 in the Nation in alcohol consumption per capita.-

We also have the distinction of having a higher than normal rate
of accidents and traffic deaths directly related to drinking.

MK. OXLEY. For the record, you are from Auglaize County. Is that
correct, Mrs. Goudy?..

Mrs. GOUDY. Yes; Auglaize County.
First of all, I wish the school administrators had stuck around.

There are a few things I wish they could hear. -

Due to the use of drugs and alcohol my son could not cope in
school; his learning processes and his entire adolescent develop-
ment was severely hampered because of his drug use. In school he
was shuffled through the system, through the.OWE, OWA, survival
English, the easy programs, courses that a fifth grader should have
been able to handle, but he couldn't.

Most of the kids in his class were drug and alcohol users and it
was in these classes where he foupd his peer group and he re-
mained with these kids until he dropped out of school.

He continued to associate with them after he quit school. In fact
they all quit. One of them ended up in prison for dealing in drugs.

At .no time during his junior high or sophomore year in school
did any teacher, guidance counselor, principal, or any administra-
tor suggest to us that his learning difficulties might be drug-relat-
ed. At no time.

I don't know if it was because they were ignorant of the symp-
toms, not knowing what to do if they did recognize the symptoms,
or simply closing their eyes and avoiding the problem.

I think it was all three.
As part of the education, which I think was mentioned a little

earlier by Phil, not only do we have to give the kids drug facts, we
have to start in kindergarten, showing our kids how to deal with
attitudes, behaviors, valuing, self-esteem, decisionmaking,- so that
they can come to the realization that it is OK to be me, straight
and free.

They have to get that message. They are not getting it now.
Now I will talk about the medical profession.

'I took my son to our pediatrician. I told him that I was afraid my
kid was into drugs, and didn't know how to deal with it, what

He told me that he would probably outgrow it a. d gave the kid a
lecture. You know, drugs aren't good for you, you shouldn't do
that.

That was the end of the visit.
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During that time I was having problems with stress and anxiety
myself. I was beginning to develop ulcers because of all that was
going on in my family, the phone ,calls at night from Iaw enforce-
ment, the accidents, my son not coming home for days; all of this
was taking its toll on me and my family.

My physician, when I went to him, gave me drugs so that I could
cope.

I took the drugs home and threw them away because I didn't
think we needed two junkies in the family.

I felt that the pediatrician should have been knowledgeable
enough about substance abuse to recommend treatment, some kind
of treatment, for my son. I think physicians should take time to
find out why their patients are living in stressful conditions and
treat that and. give them advice on how to handle stress instead of
handing out more drugs.

Now, when there/ is chemical dependency in the family every-
body in the family is sick, and does dumb, crazy things, just trying
to cope and handle the situation.

Somebody has to come in and take us off that merry-go-round
and show us the way and show us where to get help because you
can't see it when you are involved in it.

The next failures that we met up with were in the mental health
profession and psychiatric profession.

The mental health people were the first of over 14 agencies that
we contacted for help in the course of 7 years. The first counselor
told us if our son was not stealing cars or shooting heroin we didn't
have a problem.

Next came 2 years of seeking psychiatric help in the private
sector, Most of this cost $60 an hour. To make a long story short,
the psychiatrist treating our son gave him drugs to help solve his
mental problem. He had a drug problem and the doctor diagnosed
him as schizophrenic and manic-depressive.

Never was alcohol or drug addiction mentioned. Not once.
That scenario ended with our son experiencing his first overdose.

We got a call from the joint vocational school principal who said,
come and get your kid, these were his exact words he, is acting
wierd. He will do anything to get out of school in my opinion. You
better come and get him.

What was happening was that he was experiencing the first
stages of overdose.

What he had done was taken the legal drug from the psychiatrist
and mixed it with his own, the street drugs.

During all of these 7 years, our,son never once refused to go with
us to get help.

The sad part was no one knew where to tell us where to go. No.
one in all of the professions, not the clergy, the medical, the
schools, no one showed us the way to go.

The next failure came through the court system. They could
have been instrumental in getting us help. Our son was picked up
for DVV1, but it was reduced to a lesser charge if he would seek
counseling. The counselor they sent us to was the mental health
person who had previously told us that our son had a mental prob-
lem.

GO
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Hp' went to this man for 3 or 4 months but nobody in the court
system checked to see whether he went or not. He just went peri-
odiCally.
/During the next 3 months, he also lost his job because of his drug

addiction.
I kept looking for help and finally I went to a Workshop on

/ Teens, Drugs, and Alcohol, and there was a counselor there who
told me of a treatment center, this one was in Xenia, Ohio, an in-
patient hospital treatment center.

The next 'day I called this counselor. She made the arrange-
ments, after I told my son about it, and in 2 days he was in treat-
ment. He was on his way.

The real ironic thing was the day that he was going to go to the
hospital to get help, he called the substance abuse counselor at
mental health to break his appointment, to tell him he wasn't
going to come and the counselor said: "Are you sure you want to do
this? Perhaps you ought to reconsider."

Thank God he didn't. Thank God he went because it was the be-
ginning of his getting help.

Because of our experience we have gone to our school, adminis-
tration and asked them to initiate .a drug policy for intervention,
evaluation and treatment based on the Fairborn Junior High's .

drug program. It is an excellent program that has been in effect for
2 years. They have an in-school support group al part of their pro-
grani. I asked them to look at it and they worked on policy for 1
year. They invited me to some of the meetings but I 11:;:1
asking them when most of their meetings were because I w,..r
keep up on what was going on.

When they finally came up with a policy, it stated that treat-
ment would be initiated if the student wanted it. What student will
ask for help?

I would like to tell those administrators if they were here now,
not to be so damned chicken about wanting to intervene. If they
could save one child's life, if they could save one broken marriage
or one family from breaking up because of substance abuse, I wish
they would get off their duffs and do it.

They have liability insurance; I wish they would test it for once.
I realize many parents would give them a lot of static. I realize

that.
But I get at least one phone call a week from parents asking me:

"What can I do?" 2 o'clock in the morning I received a phone call
from a mother, her son tripped on acid and he was cirunlz.- he was
looking for his guns; he was looking for knives; he :vas vioking for
anything to do himself in and his family. She .5.ked me: "What can
I do? where can I go?"

I told her where she could get help. This happens on an average
of once a week. Don't tell me we don't have a problem.

I had one parent whose daughter was 16 and whose son was 18,
they were coming to school drunk. She knew it. "What can I do,"
she asked. I asked her if they had ever been approached by the
school. -

I said, has the administrator said anything to you? Have they
recommended an evaluation? Nothing.

Are you willing to help get involved? Yes.
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We are building a parent support group. We need to educate our
parents. We need to educate our educators.

It is absolutely vital. My children tell me that the reason they
probably don't intervene is because teachers themselveg are using,
I mean how can they be used as any real models themselves if they
are using and some of this has been documented.

Another thing we are trying to do in our community is start a
Families Anonymous Group. This is a group patterned after the
AA support groups.

We are going to start a chapter in Wapakoneta this fall. The pri-
mary purpose is to help parents understand what drugs are doing
to them and their children. We also hope to short circut the time it
takes parents to get help.

Parents need to know where the right places are to get help. In-
stead of paying all this money, wasting all this time going to the
wrong places, they need to know where to go.

We hope to create a community action committee to pool the re-
sources of our educators, physicians, and so forth, and do an assess-
ment and evaluation on the drug and alcohol problem in our com-
munity. It is there.

Our ultimate goal is to educate, because we can't deal with what
we don't understand and know about.

We also need to develop a resource and information center in our
community so our citizens who have the problem know where they
can go to get help if faced with drug abuse.

We need a crisis hotline for these parents so they can know who
to call and again get correct information. -

A lot has,been talked about in regards to the media. I would like
to see a national campaign showing the realities of the chemical
solutions we see on TV, the pillpopping, drink a beer ads, all of
them. I would like someone to show the realities of drug abuse and
alcoholism.

Realities- such as broken homes, broken relationships, suicide,
ruined health, traffic fatalities, and for too many of our young
peopl" early and tragic deaths.

nere is edesperate need, as Phil brought out, for treatment
facilities. Alcoholism rates No. 3 behind cancer, and heart disease
as the leading cause of deaths in our country, yet it is the first pro-.
gram that we cut when the budget needs to be trimmed.

Many treatment centers will not take the adolescent drug
abuser, Phil mentioned that, too.

We need more halfway houses and funding for parents. When all
the bills were in our pons halfway house treatment cost us $1,100 a
month. We are not wealthy people. We are in deb' 's.y.ause of it,
but I would do it again because it was the right help.

From the time he started until today; we probably have $25,000
invested in searching, in looking for help and for treatment.

We had to borrow everything we could to get him into treatment.
The poor will never get that help. They simply can't afford it.

Our son did enter a 30-day hospital treatment facility; From
there they \ recommended -a 6-month halfway house in St. Paul,
Minn. We had to go that far to get him help.

I wish too there would have been something in our State; al-
though one was suggested in Illinois, he chose to go to St. Paul,
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Minn.,,for the simple reason, in his words: "I don't want to be able
to come home. I don't want to make it easy for me to come back
home."

He has been there 15 months. He has been in sobriety -for 15
months. He has a job. Unfortunately, due to his abuse I feel I have
a son who will be 21 in 10 days who probably has the mentality of
a 16- or 17-year-old. That is adding to his difficulties in trying to
cope with his situation today to try to maintain sobriety.

It is difficult for a 16-year-old to have to cope in an adult world.
I feel he is doing a commendable job. He is a beautiful young

man, intelligent, loveable, but it darned near destroyed him.
In closing, I only wish to say that as a citizen, a 'parent, a

.mother, I need to know that what we are doing, that our efforts are
being rewarded in lieu of the courts prosecuting to the ',fullest
extent of the law all of those who choose to deal in' any way, Shape,
or form in drugs.

We have to stop the death merchants: or we are really going' to
pay for it. We already are. We have to stop it 'Somehow.

Thank you.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you for your testimony, Mrs. Goudy.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Goudy appears on p. 125.1
Mr. OXLEY. Ms. Auchard.

_TESTIMONY OF MS. CAROL AUCHARD, REPRESENTING PARENTS

Ms. AUCHARD. I have heard it said that life is what happens to
you while you are busy making other plans. I would have to say
that is true in my case.

At this hearing 'I. also realize I must have a very vivid imagina-
tion, and my husband must have an equally vivid one because we
sincerely believe that our four children are still drug-free, so far.
They are 12 to 20.

We realize this may be a very unrealistic belief and unrealistic
hope, perhaps even absurd, because when we have asked teens
their perception of how many 'who reach the age of 17 are using
alcohol or other drugs, Or both, at weekend parties, their answer
has been that perhaps only 1 out .of 100 do not; that is, that they
are totally drug free.

If our four children are truly drug free, that leaves 396 other
children for other parents to be worrying about.

I don't think that seems very fair for us to, feel that way, and it
even supports how unrealistic the hope is that we hive for our chil-
dren, particularly when we think of the fact that many of these
parents have done many things we didn't do. They have been to
the church group parenting classes, and transactional analysis
with: "I'm OK; you're OK:"They have been to PTA, perhaps have
been officers, active in 4-H, Cub Scouts, Den Mothers, Scout lead-
ers: you name it.

They have read books, they perhaps ha,e even had college
' courses_ in, child development, They go on family outingsall the

things parents should do.
I recognize there are poor parents, and we have heard of them

this morning, but the thing that appalled me was that I was seeing

6 3
.9
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some very good parents with their children having problems with
drugs.

There was something else interesting that I noticed and that was
that many of them were still marriedon their first marriage.

You know, the model family with model children who were en-
joying life when they entered grade school, whg enjoyed school, and

. as a result of it were getting good grades.
Another interesting thing W83 that many of these mothers were

not working; you know they were not the typical working mothers
who had been considered the culprits. People considered that to be
the problem for a while. One thing that intrigues me about that
theory is that we fail to mention that some time before that, we
had the working father who left the home to go to work. That
seldom is mentioned, and yet it did occur earlier in the history of .

the United States. After all, at that time, those mothers did have
some assistance from the fathers with the children, doing chores on
the farm, or whatever help there may have been to do.

Of course, all of us can benefit from information on parent-child
communication skills. Of course, there are some parents who are
very negligent, or who are not sensitive, or who are so over-
whelmed by their own problems that they are unable to be effec-
tive parents. That is true, and they do exist, but if that had been
the only kind of parents that I had seen, it would have been very
easy for the.

I could have said: "I know why their kids have a problem. They
are not very good parents."

The trouble was, that was not all I was seeing. I was seeing good
parents, seeing sensitive and caring people. David and Phyllis
York, who founded "Tough love," are a good. example of this. They
were counselors. They were treating people who had these kinds of
problems, until they found that their child wa:i using cocaine and
had tried to hold up a cocaine dealer.

. So they became counselees rather than counselors and they went
into treatment as a family. They went to one counselor after an-
other, one technique after another.

In each case they found something different. They said: "It is be-
cause of Phyllis:' family background," 'or "You are too lenient," or
"too strict, or whatever. They went through this for a number of
years. The works. Gestalt, everything.

Finally they said: "Wait a minute. We had a functional family
before our child started to use drugs. The problem is not an under-
lying emotional illness. The problem is that our child is using
drugs, and this is mimicking family problems which really
wouldn't exist at all." What is more, their child was loving it while
they were going through all of this treatment and the parents were
being blamed for the problem.

Then I met Nell Taylor. She is from Parma, Ohio. She has a son
now that is recovering and is helping her with counseling. She had

_been teaching parental classes at- the time her son became serious-
ly involved in drugs. It became exceedingly clear to me that there
was a new phenomenon that L_was_observing,_and it couldn't be
blamed on just broken homes and working mothers, although that
may have played- some role, Nit we get to the issue of the chicken
and the egg and which came first.
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It couldn't necessarily be blamed on ineffective parents or inef-
festive schools. It was obvious that the good kids were coming from
good homes and goOd schools, but they were exhibiting bad behav-
ior.

It is also obvious that if my husband and I can't really take
credit, if our children really are truly drug free, which we hope
they are, they are the only ones who can take the cr it.

That is what scares me. That is why I became i volved in this
program.

All the things we had accepted as assurances t rned out not to
be that at all.

There are things that we can do. but just worki g with parenting
skills is not the only thing that can be done.

One of the first lessons we learned when-we started to form our
parents' group was that we had to diminish the climate of blame.

Too many parents felt guilt, unnecessarily ao,.so much that they
denied their own child's drug abuse. School administrators would
say: "We don't have a problem in-school," perhaps understandably
sobecause they couldn't really be expected to be the cure-all for
the whole community. If, they had admitted openly to a problem of
use in school, they would have had many angry, fist-waving par-,
ants threatening lawsuits, or threatening their jobs.

Or 'school administrators would say: `If we identify a child with
a problem, we suspend or expel them," and once again they did so,
because if they had attempted to send the child to treatment, they
would have had to worry about lawsuits or loss of job.

Parents were eager to blame the schools and after all, in the par-
ents' minds, they had dorre the best they could at home.

Educators would ask: "Why don't the parents get involved? Why
don't they attend PTA?" As a parent group leader, I have to admit
that sometimes I ask the same question when I would see 50 people
'turn up for a luncheon on stress management, and 12 or less show
up for meetings about drug use, which is probably the cause of
their stress.

I know the answer to that now. It is pain. It, is embarrassment,
denial, and fear of carrying the stigma of being a poor parent; and
for the schools, it is the same thing., It is fear of carrying the
stigma of being considered a poor school. It hurts too much.

In a climatesuch as this, a community can become totally immo-
bilized. All the energy tlitit can be used to do something to solve
the problem becomes drained and everybody wastes their energy
blaming, rather than doing something to solve the problem.

The organization I represent began to evolve 21/2 years ago. Par-
ents had become aware that the teens were seeking out and
making plans for weekend parties whenever they heard that. Some-
one's parents would be away. If the parents arranged for their chil-
dren to be in care of other parents, the kids knew that by gaining
permission to attend an approved activity during the evening they
could get out of the temporary guardian's home,-attend the activity
a few minutes, and then slip away to the real plans for the eve-
ning, which-was an opener wthe-empty-house.

Plans for the parties usually eluded only the menu, not the ac-
tivity.
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The menu usually consisted of beer and pot. Even when parents

> hired an adult to stay with their child, this adultin one case who
was actually a teaCherwas accepted by the younger peer group;
someone the teenagers knew would allow them to continue their
habits.

Even in some cases the parents themselves used drugs. We have
heard some of that this .morning.

In one case I know of, they asked their children to buy drugs for
them.

With reference to the menu, I might add in one case they did
consider costumes. They had at least two sheets for togas that I
know ofbut there were over 100 kids.

Now, I can't say exactly how many streakers there were, but I
can say the neighbors complained of a very large number.

An acquaintance of mine occasionally called to cry on my shoul-
der and she was concerned about her son's drinking pattern. She
had taken her son to the psychologist and much like the story you
just heard, he had suggested that she put beer in the refrigerator
and ask him to drink at' home occasionally, responsibly.

The psychologist said perhaps then the boy would not drink ex-
cessively at parties. But she said: "It is not working." She said: "Heis taking it to mean that we condone his use: He drinks at home
and at parties. He wrecked the car and the police let him off be-
cause they know my husband, but I wish the police had taken him'in, so.he would realize the consequences of his actions.,

One day she called and said: "I can't take it any more". He had
brought a drunk friend home and wanted her to tell the friend's
family he had been invited to stay overnight. She said: "If I can get
the high school principal and a few other parents together, will youcome over in 15 minutes "? .

Well, we showed up. I invited the chairman of the medical auxil-
iary's Committee on Family and Community Health, and she, and
six parents, and the principal talked together, and he confirmed all
of our impressions. They were having problems getting chaperones
at dances; one student had'arrived and vomited on the chaperones'
clothes before the dance began: He discoVered two .boys dragging athird one off to the woods who had overdosed, and he had gotten
there in time to get the boy to the emergency room.

The two other boys thought they had been doing a favor for thethird one.
The parents felt their children were missing much of the fun

they had experienced themselves as teens, so their first idea was to
come up with alternate activities, and to possibly share chaperon-
ing.respousibilities or helping the kids prepare refreshments.

I casually offered my home as the setting of the next meeting,.
but little did I know that this spontaneous invitation would becomea firm commitment.

Little did I know that the news would' hit the school like wildfire.
Rumors started spreading, paranoia spread, and the students de-cided there was a witch hunt on. My daughter came home saying:

"How could you? Why did you invite the whole world to our house,
and the 'whole world ".. actually' consisted of two parents that I had
called. Some other parents called a few others. Soon, therafter, we
began receiving our 'weekend gifts of garbage in our front yard,
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toilet papering; and sacks of vomit after parties were over. At that
point we realized that the students didn't do as the parents
tought.

We thought they got together to socialize, but now we realized_
that there was a definite goal with their gatherings, and it was to
get high. -

Mr. OXLEY. If I could interrupt, how did they get high in that sit-
uation? Was it a combination of beer and drugs?

Ms. AUCHARD. I would say alcohol is the primary drug of choice,
and marihuana runs a very close second; and it is usually both.

Mr. OXLEY. I am looking at the clock and I have a problem be-
cause we have to catch an airplane back to Washington, and would
ask you if you would summarize for us and I could ask a couple of
questions.

Sorry to rush you along, but we have a silver bird waiting for us.
\ Ms. AUCHARD. Yes; at any rate, we realized what we had to do
was to get the community moving, and to get away from this kind
of paranoia we were seeing, and, get past the.blame.

So we called together various people in the community and we
developed a three-dimensional program to set up a workshop series,
and it consisted of parents, of teachers, and those from professional
agencies.

By working together jointly as a community, we were able to
overcome some of this fear and we were able to assume joint re-
sponsibility for what wa::: going on.

This went very well. We reached many people. We reached over
250 different people with the workshops. We reached probably
around 400 people at the teachers in service. We educated our-
selves together as a community. .

This summer we are planning a workshop. We have applied for
grants for it. We hope to have one principal, a teacher and a coun-
selor from each school and middle school in the county. They
will be trained in many of the 'aspects that they need to deal with
the school problem: as far' as identification, ways in which the
teacher can it-k up the problem in the roomwithout diagnosing
it as drug usebut stating it as a - behavioral change, ways to
report this to the school counseloror whoever is designatedhow
they can pull in the parents as allies to get around the problems of
lawsuits, how they can work together using the parents, &neces-
sary, for a group intervention to send the child into treatment, re-:
ferral possibilities, and ways to set up support groups within the
schools.

This seems to be very close to reality for us.
We have part of the money from a foundation and we are wait-

ing until Monday to hear if we have matching funds from the other
foundation.

In addition, our group has provided much literature. Some
schools are reviewing a book called "Marihuana. Time for a Closer
Look" and it provides-good information.

We have an assisted group who brought Toma by providing list-
ings of support groups in the area. We participated in the publicity
for the hotline in the sheriff's office. We hosted a State group meet-
ing, which is mostly, just a way of communicating between the par-
ents' groups in the State of Ohio.
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We were influential in the decision by Gray Drugs to eliminate
sales of rolling paper or rolling paper machines.

We were successful in asking a local T-shirt merchant to change
displays. eanwhile, other paraphernalia shops are definitely
flourishing.

M
We are presently attempting to start a Toughlove

group. We have begun a parent pledge in which each parent who
signs will donate $1 and when we have enough money we will
place this in the newspaper with the signatures and the-pledgein
the hope of reversing the parent peer pressure.

We also hope school systems will continue our work with Steve
Glenn where he deals with the habilitation and development of the
normal maturation processes of a young person.

I won't go further. I have a lot more I could talk: about of what
communities could do. I feel that there is a very different philos-
ophy among many professionals about what prevention is. They
tend to deal with just habilitation, and development of self-esteem,
which are all good programs for the young people. There's "Project
Charlie," for grade school. "Quest" is good program at high school
age. We have .`Quest" in two high schools here.

There are a number of things that can be done with parents as
far as chilOparent skills, but I would go further to say that gener-
ally the parents' groups I know consider prevention to be threefold,
and in addition to that, you have to include dealing with the drug
industry, itself and the advertising and the sales end, and the peer
group itself. In my written paper, I have a number of suggestions
of ways to accomplish that.

I think we would say we would have to do something about the
peer. group itself. This is unique. It is hisiiirically new. We talk
about peer pressure, but seldom do we mention the fact that the
peer group itself is new to American society in the form in which it
now exists.

Fifty years ago we did not have young people in such great
masses together for so many hours per day.

Our educational system was set up in such a way that there were
more adults, smaller numbers and mixes ages of children, and we
have to remember that at one point, school was 2 hours a day, per-
haps 2 days a week.

So many of the normal processes of sharing of values and stand-
ards from parent to child took place in that long daytime, which
now no longer exists.

Other than that, I could say more, but I won't.
Mr. OXLEY. Your written statement will be made a permanent

part of the record and will' appear verbatim in the record so that
we will be pleased to do that for you.

[The prepared statement of Ms: Auchard appears on p. 65.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAROL AUCHARD

COMMUNITY'ACTION FOR CAPABLE YOUTH, MANSFIELD, OHIO

At this nearing today, I realize that 1 must have a vivid imagination. ti)4,4

husband must:have'an equally vivid one, because we sincerely-believe our "

four cnaldren, ages 12 to-.20, are still drug free...so far. We realize, at

the same time, this is a very unrealistic belief and hope, because when

.. we have-asked teens their perception of how many, who've reached the age

of seventeen, use alcohol or other drugs at weekend parties, their answer

that only about one out'of one-hundred do net. If our four children are

truly drug-freehat-leaves-over 396 drui-using teens for other parents to

worry about!
-

When 1 think about that, then it seems we're really being pretty unfair to

our friends, particularly since some of those parents got to the parenting

-classes offered at church which we did not attend. Or, some of them have

teencubscout deWsothere, 4-H or scout leaders, or P.T.A. or P.T.O. of-

ficers, or been to P.E.T. or6.T.E.P.clasaes, or have beepSunday School-

teachers.- Some have learned abOut transactional analysis with "I'm O.K.;

you're O.K. " - Others have read books about child development or have studied

abcIt it in college. Others have Spent hours with their families on camping

trips, or outings. We, ae'parents, are probably?w-et of the most conscientious:

generation of parents in the history of the United States! never has so much'

information.teen available on how to be a good parent. .

P

There's something else interesting about those friends whovare the parents

.of the 396 other drug - using teens. They're stillmarried:..most of them

in their :first Marriage; and guess what else? The mothers aren't working...

you know "the working mother" who hasbeen called the culprit for so many

years? .(What intrigues me so about the "working mother theory" is that no

one seems to mention the fact-that "working fathers" left the home a few

years earlier in-U.S. history. The first generation of mothers who had to

assume full responsibility of the care.of the children must have had an over-

whelming adjustment to make. After all, their.mothers had enjoyed some assia-

.

.--tancafrom. the fatherswhb nAd kept many of. the children with them while working

in the fields or doing the chores.)
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Of course, all of us can benefit
from information on parent/child communi-

cation skills. And, of course, there are some parents who really have never
had these skills, 'or who aren't very sensitive to their own children, or who
are sc, overwhelmed by problems of their own that they are unable to be effec-
tive parents. If that had been the only kind of parents I had seen with chil-
dren who were abusing drugs, it would have made it very easy for me. I could
have just said, "Well, it's.easy to see why their kids have problems."

There were a few others who seemed to be very ineffective
parents, until I

became better acquainted,with them. I was really shocked when I discovered
that they were really sensitive,

caring people...stable, mature people. They
were merely a family in crisis. David G Phyllis York, who founded Toughlove,
Inc:, are interesting examples. They were both counselors. They were helping
other people with those kind of

problems, until their own daughter was caught
trying to hold up a cocaine dealer.

They, then, as a family, became "coun-
selees" rather than "counselors.7 They spent years with one counselor after
another. Each counselor used different

techniques, and found different
causes. They were told such things as, "The problem is all in the mother's
background," or "You're too lenient,"'or "You're too strict." 'Finally,
one day they woke up and said, "Wait a

minutel We were functioning just
fine as a family until our daughter started to use drugs. Wee not a dys- ---
functional family;. we're ur.ly a family in crisis." It became Ipparent that
the one daughter's use of drugs had thrown the rest of the family into crisis
with symptoms which mimicked

underlying emmtiOnal.problems which didn't real-
ly exist at all.

And...what's more...their daughter had been just loving it
while she continued -to use drugs, and could even blame: her use on her parents!
And then, I met Sell Taylor from

Parma, Ohio. She had been teaching parenting
classes when her, son became seriously involved with drugs!

It became exceedingly clear to me that I was'seeing a
new phenomenon. that

couldn't be blamed on "broken Fames
and working mothers," or ineffective

parents. It'became obvious that good kids from good homes were exhibiting
bad behavior. It's also obvious that my husband and I .can't really take
the credit for our children's choices, so far, to be drug-free. Only they
can take the credit.
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You know, that's what scares me,...and that's why I became involved in the
parent movement. All of things which I had accepted as assurances,...and all
that professionals in prevention fields hsl.taug as assuranceu...to help
our children grow into mature, responsible

adults, capable of wise decisions,
haven't been'assorances at all. Of course:*there are things we can do to
help, but that's all those things will do ...no more.

i That's one or the first lessons one learned as we starred to form our parent'
group...that before we could even begin

to address the problem of teenage
drug abuse, we would have to diminish the climate of blame. Too many parents
were feeling guilt'(and unnecessarily so)...so much so that they minimized
or even denied their own child's drug use. School administrators said,
"We dion't have a problem in our school," and understandably so. They
couldn't really be expected to be a cure-all for the whole community. If
they had admitted openly to a problem of use at school, manyangry, fist-
waving parents would have been at their doorsteps. Or, school administra-
tors said, "If we identify a child with a problem,' we jUst suspw.1 or ex-
pel him," and, once again, understandably so. If the school had attempted to
send a child into treatment, they might

have risked lawsuit or even loss of-job.
Parents'were eagei to blame the schools. After all, in the parents' minds,
they had done the best they could at home.

Educators asked, "Why don't -the parents get involved," or "Why don't they
attend P.T.A." And, as aliarent group leader, I have to admit I've iLrked
basically the same question, "Why will fifty people show up for a luncheon
meeting about 'stress management,' but only a dozen or so lor a meeting a-
bout the. cause for all that stress, drug abuse!" I know the.answer to that
question now. The answer is PAIN, and

embarrassment, and denial, and fear
of carrying the stigma of being a'poor parent. It just hurts too much.

In a climate euch as this, a community can become totally immobilized. All
of the energy that could be used to do something to solve the problem be-
comes drained while everyone wastes the energy blaming

someone else for the
problem.
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"IN THE BEGINNING...."

Community Action for Capable Youth is an organization which beganto evolve

2/ years ago. Parents had become aware that the teens were seeking out and

making plans for weekend parties wherever they heard that someone's parents

would be on vacation or out-of-town for the evening...that students were

choreographing ways even of taking advantage of parents who arranged for
1

their children to be in the care of other parents. By gaining permission

to attend an approvad.activity during the evening, they could get out of

the temporary guardian's home, then attend the activity a few minutes

before slipping away to the "real" plans for the evening; an open party

in the empty house. Plans for the parties usually included only the "menu"

not the activities, and the "menu" usually consisted of beer and pot.

Soft drinks or other food were usually not included. Even when parents

hired an "adult" to stay with their teenager, the adult sometimes turned out

to be merely an accepted member of the younger peer group--someone who the

teenagers knew would allow them to continue their'habits. Even, in some

cases, the parents themselves used drugs, or asked their children to buy,

drugs for them.

An acquaintance of mine called occasionally to cry on Ty shoulder. She had

becomeincreaSingly concerned about her son's drinking pattern. She and her

husband didn't drink, themselves, although occasionally served cocktails to

guests who seemed to expect them. She had taken their son to a psychologist,

and the psychologist had advised that they put beer in the refrigerator sug-

gesting to, their son that it would. be better to drink a beer at home occasion-

ally rather than to drink excessively at parties. "But," rhe said, "it isn't

working At all. He just takes it to mean that we condone his use, and he

drinks at home, and at parties-..He wrecked the car, but the police let him

off, because they knew my husband. I really wish they had taken him in, so

he could have learned the consequences of his actions...

One Monday morning, re called agAine, "I can't take this anymore. He brought

home a drunk friend and asked me W keep the boy's family from knowing by

telling themhe had been invited to stay overnight. If I can get the high

school principal and a few other parents together, could you get here in

fifteen minutes?"
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I, in turn, invited the chairman of the Family.GCommunity Health tiommittee

for the medical auxiliary. She, six Parents,' and the principal met together.

He confirmed our impressions that problems with alcohol and drug use among

lescents was progressively :.creasing, citing such incidents as a student

ho, upon arrival at a school dance, vomited on a chaperon:. s dress. Another

was taken home with his car, but he returned within twenty M/flutes in another

parent's car. -There had'been another close call when two students had felt .

they were doing their friend who had overdosed a favor by carrying him into

the woods. The principal had arrived just in time to get the boy to the

'emergency room. The principal expressed a serious need for more support

from the parents.

The parents felt their children were missing much of the fun tfiiihad

experienced themselves at that'age. They discussed the possibility of

working with the teens to share creative ideas for alternate activities

which would be fun and replace the open parties, or'keg parties. They.

thought possibly they could share chaperoning responsibilities, or share

in helping the'"kids" is preparation.of refreshments, etc. They decided

that other parents would probably like to gettogeiher to discuss the

, possibilities, and agreed to mention it to others who might be interested.

I casually offered my home a_ the setting for the next meeting. Little did

I know that my spontaneous invitation would become a firm commitment for the

next 2i years; and little did I know that news of the forthcoming meeting

would hit the school like wildfire. Rumors began of a supposed "witchhunt."

The students! paranoia was almost incomprehensible. My son was confronted

by a group of boysaokng,,"What.s your mother trying to interfere with

our social life for?. 04diOghter came home saying,/"Mother, how could

you? Ever /one at schot4 says you've been callingieveryone in the whole

world to organize a Concerned Parente' Group." In actuality, "everyone in

the whole world" was two parentsnWho I'd called. Other parents had called

a few others.

The parents began to realize for the first time that the purpose of teenage

parties was no longer the same as it had been when the parents were teens. The

goal of parties was no longer to socialize with friends; the goal was to

get high. 0

f
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when the. rumors spread and the day arrived, 36 parents showed up, plus
two high school counselors, who had been invited, and four students. Two
of the students probably came to check out the rumored "witchhunt" and to
defend the teenagers_ rights. Meanwhile, we started receiving our front
yard weekend "gifts" of trash, empty cans, and plastic sacks of vomit left
over from parties. In addition, eggings and toilet papering occurred.with
reasonable frequency. (I fondly, saved some egg drippings on our front -

window for several months as our medal of courage.) My son's frier

spent many weekend night, until 4 a.m. drinking hot chocolate by the fire-

place or manning lookout posts at windows to watch for the "culprits."

They did catch afew of them, but I spent much of my time trying to con-
vince my son and his friends that

gang warfare wasn't really the best tech-
nique for problem-solving.

me continued rumors brought nearly 140 curious people to our next meeting,

along with threats by a group of boys that they would arrive drunk and egg .
all of the cars in the parking lot.

Needless to sly, our organization had a vary difficult beginning. Many
parents shied away from attendance after the first big meeting when their
children said, "You're not going to be part of that 'concerned parents
group', are you? Please don't embarrass me in front of my friends. I'

won't be able to face ANYone at school." Others fell into a different trap
when their children said, "Please, Mom and Dad, stay upstairs while I'm
having my party. ...I'd just be so-o-o embarrassed," or perhaps, "...Hut
yo:u just have to furnish a keg. Everyone else in the whole world does(

If you don't, my party will just FLOPIII"

fortunately for a few, such as myself, the harrassment at their homes and

derogatory comments toward theirlOhildren just pulled their teenagers closer
to their parents, and made the parents' commitment stronger to DO something
about the problem.
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THE FIRST STEPS

Often parents', groups are advised by the "experts. that the best way to ini-

tiate reversal to a community health problem is a well-designed incidence/

Prevalence study. Scientific evidence 'them a problem exists is one of the

best reasons to justify treatment for it. We were advised to do just that.

Initially, we received helpful support frees several superintendents in the

county. We 'were aware that a number of guidelines 'should be set up. For

example, there should be no published comparisons between schools, so peo-

ple couldn't say, "They certainly have a problem in that school; I'm glad

my child doesn't go to that school." This kind of comment, of course, not

only blamed someone else f6r the problem, but denied personal responsibi-

lity to deal with the issues. We also knew that release of the information

to the public could cause quite a furor, and spasticity of the community,

without resourceful suggestions. for positive steps to alleviate problems

along with a plan of action. Apparently, a few of the educators had ex-

perienced enough incidents with floundering,,fist-waving parents that they

knew, even more than we, that it was just too.grest a risk.

Again, we Hid learned. We had learned by this.point'that: (1) "Kids get

together to get high-7not really to enjoy other "kids,. and (2) No progress-

can be made as long as the community climate is one of blame. As long as

parents say, "The problem is in the schools,""and the schools say, "The

problem is in the homes," and others say, "If they'd just get those dirty

drug dealers, we wouldn't have this problem," and others say, "The problem

is those dishones4oliticians," etc., etc., all energy will be SPentdiag-

nosing and blaming. No energy will be spent solving. '

Sc., we then began to change the climate. We established a no-blame philoso-/

phy, and,;erved as a catalyst in4selping each segment of the community accept

a share of responsibility in problem - solving.
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FORMATION OF C.A.C.Y.

After nearly years of trial and error, we finally gave our orginimation

a.name.and elected officeri. We learned of the National Federation of Parents

for Drug Free.Ycuth, joined, and through, the national organization, we es-
tablished tax- exempt statue. We. offered to pay the way of four local educa-

tors to an educators' workshop in Pennsylvania, and we asked for dona"..idoa

from local businesses, servicd clubs, and private citizens to fund an Oct. -

"Nov.- Feb. Community Workshop Series. Our planning committee was composed

of representatives'from three community dimensions: parents, personnel

from human service agencies, and from schools, and included one who had

attended the Pennsylvania workshop. Our calling committee solicited nearly

130 endorsements from physicians, ministers, service clubs, and businesses. '

We reached approximately 2S0 different people in the workshops and another

400 when we shared our first speaker with the teachers' in-service meeting.

We had chosen our speakers very carefully, and our membership soon became

representative of not only parents, but also educators, clergy, community

social service agencies, and medical, law enforcement, and legal profeSsions.

We came to view alcohol /drug abuse as only one of.many symptoms of problem-

atic behavior among today's youth, inclusive ofteenage suicide, teenage

pregnancy, juvenile delinquency, vandalism, and others.

1

From Ron Gaetano in October, we learned the benefits G risks of both legal

and Illegal drugs. From Steve Glenn in November, we learned the profile

of the "high risk" personality to teenage problematic behavior and we

learned about strengthening families and some of the transitions in society

in the past fifty years which have increased these problems. From James

Crowley and Marlene Convey in February, we learned about the disease of

alcoholism (term use is inclusive of all drugs), the accompanying disease.

of the family of a substance abusive individual, and ideas for schools

as far as written policies, 'identifiCation techniques, group intervention

techniques, referral possibilities, support group concepts, and legalities.

(State laws, in Ohio do not protect schools against lawsuit, if the school

desires to send a child to a counselor or treatment, as well as they.do,
for example,- in Minnesota.)

1/
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This summer, on August 1-6, we are planning a six-day, ten hours a day.semi-

nar, again with James'Crowley and his staff. We have already been granted

partial funds from the Martha Holden Jennings Foundation and are awaiting

word from the Richland county Foundation to know if they will match funds

with the Jannings Foundation. We hope to:provide for the principal, one

teacher, and one counselor from each high school and middle szhocil in

Richland County to attend. Registrat2e.'j , filling :y quickly.

It has been reported in other communities which have heir ,his particular

seminar, that the policies later established by the schools and their con-

sequent expectations of the local psychologists, psychiatrists, and coun-

selors provided the incentive for those professionals to seek training

about substance abuse. Whereas, training courses had always been available,

they previously had not seen the importance of attendance.

In addition, in the past year we have provided much literature for a multi-

tude of needs.' Some of it was paid far by the Richland County Juvenile

Court. An up-to-date book about marijuana is being reviewed in some school

districts for possible use in the classrooms.' We provided a listing of

local agencies and support groupsas,an enclosure for'the programs when

the Inter-Service Club CounCilbrought Toma. We helped provide some of

the publicity when other service clubs put the hotline recording device

into the sheriff's office, and we hosted the meeting for the formation of

the state parents' organization, Ohio Federation of Families for Drug Free

Youth. We were influential in the decision by Gray Drugs to discontinue

sale of rolling papers and rolling machines, inclusive of their stores in

other states. A Madison parent was successful in asking a local T-shirt

merchant to change his displays (but meantime other shops and paraphernalia

shops are flourishing). We are presently attempting to form a Toughlove

group, and we have just begun ,a Parent Pledge for which each parent who

signs-is_asked to donate a dollar. When enough money has been collected

to run a fuil,aage ad in the paper', we will run the pledge and signatures.

We hive, also, that one of the school systems will continue some of the work

with Steve Glenn which our group initiated. (See attached listing of

past accomplishments, future projects,andthe Parent Pledge.)
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WHAT COMMUNITIES CAN DO

Two philosophies seem t4 he 1nel-441,f:191Y eVideOf el 1 talk with other parents.

One of these pertains to their definition of prevention. The other pertain'

to their opinions regarding "responsible use."

Any professionals tend to center their definition of prevention around

patanti,:hild communicat ski: 4, Itabliahmeot of ntrong self-esteem among

children, and teaching young people judgemental skills, Itc. Anothee term

often used is "habilitation." Parents.group leaders are aware that many

'iorofessionals look down their noses a bit at their fervor about drug para-

phernalia, or "do-drug messages." Parents have also'been accused of being

overly concerned about marijuana and underly concerned about alcohol, the

drug of choice of their own generation.

Parents, on the other hand, tend to define preventionae inclusive of all

that the professionals recommend plus two other areas. They see at least

three areas: (1) "habilitation, (2) counter-measures against the drug

industry, and (3) destructuralization of the powerfUl teenage peer group.

Th4ge Dimendion4 o4 P4evention
Habilitation

According to Dr. H. Stephen Glenn, all of the problematic behaviors of

youth, whether teenage suicide, vandalism, juvenile dilinquency, teenage

pregnancy, or drug/alcohol abuse, are related to the increase in our society

of a "high risk profile." This profile is evidenced by three attitudes and

four skills which are weak. The attitudes are:

(1) Weak identification with.an admirable role model

(2) Weak awareness of the effect of the'person's life upon others.

(3) Excessive faith in "miracle" solutio

The inadequately developed skills are:

(1) Intrapersonal skills (self-discipline, self - control, G self - assessment)

(2) Inter-personal skills (communicating, cooperating, empathizing, listening

(3) Inadequate systemic skills (inability to see cause G effect, consequences

(4) Inadequate judgemental skills (problem-solving)
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Dr. Glenn points out the changes in our society which have decreased our

pwareness of logical and natural consequences to our actions. Fifty years

ac:., when the little girl forgot to gather the 'eggs, or the little boy

didn't milk the cow, or the family didn't harvest the food, they didn't

survive. The term "rehabilitation" assumes that the process of maturation

was proceeding normally until something want wrong; to the contrary, Dr.

Glenn says, dependency is not caused by something suddenly going wrong

the cause of dependency is BIRTH. Maturation needs to be a process of

"habilitation" to strengthen the seven areas prevismmly mentioned and

to change them from deficiencies into sufficienciei,.

Habilitation is an area, of course, which should never be neglected in

ftn, erevention program. However, a serious error can be made if this is

ly delnition prevention sanctioned. As mentioned in my opening

statement, we, as parents, are probably part of the most conscientious

generation of parents in the history of the United States. Of course,

there are exceptions, and, of course, there is always more we can learn.

There are many vary good programs which help the habilitation process.

Di addition to some of the ones already mentioned in my opening statement,

there are more, some directed toward parents, some toward children: The

Fred Streit program, Tribes, Project Charlie, Ombudsman, Reality Therapy,

Quest, etc.

However, if this area of prevention is not weighed against the other two

"portions'of the prevention pie," it can totally immobilize communities.

It-needs desperately to be recognized that many homes and sch.:.cla have done

the bast job possible in fostering healthy habilitation only to learn that

there is a "drug problem."

Parent after parent has taken aChild to a professional counselor only to

lose their child for three, four, or five.years...perhaps forever, because

that counselor has assumed that the drug use was merely the symptom of an

underlying emotional illness. Fortunately, there are some counselors who

realize that. they must remove the drug first, "remove the cobwebs before

examining the architecture." Thuze may or may not be an underlying problem.



Theouestionsmust be confronted,."On whose face do we paint the profile of

the 'high risk' personality? Do we paint it on the face of the individual

parent or child, or the individual school? Or, do we paint it everywhere...

on a 'high risk society! inclusive of everything within it?"

If so,'must we not, in our definitiOn of preventiOn, include counter-measures

against the drug industry, and destructuralization of the powerful teenage

peer groups? Mcist parents I know consider all three areas extremely impor-

tant, and feel irreparable harm will be done to our young people if we':do

not deil'itith all three prevention portions". 0

Counter - measures Against the Drug Industry

In all' problematic behaviors of youth, inclusive of teenage suicide, van -

dalism, juvenile delinquency, 'teenage pregnancy, drug/alcohol abuse; only

two of the above have industries making money from the behavior. In the

case of teenage pregnancy, some financial profit is being made by such

industries as perfume, deodorant, cosmetics, breath tablets,. x-rated movies,

'magazines, etc. However, this does not even come close to the profits of

the drug industry. According to Otto-Moulten. Board of the National Federa-

tion of Parents, between 1978 6-1979 the $65 billion drug industry was the

third largest industry in the U.S.; D.E.A. figures indicate; that it has now

gone over the $100 billion mark the largest industry in the U.S. That is

inclusive of marijuana, cocaine, and the paraphernalia industry; it doesn't

even mention the legal drugs: alcohol, nicotine, prescription drugs. And,

what about the "look-alikes"?

In addition, head shops abound along with T- shirts sporting "do-drug"

messages and records glamorizing it. TV informs us that weekends aren't

really for the sabbath, but are really "made for Michelob,. and giant,

industrial -sized aspirin is needed for headaches which must be much worse

than the headaches. our ancestors.bore without, the aspirin. When an industry

that big is that hungry to make money, even people who had been "low risk

personalities" begin to develop resistance thresholds so low an ant could

trip over them. Strong people begin to succumb. Obviously healthy habili-

tation can be sent in a tailspin, and peer pressure can be.bought.
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NORM, which is funded primarily by "Nigh Times" magazine,'the, drug para-

phernalia industry, and Plal/rV has become extremely influential. NORM!.

has, in the past ten years, convinced many important, people in many important

.plaCes of its apparent legitimacy by.use of 'On-of-date'or inaccurate in-
,

formation, or: testimony taken out of context. Much literature stating that

marijuana is giletively harmless has worked i vay into legitimate professional

Agencies. lArents, on the other hand, have o served through "daily' clinical

observation" the harmful effects of marijuana their children have become

apathetic," their grades. have :droOped, they've Complained of constant colds

and allergies, and their previous progress in emotional maturation has taken

a nosedive. The' child's- emotional rollercoaster ride has disrupted the'

entire household. All the while, the child has insisted that the parents

simply are fuddy-duddies who don't know as much as kids do about what's

harmless and isn't. young people consider theMaelves much more informed

than their parents about drugs, partly because of the underground lit:wature

..they read, partly because of the availability of drugs and paraphernalia,

and partly'' because even many of the professinnals their parents lave taken,

them to'for counseling seem unconcerned. The MOIL stance of har.lessness

has eveneached'thereadingracks of legitimate agencins who didn't know

they were not being given reliable literature. Often parents have even been

'r told by the professional counselors that they're worrying too much, and to

,let their children_qo ahead and smoke-Apot a little.

,. .

Many professionzl:.themselves,have used marijuana in the past with no app ant

harmful effects, su t:Ay see today's-parents as alarmists. The pot they ,:.'

used in college, however, probably contained only about 1% THC, at most-2%.

Pot purchased on the street now runs 4% to 8%,or,in some cases, much higher.

The accusation that parents are more concerned about marijuana than alcohol,

;because alcohol was the drug of choice of their own generation is not quite

correct. Parents meetings do foaus heavily on marijuana, but, to a great

extent, because 'they need to do it. They feel that correct information will

not get to the public from any other source--after all, it hasn't in the past.

As parents have suffered through-these problems with their children, HORML

has succeeded in playing a major role in decriminalization, and now they

are pushing closer to- legalization. The philosophy they expound that "de-
e
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crisinalization would deglamorize," doesn't hold much water. We need only

look at our nation's past record with,alcohol, in which both'use and abuse
have increased.

Some possible counter-measures are:

(1) Counter-advertisingA group know as D.O.C. (Doctors Ought to
Care) has initiated humorous advertising\pointing out the fallacies
in cigarette advertising. ForeXample a sign on-a park bench reads,
"10 YEAR SUPPLY ONLY $7,000." Another parody of a poster shows a

macho-type man with a cigarette dangling from one nostril and the
words, "I smoke for smell," (rather than "taste").

Recently some mini-segments came out for TV that are part of a

media campaign against alcohol sales. One scans shows two children,

talking about their favorite sports heroes' endorsement of beer,
on TV, then 9ret child says, "...but'didn't you notice? They're
all retired0'

/
(2) The 90-second urine detection test--This could be used by hospitals.

pediatricians, or counselors to assure clients are remaining drug-

free during counseling sessions (or during probation). '

(3)y The MelDrug Paraphernalia Lav 'drafted by the D.E.A.As I Under-
.. stand, it has been upheld in a number of circuit courts; but it has

not/Yet been passed here.

(4) Information for parents regarding the appearance and availability
/of drugs and drug paraphernaliaMany professionals tend to frown

upon the "bong show," because they've had past badexperience with

this type of information being provided for children. They-iv .

many children have merely used the information to increase their

shopping list of drugs and paraphernalia. However, the same infor-

mation provided for parents needs to bej.ecognixed as a totally dif-
ferent matter. Periodic presentation of the topic so that parents
can be alert to what to watch for is extremely important. Parents
.need to:know that if they see an empty Coke or Pepsi can in their

child's room, they should see if the bottom unscrews to provide

a stash container, or to check out Sears motor oil cans, or Right
Guard (that even sprays), or Campbell's Cheddar Cheese Soup cans,

62 N
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orYKenzecirex inhalers (for snorting cocaine), or Kodak Film cannls-

tors (conceal angel dust), or Chapstick (for concealing angel dust,

cocaine, etc.),-Friabees (marijuana pipe), or pool sticks (pip and.

lighter).

"Song shows" for parents should not be frowned upon-as an unimportant

pareof a prevention prOgram, or considered the first-naive stage

that-aiWays,appears in the' formation of parents' groups. Rather,

they should be recognized as an impel-tent annual event to reach-i6

new faces,that appear each year.

(S) Medically accurate information for parents regarding the benefits'

. and risks of both legal and illegal drugs--The young people know

there are benefits to the drugs they are taking; that's Why they're

taking them. The teens and the parents need to-know, also, the

latest and most accurate information, plus the idioeyncracies of

poly -drug use. For example, recent research indicates that young

people are building a high tolerance to alcohol because of their

practice of combining it with marijuana. The marijuana inhibits

the vomiting Which is nature's signal of overdose. Some end up

in the emergency room. Others later drop the use of drugs other

than alcohol and are left with a high tolerance to alcohol ._thus

becoming a high risk for alcoholism.

(6) "From one parent to another" discussiona with local merchants ex-

pressing concern about their merchandising displays, or corres-

pondence with TV stations or networks regarding advertising poli-

cies and "do-drug" messages incorporated in story scripts--Often

merchants are totally unaware of some-of the'"do-drug" messages in

their Stored One network vice-president has even asked that parents

write to him whenever they notice any messages ,onTVor radio Which

glamorize or. trivialize drug use. He, too, is arconcerned parent.

Once again, caution is of the utmost importance. -Counter-measures against

the drug industry should not be considered the only approach. A prevention

program'which does not deal 'with the two other categories of,habilitati9n,
.

and destructuralization of the peer group is very unlikely to succeed.

0.3

.'
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Now, we start very early with the process of grouping little children into
herds. For example; there are birthday parties for four-year-olds, whera they

begin to feel they must please their friends in order, to get material rewards.

There are little leagues, in which their worth is determined by their perfor-

mance in comparison to other's performance, rather than the joy of learning
a new skill. All sorts of athletic and music contests, and even classroom

grading systems focus on comparison to others rather than feelings of self=

satisfaction at personal accomplishment beyond previous levels of skill.

For example, public performance of musical accomplishment,may take on more

of the flavor of "showing off" than of bringing joy to the listening audience.

In this atmosphere of fierce competition, seldom do youth hear:that their

worth as a human being has more to do with the acquieition or the seven

sufficiencesof habilitation categorized by Dr. Glenn.

Children are no longer included in adult dinners, or social gatherings.

(The exclusion of children in our society was markedly evident to me after

we lived for a short time in Bangkok, Thailand. Children are much more

accepted by the general adult population; many adults spontaneously keep

watch out for the safety of other people's children.) Here, we generally

leave the children with the sitter. First graders are put together, second

graders together, and so on. A person can become a high school senior with

little time spent with another human being older than his/her own age. Some

of the corn group of first grade friends often still remains when 12th gradi
is reached. Consequently, the need to please peers even more than parents
is very strong. Young people need desperately to realize that their worth

is not contingent open the Arm-natal of ethers, to others their
own age.

Some ways which have worked or could work to destructuralize the peer group are:

(1) Parent peer groups of the type described in the book, "arents, Peers,
And Pot. In this case, the parents simply established a stronger peer,

group than the teens. They didn't let their children out of their

sight until enough time had elapsed that most of the marijuana had
left their systems. In one case a parent couple shivered through an

eighth-grade football game in the top row of the stadium after their.

child begged to at least let the young people sit on the bottom row.

They manage.: to intervene just as a'child made a last -ditch effort to

r"
CY4
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DestructuraliZation of the Teenage Peer Group

The teenage peer gr,oup as it now exists in new to the history of American

society. Often, people mention the problems of peer pressure, but seldom

dothey recognize that peer groups,' themselves, are truly unique:

According to Glenn and Warner, the ideaof "school" was initiated in rural

populations which were relatively isolated. Some parents could not afford

private tutors so formed groups, pooled resources, and "invented" schools.

The one-room school of the past held a relatively small class of mixed ages.

Their teacher was often selected by the little community, which made sure

that the teacher held the same system of values as the rest of the communi-

ty. Since school usually lasted only,two or three hours once or twice a

week, ample time was,, left for transferralof values, standards of morality

from parentto child. Children worked daily side by side with their parents,

and habilitation was the natural result of on-the-job training for adulthood.

Between 1935 and 1950fifteen years--a massive reversal took place. Only

thirty percent still livid on farms.' By 1970, only ten percent still lived

in a rural environment. The assumption from early schools that a "quiet

claisroom was-a good classroom" carried over even though the student's day

now lasted many hours longer and was many more days per week. The day con-

sisted .of sitting quietly, hurrying to the next class, sitting quietly, hur-

s.rying to the next class, and so on. At the end of the hectic day, the bus

driver said, "Be quiet. You must not disturb the driver."1

time was left over at home, either, for parent-child dialogue. TV

took care of that. "...The ma or problem today is not illiteracy. 'A totally

' illiterate person can get more information in a half hour than a scholar could

get in a month thirty years ago. With regard to social awareness, an hour in

front of the teleVision at news time can contribute more than any school can

in ..;similar period.!'2

1
Glenn, H. Stephen, and Warner, Joel W.; 'The Developmental Approach to

preventing Problem gamily Development Institute, Bethesda,
ID, 1977
.Ibid. .

%-425 0 - S3 - 7
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sneak a quick smoke behind the bleachers and another tried to'ridei

home with a suspicious-looking older teenager. These young people

remain drug-free to this day.

(2) Toughlove groups--Thet4are vary similar to the parent peer groups
'described above. Toughldve groups are not for homes where tile

parent/child communication skills have never existed; but where

they have, and where the drug use is the primary problem. Where ,

it has turned a formerly functional home into a dysfunctional home.\

the:,.Tcughlovegroups can be very effective. They are basically

support .,roups, not therapy groups. They recognize hat the parentaV

right to keep their child alive is greater than their child.41.ight
to self-destruct. Some of the ideas are extremely firm, but they 1\

are demonstrated with, and reflective of, love.

(3) Far IY. rather than adult -only gatherings--Frequent cocktail parties
can replaced by invitattons to other families for dinner: All-

/child bi day parties can be replaced with faNily dinnert and cele-
brations,'etc.

(4) Encouragement through grants or incentives--Schools can be encouraged

to pilot innovative and creative ideas for mixing age groupings, uti -

liming older children to teach younger children, encouragement thrOugh
providing incentives for parents to participate in the classroom and

teaching processes. A private school here in Mansfield is using a
number of these techniques quite successfully.

(5) A parent pledge This has'been tried in Sacramento, Atlanta, and,.
other cities. Basically, it sets guidelines for curfews, chaperones,
ntc. (A copy of the one we will be using is, enclosed.)

(6) Alternate
lEti.YI.Ae,:=9f..-.0...nlecie.4ct-not-succeed..in-the-serlyr_stages==

of a community's attempt to deal with the drug problem. We feel,
in our case, we aren't quite ready for it, lithough we're drawing

closer, because we're beginning to overcome some of the early hurdles

of denial, guilt, and bAme. After our community is truly mobilized

and"workingtogsther we might want to consider some programs which

don't really destructuralize teenage peer groups as much as they uti-

lize them in constrUctiverathpr than dostructive'ways. Under the

Channel One program, youths in Gloucester, working with local ?source
people, restored an historic graveyard; They were involved 4 every

step: they,did their own research, documentation, landscap ng, hor-

ticulture, vblication, legialation, scheduling, budgeting, and fol-



low-up. Another group in Palo Alto, California, has started some.
less structured "alternative activities" gatherings. One girl, the
daughter of,a parents' group president, and her boyfri.nd started it.
They agree ahead'of time on the, activity, whether skiirg, swimming,

or whatever, and they agree that it will be drug-free.

Abuse, Revorwata Ude, 04 464tingace

Most parents in the past have felt they had the choice of three options:

(1) They could abuse, and hope their children'` would be smarter than they
were (or the could accept abuse as "normal" or something. their children would
outgrow); (2) They could practice and teach "responsible use", with the

confidence that )hey, as parents, had been 'able to practice responsible ose;,
or (3) They could expect their children to remain drug -free.

Theoretically, these three options should be possible. No theory should be
accepted point blank, however, without weighing it against its application
in the real world.

The rear world of the teenage social scene consists of alcohol/drug use that
is goal-oriented. 'That is, it is not use to socialize; rather, it's "drink
to get drunk," "take drugs / to get stoned," joke about "who joined the porce-

:C

lain club last night (vomited
in the toilet)?" or who tried to level off for

awhile, but r joined the porcelain club:" Contests go on among them to see
who can stay wasted fO-r-7the,longest nomber-of

'days- irrsiikcitaaiDri.__In..one...-

case I heard about, the record was'eightewri-daYa._.0

Chances are extremely-high that a high school freshman or sophomore,ahO has
been taught responsible use, will enter the blender of the powerful peer group
only to be taken out when a senior as-an abuser. Some teens with whom I have

talked have expressed the, feeling that trey had only two options: abuse,
or no use at all. That is why the term "drug-free" appears more and.mmre

often: The National Federation of Parents for Drug Free Youth, ancrthe Ohio

Federation of Families for Drug Free Youth.

'--ihat about the parents who want their children drug-free, and thoseentsr'-------
.own role modeling? If they choose responsible use for themselves, they
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must be prepared to spend hours in detailed'explanation of the difference of

/ the 'effects of drugs on adolescents' vs. adults' bodies. They must be pre-

pared with answs whenever they are unexpectedly challenged; and the answers

must be accdrate and effective. "It's illegal," simply isn't good enough.

They must have exceptional rapport with their children and have much free

time. They'll ha4e to be certain that their child is willing to put in

as much time and effort to listening and dialogue as the parents. CommUni-

cation is a two-way street, and it needs to be weighed in light of the fact

that most teens do care more what their peers think of them than what their

parents think or feel.

The questions still remain, "How many parents can really overcome the power

of the teenage peer group?" and '!Now many teens will really be that coopera-

tive?" Is the theory of "responsible use" a theoretical -possibility, but

a workable impOssibility?

As far as my personal stand, I can only say thatiI feel.life is a process

of learning. I'm in no way judgemental of those whO choose differently

than I, nor do I attach any sin or shame to theirchoice. I say only 1.

that "responsible use" for teens...at the present time in history... and

in our present society, with our present teen peer group setting, and with

a huge industry making money off it...simply doesn't'seem to be working.

Personally, I feel lhave no other option than insistence on drug-free

youth.

Mr. OXLEY.I Mrs. Goudy, regarding your group in Wapakoneta,
are you considering involving with the State organization or na-

-tional-urganization; or-is-it-a-local-project?
Mrs. GOUDY. Right now we are a group of one couple. My hus-

band and I have written for information from the National Feder-
ation. There are other couples involved in Families Anonymous
who will be coming to Wapakoneta to support us. I am very inter-
ested in what Ms. Auchard. has to say for the community, develop-
ment part of it.

Mr. OXLEY. You mentioned the Fairborn program. This is-Fair-
born, Ohio?

Mrs. GOUDY. Yes.
Mr. OXLEY. How did you first know of the Fairborn project?
Mrs. GOUDY. I made close to_50 phone calls all over Ohio search-

ing for programs, searching for groups, just 'searching for answers.
I have made an awful lot of contacts and have gotten a lot of

good contacts just that way, while looking for halfway houses; and
adolescent treatment centers. We are just doing it on our own.

Mr. OXLEY. You mentioned that the major failure is to get the
message to students. How do we do it?

If you had the power to do it, what would you do to get' them the
message, "the easiest and most effective way?

Mrs. GOODY. I think we have to start with the parents. We have
to get the message to the parents. To educate the parents on how,



they can tell if their kids are involved and how to handle the situa-
tions if their kids are involved. The parents must take a stand and
practice Tough love, and know how to'cleal with the situations-when
their children come home stoned, or (Hunk, or whatever. We must
also show them how to be responsible parents, to help take away
the fear that the kids have over them when they do get stoned or
drunk.

Parents are still parents. They have that responsibility and as
parents we have to place the responsibility for our children's ac-
tions right back on our children, and they have to understand that.
But we have to give the parents the understanding that they are
allowed to do that and not be afraid to exercise their authority.

Education of the parents and the community as a whole is criti-
cal.

Mr. OXLEY. Thank you very much.
Ms. Auchard, you mentioned the paraphernalia shops and so on.

There was a bill pending wheh I was in the legislature that would
have outlawed those shops, or the types of paraphernalia sold,
rather. That came out of the Judiciary. Committee, but never got
any further than that. Have you or your group been involved at
the State level with trying to get that or a similar bill passed?

Ms. AUCHARD. I can't say we have actively done something.
Many of us have copies of the model drug paraphernalia law draft-
ed by DEA. As I understand, it has been upheld in five other cir-
cuit courts, has it not? /

Mr. OXLEY. Yes.
Ms. AUCHARD. There is a definite need in Ohio for that.
Mr. OXLEY. Many of those are ordinances but the constitutional

question holds. The problem we hadthe problem in the Judiciary
Committeewas trying to specifically define those paraphernalia
so that the definition would not include a tie, tack or tie clasp or a
spoon, for example, where you could have a multiple use of that
type of thing.

But even with that, the language\ can be drawn, as has been
shown in several jurisdictions, and you\indicated that it can bein
fact it islegally_effective'and-still constitutional

Mrs. GOUDY. Is there legislation still 'pending for marihuana to
be used for medical purposes?

Mr:OxLEY. That has been passed in Ohio.
GOUDY. You're kidding.

Mr. OXLEY. That was passed 2 or 3.years ago.
Mrs. GOUDY. What a joke.
Mr. OXLEY. I might say that it is under very, very strict circum-

stances and very, very rarely is it used.
But that is the law in Ohio. I don't know about the other States,

but I know it is here.
I want to thank you so much, ladies, for your testimony. We ap-

preciate your waiting so long to come up here and your sitting
through all of the testimony, but if it was as instructive tO,you as it
was to me, I think it was well worth our joint efforts. We \appreci-
ate that.

We want to thank everybody for being here and we will hay& to
make a quick exit to the Cleveland Airport \
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Thank you so much and we will indicate that all of the testimo-
ny today will be made part of the record when the committee
report is printed and you will receive a copy of that for your
records. Again we appreciate your being here.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATE MIT OF

GARY BEDLION

TEACHER, FINDLAY
HIGH SCHOOL, FINDLAY, OHIO

I have been teaching
and coaching for the past sixteen years. In

that time I have seen the
time when most students

only heard of drugs
through movies or on T7.

Now at this time students can talk about
drugs through actual

experience,or seeing friends or classmates who
have tried drugs.

I as doing an inservice
program for teachers on drug awareness

and wteat.drugS students are using. To do this I thought I better talk
to the students personally

and see what they think. I already had my
own personal views. I talked to 103

students and'athletes,.good

students to poor students.
Students I feel would not try drugs to

those I feel are using drugs or may have tried then. questions I
asked were:

.
1. What drug is most used

not including alcohol? Ail saidmarijuana

. What percent have tried it"
All said tettleen'60 to 80 percent: A couple said in the 90's.

3. Haw many are regular users? (At least twice a week)Answer - 20 to LO
percent. 'lot many said 40 percent.

4. How many take pills?
About 20 percent.

About half of thestudents weren't sure.

5. What kind of pills are moat used?Speed_Dlack-84auties-o
--:.--min.twM.-"es+-"Overlin17313..riFeea. The rest said acid (L.S.D.)or weren't sure.

5. Do they know if it is the real thing? (Speed or look alikes)About 90 percent said
they wouldn't know tLs difference. Thisanswer really bothered me.

7. How many use depressants
or downers.

Not many was the basicanswer.

8. How many Use:cocaine?
Most said none. A couple said they.knew of some students

who laced a joint with it. (Tried itmixed with marijuana)
.

9. Could they get cocaine
if they had the money? 100 percentsaid yeas or could find,
someone who could get it.
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Yost of the students said their first experience with drugs was

in junior high; either'trying it or being around it. I feel and many

of the students feerthe same way, that junior high is the hardest tire

to deal with drugs. Most students have decided by senior high if they

will use drugs or not.
.

All the students feel that'alcohol is our'biggest problem. Also

that beer land. grass are used together quite slot. The majority would

not even hesitate in saying they drink but most would say they didn't

use drugs but they know someone whe does or someone did this while on

drugs. Some did admit to trying drugs at some time but not many.

What is Findlay High School doing about drugi.and alcohol?

(A school of about 1600 students, grades 10, 11 and 12) All students

arereqrired to take Health and as 'a part of the _course a drug unit' is

taught, dealing with types of drugs, what they do,'how they are used,

what effects they have on the body amt the laws that govern them.

The police department has sentspeakers from the drug enforcement unit

to speak to the classes. We use man;" films and other outside speakers

when available. We have an entire prograri dealing with drugs from

elementary through high school.

For the teachers, we are having inservice classes dealing with

drug awareness.10ne of the problems I see is that many teachers may

recognize something different about a student's actions or behavior
-

but will not say anything or confront the student in any way.

In the community we are just starting a class about drugs for

parents. It is taught as it is at the high school with one or our

health teachers teaching it using many outside speakers. The ad

in the newspaper read, "Do four Children Enow More About Drugs Then

Tou Do?" Then It gees on to explain the class. This class came abut

as a result of an open community meeting dealing with drugs and alcohol.

There is morei could say in this statement but an not sure where

to stop. So, I will stop at this point and hope this will be of some

benefit in your work dealing with drugs.

Respectfully submitted,

Gary - Bedlion
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C. OLDS, PRINCIPAL, EIJDA HIGH SCHOOL, &IDA, 01110

PREFACE.

in diScussing the entire issue of substance abuse, it is my estimation

that putting emphasis and remediation efforts on.high schools may be somewhat

misplaced. High school students are clear, consistent trend followers. To

that end, the trend sdtters, the groups initiating the pressureto follow

specific behavior patterns begin demographically among college students and

3eographically on the coasts (media centers).

The efforts directed toward our high school students may be more

efficient in providing direction for independent, selfrestrained, "nonpeer

pressure" directed behavior.

Although it m3ywell be that high school students' behavior is a reflection

of the total population is some type of statistical fashion, there

tbeless a "dictatorship of peers" at work pressuring teens to either conform

or be labeled ..;ft "outsider."

Another issue of personal bias concerns the effort to sharply quantify

the substance abuser problem among high school students. It is my observation

that so long as we have a significant portion of our student population

abusing substances, then we have a significant problem with which to deal.
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STATEMENT

In terms of a statement on the substance abuse issue there are three

specific facets of the problem that I would like to briefly address.

First, it is my estimation that the substance most abused by high

school students (and adults, too) would be alcohol. Presently, there

appears, to be a 'senior sixpack syndrome" in which a segment of our

students feel that they cannot "party" or have any type of social function

without having alcohol (beer seems to be the alcohol of preference.)

As a "legal drug", alcohol can still be given to minor children by

parents further, parents feel moremomfortable with the knowledge or

suspicions that their children may be using alcohol rather than other

type of substances. There is still, in my opinion, a romantic aura sur

rounding the use of alcohol that makes its use okay.

Even in casual talk, high school students talk more about alcohol im

_relation to social activities than they discuss other substances.

I suspect that there may be a close statistical relationship between

the number of high school students that have been diagnosed as "alcoholiCs,'

and assigned to treatment, and an "x" factor of undiagnosed and unrecognized

students with signifiCant substance abuse problems.

To that end, a simple study of high schools relative to the number of

students who have been identified as having alcohol (or.sdbstance) abuse

problems may reveal a significant, yet unrecognized problem among high

schoolaged people.

A second item of concern in substance, abuse deals with the so called

"head shops" or stores specializing in substance abuse paraphernalia. In

addition co the fact that these businesses exist solely as an adjunct to

C
(f
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an illegal drug enterprise, these establIshments'serve an even more

insidious purpose as information brokerage houses. People have access to

"good" informatics on where to get drugs, what the 'going rates-are, how to

efficiently use substances, etc..

People visiting these establishments have access to "good" information

regarding "drug commerce." As a "safe" place to get information, the "news"

exchange serves to keep prices of goods down due to the free ente prise

concept of competition, provides information on who to "see",what the

current availability and quallty'is, and efficient or new methods r

substances that are in current vogue.

A rather large number 'of students who have beenlapp'rehended-Wi h drugs

and paraphernalia in schOol have made purchases of the piraphernalia
t

thew so'called head shops. A number of these students remark that t ey find

it confusing that the schools have taken an almost evangelical attitu e

toward substance abuse while other establishment-institutions seem to ave

a laisez-faire attitude toward the existence ofehead shops", the availability

. of the legal look-alikes, and the apparent "celebratioeof drug use se
. _ .

in the media.
,

.

The third area that is being.a particular concern ,is the "look-alik

drugs. Although technically not harmful, these "look-alikes" are dead

ringers'for "street" drugsandcan be purchased at some head shops and

also through the mail from magazines specializing indruc use.:

In addition to the problem of attempting toenforce behavior standards

concerning the use /Abuse of substances in schools, the concept-of

availability of theSe materials "mail order" presents a confusing signal

ro young people.

A well know&situation in our area concerned a student who was

yelling the "look-alikes" in a school parking lot in a somewhat open

fashion. When poliCe officials apprehentled the youth,"had the drugs

(which lOoked exactly like "black beauties" - a well known drug of 'pre-

jerence") analyzed, it was found that the capsules contained caffeine,

were not illegal, and subsequently released the youth with an apologetic

warning.

n

11



In conclusion',,it is my judgment thattheentire problem of substance

abuse isa concern for schools only in term of community; state, regional.

and national concerns.

We have observed that a'majority of our student with behaviOr related

problems 'in the Schdols fit into an aimos cliche pattern of the "nuclear

family breakdown" syndrome. A rather f:12,-',.cant percentage of those

students referred to the "office" for "serious" offenses (including
.

specifically substance abuse) have ;for the most part a one parent family.

Specifically in these cases, there''is usuallyno facher'pres'ent in the

home, or a "weak" father image.

__There is a we'll,- documented breakdown of traditional family ties

(traditional being prior to the c'onolusion of World War II) in.the United ..//'

States. On the public high school level this phenomenon may be observe

in a number of ways including not only the items discussed ebove, bu/ilso

by a wiilingness,on the part of parents to "do battle" with the Ohoot

on behalf of the.child even though tho'e parInts believe the 'Ehool's

be funddmentally correct.-

//The reason for this appears in many cases to be thdt this is a visible,

. /r /
contrete parental support for the child that has as/an u7deriying statement by

the parent to the child of "look, I did what I cou,d get you off the,

hook don't get mad at me." ,The fact tbaCiherigappears to be decreasing

;If

consensus betWeen.schools'and the communities .erved regarding acceptable

behavior standards for students has-Ztorkeda disservice on students.
; .

Other examples of the family tie breakdown is seen by a phenomenon

where neither parent wants to deal with or be reponSibl for teen-aged

children. There are examples in the htgh.schools where minor,siudents

are "on their own"or,pladed by'coorts in foster bomCs or social institutions'

,` .
...I:nth 1 final result of the teenager fulfilling their famiiiaa.needs in ways,

other'than the traditional family. Unfortunately, It is my experience

q

after 17 'years in the Ohio Public SchoOl'S;stem that there is no sub-
.

stitute for the family.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The question of what can be done in my estimation is complicated,

sensitive, and perhaps in a total sense unanswerable.

I take a degree of optimism from reports of studies like the University

of Michigan's Institute of Social Research and the recent Califano report

which seems to indicate a drop over a significant period of time in

substance abuse.

The observation I have made since 1972 when in the high school that

I was working sent 40 students to the hospital one day from overdose, to

the present time when student overdose occurs less than once per year

seems to underscore my fundamental optimism that we are in a period of

decreased drug abuse (with the possible exception of alcohol).

Recognizing the high school aged students appear to follow the trends

established by their older brothers and sisters of college age, efforts

directed toward this age group, while emphasizing the effects on self

deteating peer influences on high school student, may be fruitful.

Further, recommendations related to elimination or at least strict

regulation of the so called "head shops" would be of help. Other measures

such as raising the age to legally purchase and consume alcohol and

eliminating or regulating the so called "lookalikes" might be of service

to this question. Taxing the three adult "legal drugs" of alcohol, nicotine,

and caffeine may further provide incentive to decrease abuse concerns.

A third category for recommendations would deal with parents. Parent

support groups may have the advantage of allowing parents a forum for discussion

and ideas as well as to reinforce what parents know to be correct courses

of action in dealing with their children.

Finally, although again an almost cliche approach, would be to have the

idols, the "media people," and the "trend setters" to "go public" with an

orchestrated although blatant attempt to convince teenagers that certain

productive behavior patterns really make sense and are acceptable.

We presently have the psychological tools to inact a media campaign

(see any commercial for records, acne cure, or pizza) that could make a

serious impact with young people.
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POSTSCRIPT:

It is important to note that,
although there are serious problems

rampant among our teenagers today, in my 17 years of experience the current

"crop" of high school students
are the best dressed, most selfdirected, and

(overall) best behaved group since the first class I encountered in 1965.

Although I am personally uncertain
about the statistical significance,

a survey of America's high achieving
teens in 1980 by "Who's Who Among High

School Students" revealed the following:

927. have not smoked marijuana

85% are members of an organized religion

85% prefer traditional marriage

787. have not had sexual intercourse

707. have a definite career goal in mind

437. have never had a beer
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

CHARLES D. RUROXER

SUPERINTENDENT, BLUFFTON EXEMPTED VILLAGE SCHOOLS

BLUFFTON, OHIO

I serve as a superintendent in a small rural district. Since I assumedthe position five years ago, I have had several discussions with district
residents concerning substance abuse among school age chi Idren .

I shared these concerns with an advisory council appointed by theBoard of Education in my district to study school issues. In the springof 1981, a sub- committee of this council decided to conduct a survey ofour high school students. With the assistance of Phil Ward from theAllen County Heal th Department, a paper and pencil survey was developedfor our district. Ninety eight pe'cent of our students in grades 9-12,participated in this survey.

The results of this study and the recommendation of the advisory councilare included as part of this document. As a direct result of theserecommendations, our district plans to develop and implement a drugeducation program.

Beginning this fall, p committee composed of students, parents, teachers,board members, administrators and practicing professional people willwrite a comprehensive K-8 Health curriculum which will include, as an in-
tergal part of this curriculum, units deal ing with subatance abuse.

Respectfully Submitted,

Charles O. Buroker, Superintendent
Bluffton Exempted Village Schools
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BLUFFTON EXEMPTED VILLAGE SCHOOLS

The Bluffton Exempted Village Board Advisory Council recently submitted
to the Board of Education recommendations based on two surveys conducted
by the Advisory Council last spring. The council is composed of 15 district
residents appointed by the Board of Education to study existing problems
and needs of the school distr it and to make recommendations to the Floarci
of Education and superintendent. Two areas were studied this year -
(1 ) drug education and (2) th.. district's educational goals and objectives.
The first part of this report deals with the results of the drug education
survey.

Last year, during the month of May, a survey developed in cooperationwith the Allen County Health Department was given to the students at
Ialutf ton High School. Two hundred and ninety-four students participated
in this study. A summary of the results of this survey follows.

slum5er of Students
Responding Yes
( out of 2?4 )

719 1.
128 2.

91 3.

Per Cent
Question Responding Yes

( out of 294 )

Have you ever used alcohol? 75.0
073 you use alcohol now? 43.5
Have you ever used marijuana? 31.0

53 4. Oo you use marijuana now? 18.0
35 5. Have you ever used depressants? 11.9
18 6. no you use depressants now? 6.1
58 7. Have you ever used stimulants? 19.7
37 8. no you use stimulants now? 12.6
29 9. Have you ever used cocaine? Q.9
16 10. 09, you use cocaine now? 5.4
37 11. Have you ever used hallucinogens? 12.6
23 12. Do you use hal I icinogens now? 7.8
28 13. Have you ever used RCP? °,S
14 14. no you use PCP now? 4.8
15 15. Have you ever used narcotics? 5.1
11 16. Oo you use narcotics now? 3.7

176 17. Oo you know where to obtain i I legal drugs? 59.9
8 18. Have you ever been charged with a crime

while under the influence of a drug? 2.7
19. What percentage of the students in your

school do you think heve experimented
with marijuana?

64 (a) Over 75% 21.880 (b ) 50-75% 27.265 (c) 70-25% 21.144 (a) 10-25% 15.0
23 (e) 5-ice, 7.R
14 (f ) Under 53; 4,8

4 ( g ) No response 1.4
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2U.

14
30
60
81
48 .

51

10

21.

193
62
17

7
3
7
5

147 22.

1t is interesting
usage in the high
students actup I lv

what percentage of the studer :5 in your
school do you think have experimented
with hard drugs?

(a) Over 75%
( b ) 50-75%
( c ) 20-50%
(d) 10-25%
(e) 5-10%
(f) Under 5%
(g) No Response

What percentage of the students in your
school do you think have experimented
with alcohol?

( a) Over 75%
(b) 50-75%
(c) 20-2.5%
( d ) 10-25%
(e) 5-10%
(f) Under 5%
(g ) No response

Do you feel there is anyone within the
school system you could go to for drug
counseling without fear of disclosure to
the police?

to compare the total student body 's
school, as reported in quest ion 21, to
resoonderl. For ewAmo le, 65.6% felt

4.8
10.2
20.4
27.6
16.3
17.3
3.4

65.6
21,1
5.8
2.4
1.0
2.4
1.7

50,0

perception of drug
how the individual
that over 75% of

tne present high school students had experimented with alcohol, while
75% said they had used alcohol. 48% of the respondents felt that more
than half of the students had tried marijuana, while only 31% indicated
they have done so. 63'.; of the respondents over- estimated by a considerable
margin the use of hard drugs by their peers.

These results lead one to believe that the students' perception of drug
usage, except for alcohol, is over-estimated.

The Orug Education sub-committee of the Advisory Council studied the
data from this survey and developed the following recommendations.

96-425 0 - 83 - 8
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frWG su54EY SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT
Board Advisory Council

November /0, 1981

The Drug Usage Survey completed last spring by the high school studentsin this district has given us som.e insicht into the Extent of drug abusein our community. One must imders tend, however, that the accuracyof the data reported is cent' -.gent on the truthful answers of the respondents.
Consequently, this committee feels the results of this survey should beviewed not as definitive reS7,onSes, but as a general view of the extentof substance abuse among our high school students.
Though the extent of drug and alcohol usage is not as extensive as haslaeen experienced by other communities, the results of this study do indicatethat some of our high school students have problems with alcohol anddrugs. This committee real izes that this problem is not a school problem,rut a 'amily and community problem. We do feel, however, that thei..chool can play positive role by instituting a drug education programin grades K-12.

101e further recommend that this survey be .epeated two years after theimplementation of a drug education curriculum to see if such a programhas been effective.

This committee was .elpecia ly pleased to learn that half the students incur high zichool felt they could go to someone within the school systemfor counseling about a drug program. We Commend the high school stafffor creating an atmosphere which led to this kind e trust.

x. G
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D'.UG SURVEY

November 2, 1981

N7294

NUMBER

219 HAVE YOU EVER USED ALCOHCL? 75% ( yes )

128 DO YOU USE IT NOW? 43.5% (yes )

HOW OFTEN

5 (1) More than once a day 1.7%

16 (2) Once a day 5.4%

70 (3) Once a week 23.8%

68 (4) Once a month or very infrequently 23.1%

20 (5) Only Once 6.8%

Preference

114 Beer 38.8%

34 Wine 11.6%

46 Liquor 15.6%

91 HAVE YOU EVER USED MARAIJUANA? 31.0% (yes)

53 DO YOU USE IT NOW? 18% (yes)

HOW OFTEN

17 (1) More than once a day 5.8%

12 (2) Once a day 4.1%

10 (3) Once a week 3.4%

28 (4) Once a month or very infrequently 9.5%

11 (5) Only once 3.7%

35 HAVE YOU EVER USED DESPRESSANTS? 11.9% (yes)

18 DO YOU USE THEM NOW? 6.1,% (yes)

HOW OFTEN

7 (1) More than once a day 2.4%

6 (2) Once a day 2.0%

5 (3) Once a week 1.7%

8 (4) Once a month or very infrequently 2.7%

6 (5) Only once 2.0%
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DRUG SURVEY

NUMBER

58 HAVE YOU EVER USED STIMULANTS?

37 DO YOU USE THEM NOW?

NOW OFTEN

10 (1) More than once a day

9 (2) Once a day

11 (3) Once a week

16 (4) Once a month or very infrequently
10 (5) Only once

29 HAVE YOU EVER USED COCAINE?
16 DO YOU USE IT NOW?

HOW OFTEN

7 (1) More than once a day
3 (2) Once a day

2 (3) Once a week
8 (4) Once a month or very infrequently
8 (5) Only once

37 HAVE YOU EVER USED HALLUCINOGENS?

23 DO YOU USE THEM NOW?

HOW OFTEN
4 (1) More than once a day
5 (2) Once a day
8 (3) Once a week

12 (4) Once a month or very infrequently
8 (5) Only once

3.4%

3.1%

3.7%

5.0%

3.4%

2.4%
1.0%

0.7%

2.7%

2.7%

1.4%

1.7%

2.7%

4.1%

2.7%

19.7% (yes)

12.6% (yes)

9.9% (Yes)

5.4% (yes)

12.6% (yes)

7.8% (yes)

28 HAVE YOU EVER USED PCP 7
9.5% (yes)

14 DO YOU USEr1T.NOW?
4.8% (yes)

HOW OFTEN

5 (1) More than once a day 1.7%
1 '(2) Once a day

.3%
4 (3) Once a week

1.4%
6 (4). Once a month or very Infrequently 2.0%

10 (5) Only once 3.4%
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DRUG SURVEY

NUMBER

15 HAVE YOUit EVER USED NARCOTICS? 5.1% (yes)
tI no YOU USE THEM NDW? 3.7% (yes)

HVW OFTEN

than once a day 1.4%

a day .7%

a week 1.7%

a month or very infrequently .7%

once .7%

4 (1) More

2 (2) Once

5 (3) Once

2 (4) Once

2 (5) Only

DO YOU KNOW WHERE TD GO TO OBTAIN ILLEGAL DRUGS? 59.9% (yes)
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN CHARGES WITH A CRIME WHILE UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF A DRUG? 2.7% (yes)

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDENTS IN YOUR SCHDOL OD
YOU THINK HAVE EXPERMITED WITH MARAIJUANA?

64 (1) Over 75% 21.8%
80 (2) 50-75% 27.2%
65 (3) 25-50% 22.1%
44 (4) 10 -25% 15.0%
23 (5) 5-10% 7.8%
14 (6) Under 5% 4.8%
4 (7) No response 1.4%

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDENTS IN YOUR SCHDOL DO YOU
THNIK RAVE EXPERIMENTED WITH HARD DRUGS?

14 (1) Over 7S% 4.e%
30 (2) 50-75% 10.2%
60 (3) 25-50% 20.4%
81 (4) 10-25% 27.6%
48 (5) 5-10% 16.3%
51 (6) Under 5% 17.3%
10 (7) No response 3.4%

1 65
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DRUG SURVEY

NUMBER

193

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE STUDENTS IN YOUR SCHOOL DO YOU
THINK HAVE EXPERIMENTED WITH ALCOHOL?

(1) Over 75% 65.6%
62 (2) 50-75% 21.1%
17 (3) 25-50% 5.8%
7 (4) 10-25% 2.4%
3 (5) 5-10% 1.0%
7 (6) Under 5% 2.4%
5 (7) No Response 1.7%

DO YOU FEEL THERE IS ANYONE WITHIN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM YOUCOULD GO TO FOR DRUG COUNSELING WITHOUT FEAR OF DISCLOS-URE TO THE POLICE?

50% (Yes)

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE DR ANY PLACE YOU COULD GO EASILY AND
CONFIDENTIALLY DISCUSS A DRUG PROBLEM YOU MIGHT HAVE?

55.1% (yes)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

DANIEL F. RUMER

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, BATH HIGH SCHOOL

LIMA, OHIO

Personal Background:

I received my B.S. of Education degree from Bluffton

College in 1967 with a major of'Social Studies Comprehensive:

In 1971, I received a M.S. in Education fron St. Francis Col-

lege, Fort Wayne, Indiana, with a major in Guidance and

Counseling and a minor in psychology. From 1972 to present,

I have attended the American University, Washington, D.C., the

University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio, and the University of

Dayton, Dayton, Ohio, all for the purpose of upgrading my

teaching certification.

Since beginning my career in education in 1967, I have

been a classroom teacher (1967-1972), an exchange teacher to

Great Britain (1972-73), high school guidance counselor (1973 -

1977), and high school assistant principal (1977-present). All

of this employment has been with the Bath Local School system

in Lima, Ohio.

The past seven year's I have also been a part-time employee

of the Allen County Juvenile Court. This has been in the capa-

city of youth counselor, and presently as a teacher/probation

officer.
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I am married (17 years) and have three children, ages 12,
14 and 16.

Statement of Problem:

In my position as an assistant principal and/or teacher-

probation officer, I have had adequate opportunity to observe

and deal with drug and alcohol problems in the public school.

From my experience I perceive our problem(s) as being multi-

faceted:

(1) Accessibility of alcohol and drugs to student

population.

(2) Lack of education among parents as to symptoms

of abuse

(3) Difficulty of detection of abuse

(4) Absence of successful rehabilitation programs,

particularly long term programs for identified

abusers

(5) An unwillingness on the part of the communities

to adjust and confront problems of this nature

While the problems mentioned above are local problems, I

would be greatly surprised if they are not universal in scope.

More specifically in the area cf abuse: alcohol, look-alike

drugs (caffeine, and other over-the-counter drugs) and marijuana
present our largest problems.

However, recently there has been

some indication from students that acid may be rearing its ugly
head again.
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Alcohol maintains the top position of abused substances

among our students, followed by look-alike substances and then

marijuana. It is my opinion that marijuana has been relegated

to this position because of the ease with which it can be de-

tected when used. Also, there appears to be little or no risk

in a student purchasing alcohol, caffeine pills or other look-

alike substances.

Possible Solutions and Needs:

In an attempt to address our, schools needs and to provide

at least a partial solution, we have taken some positive steps.

First, we recognized that our students have had some problems

in this area. Philosophically our Board of Education adopted

policies which both aggressively and conservatively pursue

violators. The penalties for infractions of these policies in-

clude, but are not restricted to, out-of-school suspension, ex-

pulsion, prosecution and mandatory admission into the Allen

County Health Department program on substance abuse. The

severity of the penalty is directly proportional to the infrac-

tion and considerations are given to the student's welfare first.

Our board has also given its administrators the latitude to de-

mand both blood and urinalysis tests if a student is suspected

of having abused a prohibited substance.

Also, once a year we provide knowledgeable speakers on this

topic to our parent-teachers group. Unfortunately, these ses-

sions have been poorly attended and the parent group is not vex',

active.
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I am confident that there are measures that can be taken

that would help to reduce the existing problem:

(1) Strict enforcement and prosecution of the

existing alcohol and drug laws

(2) New legislation to control or make unlawful

the manufacturing and sale of look-alike

substances

(3) Programs on a national basis aimed at adult

education and awareness

(4) More and improved programs of rehabilitation

for substance abusers and their families

Concluding Statement:

The material presented in this report is based on my per-
sonal experiences and observations and is not meant to be a
conclusive statement. The items presented as possible solu-
tions are by no means going to solve this

most complex, problem.
However, if we all begin to address in a definitive way the
problems facing parents, schools, and communities relevant to
this issue, we will most certainly make tremendous progress
in lessening some of the trauma we are now facing.

1100
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SHERIFF'S OFFICE, RICHLAND COUNTY
RICHARD H. PETTY. SHERIFF

MANSFIELD, OHIO

PHI:PARED

STATIMENT OF sumarr RICHARD H. PRTTY

RICULAND COUNTY. OUIO

To The

HOUSE COMMITTER ON NARCOTICS

At present the high schools in our County are places whore the young
people who attend them are exposed daily to varying kinds and mounts ofnarcotic substance.. This exposure oftentimes take. place while the stu-
dent is *trout. to school on the buns or after their arrival within the
schoti's parking lot.

The narcotic substance moat often abused in our County is the drug TUCfound in marijuana. The best maiming as to the amount of use of the drug
would be in the area of 80%-85% of those. using narcotic.. Other drugs
which are abused in our area by high school

students are* acid, speed andhashish. These account for the remaining 15%-20E, but no figure' are
available as to the individual percentage, at this time. Intelligence
information indicates they are available and have certain marketabilitywithin the schools.

Wwever, it would appear that..the
preference for marijuana is predi-

cated by the resultant state during and after use. Some intelligence further
indicates a fear on the part of the students to use what they consider
"heavier drugs". The reason given is that they have no knowledge as to the
consequences which may reeult from their use. The consensus of opinion in
my Department is that the relatively

mild appearance on the part of the
marijuana user can easily be hidden from the unknowing observer, such a.a teacher or parent. Quite often it is found--again from intelligence
sourcesthat the user of marijuana can

actually be "stoned" before parents
at the supper table, or a teacher in school, and be completely ignored byboth. This same person, however, would in some instances exhibit alarming
behavior when using acid, speed (and to acme extent) hashish.

The most common amount of marijuana available is up to an ounce in
weight. It is felt that most of the school salsa are in the area of an
individual joint and the ounce gales limited to the school level dealer
from outside *tureen. Regarding the latter, we have seen in a few in-
stances where parents of school children are the dealers operating into
the school through their children.

Our attack has been rwofold--on the one hand as a law enforcement
.

agency and on the other an educational approach.
Regarding the former,
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our efforts have been increased and additional personnel assigned to nar
cotic investigations. We currently have three (3) individuals assigned to
this effort. Results ham been successful to date with a total of close
to 96 lbs of marijuana taken out of circulation.

Other substances have accounted (to a lesser degree) for varying
amounts of other drugs. However, with increasing frequency my investigators
are turning up large amounts of "look alikes" in the schools. One case,
not related to our schools, reignited in the seizure of more than 5000 "look
alikes."

Our investigators have opined 66 canes, to the present time. Arrests
have totaled 22, with many more pending in ongoing investigations. In addi
tion, we have seized one (1) step van, two (2) antos, and various parapher
nalia items used in taking, preparing and in the sale of narcotics.

Another tool in use in our enforcement effort is the "Drug Hot Line."
A phone line and recording device has been donated to the Department by
anonymous parties. To date, the results have been satisfying. Calls are
received at an average rate of 4-5 per day with 2-3 which can be considered
as good intelligence sources.

More and more we have come to realize that enforcement alone is not
the answer too the problem. Bore must be done and we feel that the education
of all concerned, when coupled with a strong enforcement posture, works well
in our situation. We also feel that we in law enforcement offer a unique
approach to the education of persons as to the problems connected with nar
cotics abuse. As the front line troops in society's war on drugs, we can
offer insights from our experience to the potential and actual youthful
violator. These insights oftentimes can sort out the real world for them
by showing up the dealers for what they truly are--nothirg but sickminded
individuals who became involved to support their own habit or monetary needs.

Therefore, with thigi,approach in mind, we have established a three (3)
man speakers unit. These members of the Department have a busy schedule
during the school year. Oftentimes five to six talks per week at various
schools is not uncommon. I might add that we don't limit our exposure to
just the high school students. In fact, upon advice received from the stu
dents wham we address, we na offer our program to students in the sixth
grade and up, and find a willing and receptive audience in what we have to
say. We don't limit our drug education program to solely students but are
available to any group interested in eliminating the problem. This covers- -
but is not limited to--teacher groups. parent organizations, social groups,
and philanthropic organizations, to name a fay.

Overall, our reception has been excellent and hopefully all are making
a dent in our local problem. We feel that we have made progress in the edu
cation of our students to the problems they face if they choose the road to
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addiction and that it will eventually bear fruit. Only time will tell, but

as of the moment (with what is available to us) we feel we are heading in

the right direction. We realize that we can't solve everyone's problems
with our approach, nor can we stay firmly committed to it indefinitely.
The improvements we sea as necessary are twofold and in the areas mentioned
at the beginninglaw enforcement and education.

In the enforcement area a more cohesive statewide approach is nee-
essary. Presently, the State has two oiganizationa for law enforcement.
The State Patrol and the Bureau of Criminal Investigation. The Patrol,

except for some few cases and crimes committed on state property, oper-
ates as a highway safety unit. The Bureau of Criminal Investigationin-
vestigates crime mainly in a backup capacity, but even in those instances,
it is woefully understaffed.

What is needed both in Ohio and other similar states is a statewide

narcotics task force. This unit could then cross over and circumvent the
artificial, but politically hostile, boundaries of cities, counties and

other political subdivisions. The criminal element involved in poisoning
our future in our youngsters knows no boundary and has no scruples. But

we who fight them must observe protocol and deal with narcotic situations
from outside our area only when they have a direct impact upon us. Then

1st stop and peas on information, hoping the receiving agency which
la unaffected by the instant case, will follow it up with the same fervor.
It is a blind and patchwork approach to a serious problem.

The other area of interest tone in Richland County is in the edu-
cation of our young people to the pitfalls of narcotic abuse. We feel

that programs must be initiated at a lower level. The previously mew.
tioned start of educating our children at the sixth grade level has
definite credence. This is because at this grade the young student is
(=barking an a new stage in his educationpreparation for entry to the
junior high level. We feel that the junior high school has become an
initiation point for the start of drug abuse. Quite often the entering

child is first introduced to drug abuse by bin older and seemingly wiser
upperclassmen who, themselves, are only a year or two from the same sixth
grade stepping-off point. At this tine an opportunity exists to incul-
cate in the young student the options open and the pitfalls which are
possible if the wrqng choice is made.

Programa should also be developed as requirements for the children
and encourage participation by the parents, also, on narcotic abuse.
Teachers should also be required to participate in formalized training on
a regular and continuing basis into the selfsame areas.

In closing, one further area should be covered that is the problem
of the "look-alikes." Bare and more we are seeing evidence of these sub-

stances. No figures are available as yet, however, a very serious threat
to the health and safety of our young is foreseen. More studies should
be made into the medical and sociological impact they will have on us and
generations to came. If the past evidence of the low -key approach.to

marijuana is an example, it already may be too late.

If we don't act now on our drug problems, we will lose our future
because it lies in the young and fertile lives of our children upon
whom we are allowing to be heaped untold and irreparable harm.

_II
, Wif

CHARD H. PETTY, SHERIFF
Richland County, Ohio

5
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

RALPH R. MONDAY

DETECTIVE SERGEANT, FINDLAY, POLICE DEPARTMENT

FINDLAY, OHIO

This report is prepared for the United States
House of Representa.fives, Select

Committee on Narcotic Abuse and Control.

Having bean a Policeman
for over ten years, I have seen a dramatic increase

in the usage.of illegal drugs, with the trend toward a much younger age
group as users.

I have categorized the types of drugs being abused
in the Findlay, Hancock

County, Ohio area into seven categories. They are Marijuana and Hashish,number one, number two LSD, number three
Cocaine, number four Phencyclidine,number five Quaaludes, number six Amphetamines

and Barbiturates, and numberseven other dangerous drugs.

I shall talk briefly about each of these
areas, after which I will conclude

by offering
some specific ideas as to haw Law Enforcement can best combat

this very dangerous
situation.

In Findlay and Hancock County, we find marijuana
use wide spread. Marijuanahas found it's

way into nearly aZZ age
groups and social circles in this

area. Much of our marijuana
comes from out of the state or out of the

country from Columbia,
Mexico, California, and Hawaii. In the warm months

in Ohio, we find an increase in "home grown"
or Zoo-ally grown marijuana.

Although hash or hashish is fairly common in
our area, we do not see it

nearly as much as plain marijuana. In the past year to eighteen months, wehave seen a dramatic
increase in a type of marijuana

known as Sinsemilla.This is a much stronger
marijuana, and it's believed to come from either

California or the state of Hawaii.

A mannon'practice
among regular youthful marijuana

users is to buy a quarter
pound and split it into four smaller bags. The user then sells three bagsat the total price

of a quarter pound and has
one bag left for himself for

free. In younger marijuana
users, we find them rolling marijuana

cigarettesand selling them at school for a dollar each
to offset their initial costfor a bag.

The alarming fact
about marijuana use in our area is that it is getting to

.11_6
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be more and more of an accepted behavior. We believe that this acceptance

of marijuana use is a very dangerous thing. Marijuana may not lead to the

use of harder drugs, but almost all of those persons that we have come in

contact with, that do harder drugs, start with marijuana.

Another alarming dtatiatic about marijuana and marijuana users is that

since it is so difficult to detect, it seems to be considered a safe drug

to use by persona operating a motor vehicle. We have seen many serious

and even fatal accidents that were caused by a driver being under the

influence of marijuana.

LSD, otheroise known as acid, is a drug we hear about daily and is a very

highly abused drug in our area. We see high achool age kids as the age

group that most often abuse LSD.

Findlay is so well known for it's LSD that the head of the Ohio hogional

Crime Lab dubbed Findlay as "Acid Town."

We find that thic drug comes in from different sources, however, one of

the problem sources is the Mexican- American community. LSD seems to be

the drug that some members of this ethnic group frequently use and sell.

We find that some Mexican-Americans are using connections in Texas and

Mexico to get Large quantities of this drug for later sale.

In Findlay and Hancock County, the abuse of cocaine is growing daily. The

cocaine that we have seen comes from Columbia in various ways. Since the

coat of this drug is usually quite high, it certainly limits the customers.

We see a high rise in this drug by business men in our area. Right now

cocaine is the drug of choice onong these who can afford to buy it. We

don't see many juveniles using this drug, again, due to the cost of it.

We have had cases, however, where juvenilia have been used to run the drugs

from dealer to buyer.

Phencyclidine, or PCP, (AXA Angel Dust), is an extremely dangerous drug

that we see consistently, but not in real large quantities. We see use of

PCP heavy among the young bar crowd, and sompwhut in the high school aye

group.

96-425 0 - 83 - 9
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The problem with this drug is that it is not too expensive to make, and the

profit possible is quite high, therefore, people keep making the drug, and
we keep seeing it. We view this as a very dangerous drug due to it's

dangerous effects.

QUaaludes, or "Ludes," seem to, at this point in time, be a popular drug

among the young people in our area also. The rise and use of this drug is

aloarring. We are finding them turning up more and more. They may not have
yet worked their way too far into the school system, but at the rate of their

use in our area, we feel that it is only a matter of time until they do.

'Many of the users of this drug like to mix it with alcohol, which, of course,

is dangerous, especially when they get into a motor vehicle and drive. Quaaludes
that we are seeing in Findlay seems to be caning from Florida.

Amphetamines and Barbiturates. We do see prescription and clandestine made

amphetamines and barbiturates, but this use is dawn greatly over the years.

In the past two years, we, only on occasion, see these drugs.

Sometimes we find people with scripts for barbiturates who then sell the
drug to someone else. There is an increasing amount of counterfeit drugs
that are being passed off as amphetamines. Nearly all of the "Speed" we

have come across in the past one and one -half years has turned out to be

counterfeit, "look alike drugs", containing caffeine, which is not a
controlled substance.

The last category is the other dangerous drugs. We occasionally run across

other dangerous drugs that previously were not covered, but this is rare.

We have no evidence that we have any problem with heroin or other drugs

that plague other parts of the country. We have occasional dealings with

these drugs usually as a result of people that come off the interstate

highway that runs through and past our city.

In summary someone may ask, "do you have a drug problem in Findlay?" The

answer to that is, "yes," but we feel that we are working to control it.

Tie City of Findlay Police Departments Drug Enforcement Unit is one of the

11 8
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moat offootivo units in northwaa tarn Ohio. Our rocord of fulony drug arrontn
and conviction cupportu thin otatoman t Thie typo of onforcemarst in

nocaaaary and can bo aohiavod given a propor budget. Thu City of Findlay
down alot $20,000.00 annually to mako drug buys and to oouor informants
oxpannea. No find that with thin money wa ann ra a aa offactivo unit. With-
out this monay, our oporation would bo greatly hamporad.

Working with other dopartmanta wa have found that thou° dopartmanta that do
not have a drug unit, or do not have a auffioiont budget to support an
affaotivo drug unit, certainly hoc more of a problem with drug nativity than
wo do.

In tha pant twelve months wo /taco atagad thrao major drug raid., whore many

poopto wore arrantod, af tor month° of invootigation and buyn through
info:manta. No find that drug., now ate harder to got in our arca and tho
quality availablo /tea daaraaoad. No know that not wa, nor anyone aloe, will
aver atop drug abuna, but wo think wa can greatly control it.

I would like now to cub-trona nano °pacific proponala that wo would lika to
mako, or problamn that wo era arporionoing in tha onforoamont of the drug
town. Wu would liko to ono ntiffor drug tom for both trafficing and
ponaoanion in Ohio. Right now in Ohio poananaion of marijuana, a "all
amount, in only puninhablo by a fin°, no it'a vary difficult to amiable.:
pornona to aupply on with information an to who Moir nuppliar in whom they
know that all thy have to rink in a fins in court. Wa foal that if
poononnion of marijuana in any amount would ba puninhabla by a jail nantanoa,
it would bo much °tinier to mako a plan bargain arrangement with tho pornon,
than having thorn cooporate with the Drug f:nforcamont Unit in naming thoir
aourco.

Wo would also liko to Iwo a state wide law prohibiting the nal° of drug
paraphanalia, (pipan, papyri?, Furthor, wo nood grantor cooperation
batwacn local Ica anforoamont and Fothvz1 agonnian ouch an tha Drug Eliforoa-
mant Adminiutration. Wa hava attemptod in tho pant to gain the cooperation
of Drug Enforcomant Adminintration only to find out that if it in not a "hood
lino" making calm, that' are really not tarribly intoroatod in (foaling with it.
If manpot.mr or budgat probloma within Drug Enforoomont Adminintration in tho
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problom, th4 Padaral lawmakara ahould oorraot slain problam.

Wa would alao lika to luta aouporati(m batwaan tha nohoot nyntamn and
tha bow Nforoamant Aganoiaa. It would be banofiaial to un to know (ha
youthn within tho nohoot ayatom bainy (Molt with by tha aohoot adninintratorn
for /wring or traffiainy in contralto(' nantarwaa. r out only guano that

'ra not raoaiuiny al of thin infonnation.. Again, it 'n not our goal to
yo On a with hunt to aaa how many poopla wa oat; ohargan on, m11;6+1,144/
funanilan, howovar, wo do naad do infialmation an to who had ponnanoion and
who in traffioiny to heron a ponaibility at gattiny to thair nouroa. I'm not
aura lux.) thin (ould ha ordarad, othor than to liana login tat ion that rowan
tha aohool adminintratorn to raport canon or day) abuna and drug traffioiny
to tha twat aganoy halting Juriadiation and to horn atm; typo of punItiva
notirnt hwarda tha adoiniatratora if that' fail to amply.

Wa s.)ould lika to aaa a ohanya of attituda in thin aountry owarda drug una,
and thin ,hni Only ba dona by aduaation. Thin nhould bayin with alamantary
aohoot ldpon and continuing on though adult aduoation. Poop:a naad to
gat a hard approaoh about drug tam and action. It 'n wrony, 'n &moo mita , 'n
hatinv our youth, and it'a hurting any good Zax payina low abiding eitinan in
tha mato(' Staten.

lidopacti541/y ilidvni.t tad

Ad Ost

nat. Sgt. italph U. Randall
Findlay Poliaa Dapartmont
J1010 le, 19811
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rxrcuTtvt DIRECTOR, COUNTY ALCOHCU,ISM COUNCIL

HANC111)SJ:PAIL0

Dear Committee Members:

Thank you on behalf of the Hancock County Alcoholism Council and other
concerned citizens of Hancock County for this opportunity to express

our concern and add our input to your attempts to address the issues of drug
abuse and control which we perceive to be one of, If not the leading public

health issue facing our Nation today.

The Alcoholism Council is a private not-for-profit corporation governed
by a representative group of citizen volunteers. It has been serving

Hancock County's population of 64.158 citizens for the past 6 years in the

areas of treatment and prevention of alcohol and other drug abuse. During
this period we have treated in our drug free outpatient clinic, nearly 700

persons whose lives have been affected by chemical dependency or abuse. We
have also provided hundredrof hours of community education programs and
seminars throughout our county in an attempt to highten both the awareness

of and knowledge about chemical dependency.

Through this direct contact with our community over time, we have

percieved the reality of several drug abuse issues that we believe require
the continued and increasing involvement

of the Federal Government both
financially and legir!Jtively.

The perceived issues/problems are summarily
stated as follows:

I. The primary drug of abuse continues to be alcohol, however the

scope of the abuse has broadened so that increasing numbers of

persons suffering from alcoholism are being found at both ends of
life's spectrum. Teen and pre-teen alcohol abuse appears to be
substantially on the increase as is alcoholism in the senior citizen
years.
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2. The second most prevellot drug of abuse is marijuana, with

experimental use now beginning primarily in 4th through 6th

grade levels and regular use (at least once weekly) from 7th grade

on in increasing numbers.

3. The abusive use of alcohol and the regular use of marijuana is

the standard form of socializing for the large majority of our

high school youth and in any random sampling which we have done

among this age group, they are hard put to identify even 20% of

their friends and aquaintences who do not use one or both of these

drugs. These informal samples are taken in various types of

youth groups from schools, community gatherings, and treatment groups.

4. Marijuaea use is also prevelant among young adults thru their early
30's. This age group is also using alcohol in conjunction with

marijuana in social settings.

5/ Stimulant drugs w:lich have been popular in the past are still

sought but the quality (unl;_ss prescription) is poor and usually

a substitute such as caffeine and anti-histimrIne type products.

These are called look-allkes:

6. Minor tranquilizers are still popular and youth are getting hooked

on prescription drugs like valium, serax and methaqualude. They

obtain- these from prescriptions sold on the street, from medicine

cabinets and from the bootleg market.

7. L.S.D. & P.C.P. are drugs of choice for some of our youth but P.C.P.

use appears to be on the decline. Acid (L.S.D.) quality is up and

when it is available it goes quickly. The source of acid appears

to be Michigan, Toledo, and Columbus, for our area.

These i-sues/problems which we experience through our treatment of those
affected as as through our contacts in prevention programs throughout

our County,lead us to conclude that we are only scratching the surface of a
primary health and social problem. A problem that is becoming very much a

part of American Culture through the impact of television ( which constantly

promotes drug and alcohol use in both advertising and programs), and the

entertainment industry which portrays drug use/abuse in song and theatre

as an acceptable part of the American life style.
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Our hope is that this committee can provide the impetus to move the

Congress to act decisively in addressing this problem both legislatively

and financially.

Funds are needed to provide treatment for those affected by .chemical de-

pendency and to provide programs directed toward prevention of chemical abUse.

We would hope that Congress might take seriously studies that have

already been done that show the impact of television on our culture and

attitudes, and use the legislative process, if necessary, to remove the

constant advertised and programmed suggestions that alcohol (beer 8 wine)

and pills are the way to the "Good Life". Until we fully accept the impact

of the T.V. and entertainment industry on our life-style we will not do

much to change the long range effects of our chemical abuse problem.

We would suggest manditory in-service training for teachers in the

area of understanding, identifying and intervening where chemical abuse is
present in our schools.

We encourage the government to use its media resources to promote public

understanding of the facts about chemiCal abuse and what can be done to help

those already affected.

Obviously this epidemic of alcohol and other drug abuse did not develop

overnight and will not be solved without the expenditure of time, energy

and money into the future. We commend your committee for addressing

this issue, and wish you success in your efforts to understand the scope of the

problem and how it might be addressed.

Our Council is grateful for this oppertnity to lend our voice to your

concern and stands ready to assist in any way we can.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Sincerely,

/201,,e004:10.&4--o

ack E. Miller, C,A.C Ex. Dir,

Hancock County Alcoholism Council
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AUGLAIZE COUNTY GENERAL
HEALTH DISTRICT
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

PHILIP E. WARD

DIRECTOR, DIVISIONS OF ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUGS

AUGLAI2E COUNTY GENERAL HEALTH DISTRICT

WAPAKONETA, OHIO

There is no doubt that there is fairly extensive
use of psychotropic drugs among

the adolescents of the rural midwestern United States. After two years of pro-
viding an extensive intervention program for drug abusing adolescents, whom were
assigned to our agencies by the judicial or school systems, Allen and Auglaize
Public Health Departments decided it was time to determine the degree of illicit
drug use among adolescents in our two counties.

The proceeding questions and answers are a recap of the first drug use survey
performed by the Allen and Auglaize Counties Public Health Departments. Eventu-ally the two Health,Departments, in cooperation

with a computer analysis team
from Wright State University, plans to

survey all school systems in Allen and
Auglaize Counties, thus providing a demographic analysis of adolescent drug use.
As you peruse the questions and responses from the total Bluffton High School
population, freshman - seniors, bear in mind that Bluffton, Ohio is one of the
more rural and conservative areas in our counties.

No. of Students
Responding Yes
(Out of 294)

Raw Data Collected, 11/17/81 Per Cent
Responding Yes
(Out of 294)Question-.

219 1. Have you every used alcohol? 75.0128 2. Do you use alcohol now?
43.591 3. Rave you ever used marijuana? 31.0

53 4. Do you use marijuana now?
18.035 5.. Have you ever used depressants? 11.918 6. Do you use depressants now? 6.158 7. Have you ever used stimulants?
19.729 8. Do you use stimulants now?
12.6
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No. of Students
Responding Yes
(Out of 294)

Question

Per Cent
Responding Yes
(Out of 294)

29 9. Have you ever used cocaine?
9.916 10. Do you use cocaine now?
5.437 11. Have you ever used hallucinogens?

12.623 12. Do you use hallucinogens now?
7.828 13. Have you ever used PCP?
9.514 14. Do you use PCP now?
4.815 15. Have you ever used narcotics?
5.111 16. Do you use narcotics now?
3.7176 17. Do you know where to obtain illegal drugs? 59.9.8 18. Have you ever been charged with a crime

while under the influence of a drug?
2.7

19. What percentage of the students in your
school do you think have experimented

...,with marijuana?
64 (a) Over 75% 21.880 (b) 50-75% 27.165 (c) 25-50%

22.144 (4) 10-25%
15.023 (e) 5-10% 7.814 (f) Under 5% 4.84 (g) No Response
1.4

20. What percentage of the students in your
school do you think have experimented
with hard drugs?

14 (a) Over 75%
4.830

(b) 50-75% 10.260 (c) 25-50% 20.481 (d) 10-25% 27.648 (e) 5-10% 16.351 (f) Under 5% 17.310 (g) No Response
3.4

Our objectives in surveying high
school aged students about that use of psycho -tropic substances are threefold. '1.)

To raise community, parental, and schoolsystems awareness about the use, abuse, and consequences of adolescents' druguse.

2.) To understand how students perceive their own use and their peers use ofpsychotropic substances. The recap provided to you from the Bluffton Schoolsurvey represents 20 questions out of a total 88 questions. Other questionsinthesurvey includes frequency of use, effects of use, perception of use, andknowledge of drugs.
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3.) To provide data of what age to most fully concentrate drug prevention ograms
and what geographic areas of the counties need the most concentrated effort of
prevention programming. The total drug survey questionnaire also provides our
agencies with the ages that students first experimented with each drug. Obviously,
if we want to prevent the problems associated with drug use, we need to impact on
young people prior to the onset use of psychotropic substances.

The resulting effects of adolescents drug use can be observed in the serious
repercussions to the adolescents, families, schools, and society in general.
Not to be redundant to what this committee has most likely he innumerable times
in prior public hearings, we would like to provide you with a brief overview of
what our agencies have observed in dealing with 103 drug abusing adolescents
during 1980 and 165 drug abusing adolescents during 1981.

First, and of uttermost concern to us, is the effects of drug use on the adoles-
cents. Personal hygiene, proper diet, exercise, and rest, all the basics of
preventive health, are sorely lacking in most drug abusing adolescents. Our
theory is that the loss of these basic health skills reads to lowered self
esteem which, in turn, leads to continued drug use for "coping and escaping
reality" purposes. Coupled with the physical degradation, the emotional prob-
lems associated with adolescent drug use are serious and frightening. We have
in our clinical case records, documented evidence of 18 year olds functioning
at the maturity level of 12 year olds. This pattern of maturation retardation
appears consistently with adolescents who began using drugs during their
formative years. This pattern leads us to suspect that going through the
adolescent years in a drug induced stupor results in arresting maturity at the
various ages of first drug use. All of the physical andemotional aspects of
adolescents drug use combined, leads to serious apathy on the part of the
adolescents. Apathy to the degree that most adolescent drug users feel that
they could care less about what happens to them, their families, or society.
This would hardly give anyone a feeling of security about our leaders of to-
morrow.

The areas of life that adolescent drug users touch includes families, schools,
and society, all of which suffer as a result of their drug use. Our agencies
have not dealt with any adolescents to this date, where their families have
not also needed therapy to restore themselves as a congruent functioning unit.
All of the drug abusing adolescents we have dealt with have,'in some fashion,
caused upheaval in their school systems. As far as society in general, take
a look at the rising statistics of rural crime. 75%, 201, of the adolescents
our agencies treated during 1980 and 1981 were involved in criminal activities.
95%, 191, of those adolescents would,most likely, not have committed a crime
had they not been under the influence of drugs.

The pattern of drug use and abuse among adolescents has also remained consistent
over the last 23 years. Alcohol, marijuana, stimulants, quaaludes, and hallucino-
gens, in that order, rank among the drugs used by adolescents in our intervention
program. Alcohol in about 99% of the cases serves as a base drug and beyond that,
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whatever substances wanted and accessible are added to the alcohol. The common
myth among the adult population about alcohol being the lesser of evils amanE
the drugs utilized by adolescents, has certainly not proven to be true from a
clinical observation.

The end result of adolescent drug use is a population of young adults who need
treatment for chemical dependency, however, due to the mixing of drugs, the
maturity level, and the apathy, they are much harder to treat than adults who
began their drug use at later periods of their lives. After two years of
prudent observation of adolescent drug use, we would recommend that you, as
members of the Select Committee on Narcotics, give further study to the pro-
ceeding areas as possible solution to adolescent drug use.

1. Adolescent Chemical Dependency Treatment - The alcohol and drug intervention
programs, such as the one we have referenced thrOughout this report, should be
available programs for each rural county and city in the U.S. Further, school
systems should be mandated to actively utilize such intervention programs.

An alcohol and drug intervention program for adolescents provides initial
diagnosis, values clarification, drug education, affective education, group
therapy, and further recommendations for adolescents upon completion of the
intervention program. Most important, an intervention program that is effect-
ively utilized by school systems intervenes with adolescents drug use prior to
their getting into serious trouble. Also, the intervention program actively
works to put the parents back in control of the family, thus setting discipline
standards for adolescents to adhere to.

In terms of adolescents whose progression of chemical dependency has reached
the point of addiction, halfway houses appear to be the best modality of
treatment. Halfway houses are expensive propositions and we could not
honestly recommend a large number of them being constructed throughout the
United States. There should, however, be enough adolescent halfway. houses
for accessibility purposes of a 200-300 mile radius.

2. Prevention Programs - With too many areas of life and entirely too often,
we wait until a problem occurs prior to doing anything about it. In the case
of adolescent chemical addiction, waiting until the problem occurs is self-
defeating for adolescents as well as society. The resources and the length
of time required to treat chemically addicted adolescents are astronomical.
In addition to the cost and time, treatment for adolescents who are chemically
addicted is, at this point in time, just not successful enough to clean up the
mess the majority of addicted adolescents make of themselves. Other areas of
adolescents lifestyles such as sexuality, nutritional and physical health,
emotional health, etc., also prove to be too devastating and costly to society
to wait until problems occur before addressing the issues.

Therefore, we would recommend that each Public Health Department in the United
States be equipped with a viable health education component. Utilizing the
techniques of preventive health infor=tion, affective education, alternatives,
environmental change, and values clarificationp.these Health Departments should ac-
tively work throughout their appropriate district, city or county, training
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paint groups, teachers, and especially, developing preventive health curriculums
for kindergarten through seniors. You may not be able to totally erradicate the
problems associated with the adolescent years, however, we strongly feel the
problems could be severely reduced if the proper personnel was impacting on tho
proper target groups.

It would not be an easy task to mandate preventive health programs as, historically,
we have wanted to spend our monies where we could view the immediate results.
If you study history, the period following World War II plcced emphasis on the
individual treatment of patients, causing the technology of health care to
mushroom. This direction to "sickness care", although very important and helpful
in alleviating suffering,.bas led to an extremely expensive medical system.
During the year 1981, as has often been the case, the increase in costs for the
health care sector was significantly greater than for other elements of the
consumer price index. Unfortunately, even with the ltgh cost and technology of
medical care, little advancements were made in dealing with the main problems of
today's youth.

FOr multiple reasons, society has become more difficult for adolescents to grow.
into. Coupled with a myriad of difficulties, problems for adolescents are occur-
ring at earlier and earlier ages. Now that improved sanitation and immunizing
agents have conquered most of the main causes that crippled or killed our child-
ren in years past, it is time for society to address the new problems that are
crippling and killing our children. The new problems for our youth, such as
the use of psychotropic drugs, can be best addressed by preventive health
education, not "sickness care".

Thank you for your time and careful study.

PEN/dt
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

MARLENE GOUDY, A CONCERNED PARENT

WAPAKONETA, OHIO

My ecn is 20 years old and is chemically dependant. Prom the time

he started using drugs and alcohol at age 12 until he entered

treatment and recovery at age 19, our family lived in a nightmare

of fear,anxiety and PAIN. My statement will be given from this

parental point of view. I hope to point out the FAILURE of the

system to help us recognize and deal' with substance abuse and all

of it's -ramifications.

The firat FAILURE is APATHY on the part of the general public to

recognize and admit that substance abuse is rampant in our community.

In my county we have the distinction of being #3 in the nations. in

alcohol consumption per capita we also have the distinction of

having a higher than normal rate of accidents and traffic deaths

related directly to drinking while driving.

The next PAIZURE is in the SCHOOL SYSTEM. Due to his use my son

could not cope his learning processes and general adolescent

development was severely hampered. He was shuffled through the

system via the OWE, OWA, Survival English, etc. courses a 5th
grader should have been able to handle he couldn't. Most of the

kids in his class were also drug and alcohol users and it was here

in these classes that he found his drug peer group and remained

with them until he finally dropped out of school. He continued to

associate with them (they all quit school too) until he entered
treatment. One of them went to prison for dealing. At no time

during his junior high or sophomore years did a guidance counselor,

teacher or principal suggest to us that his learning difficulties

might be attributable to drug use. I don't know if it was because

of (a) ignorance of the symptoms, (b) not knowing what to do if

they did recognize the symptoms, or (c) simply closing their eyes
and evading an unpleasant situation. I feel it was all three.
The next FAILURE is with the MEDICAL PROFESSION. I took my son to

the pediatrician who had been treating him for allergies since he

was an infant and told him I felt my son was smoking pot and using

other chemicals. I begged him to help me find a way to help him

before he killed himself. He gavemy son a stiff lecture and then
told me to keep an eye on him. During this same time I was seeing

1
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our family physician because I was developing ulcers from all the
stress and Anyiety. My own physician gave me powerful tranquilizers

to allieviate my distress. I took them home and threw them out -
we didn't need two spaced out junkies in our family. The pediatri-
cian should have been knowledgeable enough of chemical abuse to
recommend treatment at a chemical dependency treatment center.
Physicians should take time to find out why their patients are
living stressful lives and help treat the cause not just the symptoms.
The truth about chemical dependency is that everyone IN the family
becomes just as sick and crazy in their thinking as the user. There
is no room for rational thinking. SOmelhas to yank them off the
merry-go-round and put them in touch with the reality of their
situation.

The next two FAILURES went hand in hand - the MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
and the PSYCHIATRIC PROFESSION. The Mental Health people were
the first of OVER 14 AGENCIES, that we contacted for help over
the course of those 7 years. The first counselor told us that if
our son wasn't shooting heroin or stealing cars we really didn't
have a problem (exact words of the counselor). Next came two years
of seeking psychiatric care in the private sector ($60 per hour).
To make atlangrincredible story short, the psychiatrist treating
cur son gave him DRUGS to help solve his MENTAL PROBLEM - they
diagnosed him as schizophrenic,'and manic depressive. Never was
drUg addiction or alcoholism mentioned. That scenario ended with
our son experiencing his first over-dose. He mixed the legal drugs
from the shrink with his own and OD'd. During all there years
our son never refused to go for help - the sad,unfartanate reality
of the whole thing was that NO-ONE knew what to do or where to go.
The next FAILURE came through the COURT SYSTEM. Our son was picked
up fry DWI - it was reduced to a lesser charge if he would see the
substance abuse counselor with the (you guessed it) MENTAL HEALTH
CENTER. No-one ever checked to see if he actually went. He did
go on and off for about six months and again he was treated for
mental illness NOT the disease of alcoholism and drug addiction.
During the course of the next three months our son had another
overdose which almost cost him his life and he lost his job. I kept
searching for help and it finally paid off. I attended a workshop
on Teens, Drugs & Alcohol and for the first time was put in touch
with what was happening to us and our son. At this workshop a good
friend listened to my story and because he understood the nature of
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chemical dependency, was able to recommend the right treatment for
our son. I went home that night and showed my son a brochure of

the treatment center and it took him about 15 minutes to tell me,
"mom, I think I'de like to go there." Two days later he was in
treatment at a chemical dependency treatment facility. After
30 days in this facility it was recommended to him that he needed
long-term (6 months) care. He chose a half-way house in St. Paul
Minnesota. He is now living on his own and has been chemically
free for 15 months. On the day he was tc leave for the initial

treatment center, he called the substance abuse counselor at the
Mental Health Center to tell him of his decision and the man said,

, are you sure you want to do this - perhaps you ought to

reconsider." Thank God he didn't reconsider - it would have been
the ultimate FAILURE.

Because of our experience my husband And I have made the decision
to devote most of our free time to dispel the IGNORANCE and APATHY
in our community regarding substance abuse. We have or will concen-
trate our efforts in the following areas:

1. I have requested our SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. to pattern
a drug policy for intervention, evaluation and treatment
based on the Fairbornfhinior High's program. After looking
at it for one year; 'they came up with a policy that was

warns that nothing - it was appeasement. My next step
is to educate the school board members so they can make
the right (iscie.ton when they are asked to make policy.

2. Thi4 fal'we are opening a chapter of "Families Anonymous".

Families Anarymays is a support group for parents who
have children using drugs ar alcohol. We hope to be able
to shart-rixociT the time it takes to get their children
help by referring them to the CORRECT people and facilities.
The primary aarpose of Families Anon. is to help parents
undczst:ina what chemical dependency is doing to them and
their childran - it helps put the control of their lives
back into their own hands.

3. We hope to farm a COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE pooling the
knowledge and resources-of law enforcement, courts, clergy,
physicians, educators and the PUBLIC to do an assessment

and evaluation of the drug and alcohol problem in our
community. Our ultimate goal is to EDUCATE our community
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in all the ramification of the substance abuse problem.

4. We need to develope a RESOURCE and INFORMATION center fn
our community so our citizens can have help ar know
Where to go for help if they are faced with drug and
alcohol problems. It needs to include a CRISIS HOT
LINE and a Turn In A Pusher phone line.

I would very much like to see a NATIONL AD CAMPAIGN in the media
to counteract all the "do-drug" messages we are bombarded with
every day. If I had no other education other than the media (TV
especially) and this is true of many young children - the only way
I would learn how to handle negative, hurt or bad feelings or the
only way I would learn how to relax, go to sleep or have a good
time - the only way would be to pop a pill or drink beer. We must
Shaw the REALITIES behind the chemical solutions...REALITIES such
as addiction and alcoholism resulting in broken homes, broken
relationships, suicide, ruined health, trafic fatalities, and for
too many young people, early and tragic death.

There is a desperate need
for quality treatment facilities.

Alcoholism rates #3 behind cancer and heart disease as the leading
cause of death in our country and yet it is the first program to
get cut in the budget crunch.

Many treatment centers will NOT
treat the adolescent substance abuser. We need more adolescent
halt-way Sonsee and FUNDING for the parents. When all the bills
were in our sons treatment cost us close to $10,000. We had to
borrow everything we could to get him into treatment - the poor
will never get the help they need - they couldn't afford it.

In closing I only wish to say that as a citizen, parent, and mother,
I NEED TO SNOW my efforts

are being rewarded in lieu of the courts
prosecuting to the fullest extent of the law all those who choose
to deal,in any tray shape of farm, in drugs. These DEATH MERCHANTS
must pay the price - if they don't, WE WILL.

0


